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The Macedonian National Development
in the Typological Relations of Revival
among the Neighbouring Peoples

The conditional term revival in the historiography of European peoples has highly
varied meanings depending on the general development of specific peoples and
distinct manifestations in their development processes. Whereas in Western
Europe it was a concept characterized by the development of science, literature
and art in the 15th and 16th centuries, in the Balkans, particularly within the
frontiers of the Ottoman Empire, it was a movement conceived in the 18th and
ending in the first half of the 20th century, which reflected the processes of
socio-economic, cultural, national and socio-political development: from the
awakening of national consciousness to the affirmation of state organization.
Even in the Balkans, however, revival took place in accordance with the specific
historical development of the different peoples, both internally and externally.
Despite the existence of identical lines of development which are common to
different ethnic communities, in global relations we can divide them into Christian and non-Christian communities, and within the first group, there is the
sub-division between Orthodox and other Christian peoples. On the other hand,
there are differences in the development between Slavic and non-Slavic Balkan
peoples, and owing to the different historical evolution in different state-political
and socio-economic circumstances, there are essential differences between the
development of Orthodox Slavic peoples under Turkish domination and those,
mostly Catholic, peoples who were incorporated in the Hapsburg monarchy.
Confessional affiliation was particularly important in the case of Turkey, owing
to the Shariah organization of life in the Empire. This, in turn, posed the question
of the organization of church-educational life. Therefore it was very important to
have one’s own church institution, which embodied the prerequisites for the start
of national and cultural development as such. In this respect, the position of the
church towards the process of revival among the Balkan peoples was diametrically
opposed to that of the age of the Renaissance in Western Europe.
On the other hand, the state-constitutional traditions under distinct names were
of extreme importance in the process of national awakening and affirmation of the
Balkan peoples. The difficult, gradual and impeded expansion of the Macedonian
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national name brought about a prolonged and complicated process in its development as a whole.
As a result, although the process of revival among the Macedonians — as Krste
Misirkov wrote as early as 1903 — was similar to those of neighbouring peoples,
it nevertheless had many specific features which can be understood only in
correlation with the processes of development of these neighbouring nations. And
only in this way can it be regarded as a sufficiently autonomous and “natural
process” whose outcome, in the contemporary constellation, will not incite discussions aimed at its denial, but only a serious scholarly dialogue based on a study
of the routes and characteristics of that development. Hence we shall try to point
to some of the characteristic features of the Macedonian national development (in
correlation with those of the other neighbouring peoples), so that we can understand the basic reasons for the belated affirmation of the Macedonian nation as a
socio-historical category.
There is no doubt that Macedonia’s geopolitical position is of considerable
importance in the examination of these questions. Unlike their neighbours, the
Macedonians found themselves in the central European part of the vast Ottoman
Empire with no opportunities for direct contacts with the previously liberated
nations, already constituted as states. This left them without the possibility of an
easy transfer of ideas and organized communication with their expatriates. This
situation prevented the foundation of colonies for unimpeded action along the
borders. For instance, the Greek colonies in Western Europe and particularly those
in the territories of Romania and southern Russia, thanks to the well-developed
trade and navigation, became important focal points of national unification and
consolidation. Moreover, precisely because of their outlying position, bearing in
mind the long and jagged coastline of the Mediterranean, and as part of the interests
of the great powers, as early as the second half of the 18th century the Russian
naval units created a free Greek administration on some of the Greek islands in
the Aegean Sea, which encouraged ideas for the restoration of the Byzantine
Empire in the Balkans. The French conquest of the Ionian Islands and the
subsequently established Ionian Republic under the protectorship of the Russian
troops made it possible to build a small Greek state with its own administration,
constitution, flag and diplomacy, and during the Russo-Turkish War of 1806-1812
a “Greek land army” was created, which was of comprehensive significance for
the future final liberation of Greece.
In the case of Serbia, thanks to the Austrian involvement in the Balkans and
the setting up of large colonies near the Austro-Turkish border, with the transfer
of church administration to Sremski Karlovci and the spiritual unification of the
Orthodox population numbering thousands within the frontiers of the Hapsburg
monarchy, a free centre for Serbian national awakening, culture and education was
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created which prepared the concept and practically helped KaraŸorŸe’s liberation
actions in the early 19th century. Thus, Serbian national revival also first developed
and affirmed itself outside the borders of Serbia and, thanks to the powers and
circumstances on the international scene (more or less independently of economic
and social development), led to the ultimate affirmation of the Serbian nation.
Bulgaria, too, situated at the periphery of the Ottoman Empire, was several
times occupied by Russian troops in the Russo-Turkish wars in the 18th and 19th
centuries; Russo-Bulgarian administration was established and the idea of national
freedom gained affirmation. With the withdrawal of Russian troops, large groups
of volunteers and nationally-awakened people withdrew as well, inhabiting the
border regions of present-day Romania and southern Russia. It was from there that
the future liberation committees, detachments and military units were recruited;
they later developed into a separate Bulgarian Army, with its own emblems and
special tasks. Educational-cultural institutions were established in those large
Bulgarian colonies; it was there that the first literary works and publications were
created, it was there that the ideology of the Bulgarian national constitution and
liberation was built. For purely formal reasons (and special interests) the beginning
of the Bulgarian revival is considered to be Paissius’s History (written in 1762,
but corrected and published as late as the 19th century). The actual liberation and
state constitution of Bulgaria was the result of Russia’s military action of a later
date.
Even Albania, as an outlying region of Turkey, having the rich and well-developed Arbresh colonies in Italy and in some other European centres, regardless of
the special position of the Albanian Moslem population in Turkey had, until the
1870s (and perhaps even later), the opportunity of developing its national ideology
on two fronts: in its colonies outside Turkey, and among the circles of the ruling
Albanian class in the Ottoman oligarchy which gradually started distancing itself
from the Turks, until a final breakup occurred between Albanian national interests
and those of the Empire; the aim was the overthrow of the Sultan’s state and the
establishment of an independent Albanian statehood.
Macedonia, however, found itself in different circumstances. It had no colonies
outside (close to its borders) and, with the exception of an earlier and limited action
by Piccolomini, the Ottoman domination had never been replaced by a Christian
authority, let alone by one created from Macedonia’s own population. Even the
Archbishopric of Ohrid, which provided some kind of continuity until 1767,
uniting the congregation as a whole, was abolished, and the whole of Macedonia
was incorporated within the system of the highly nationalistic Oecumenical
Patriarchate of Constantinople. In spite of the relative growth of towns, trade and
crafts, the development of the spiritual, educational and cultural life of the people
as a whole was limited by several factors.
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In the first place we must take into consideration the fact that the beginning of
national awakening saw Macedonia without a widely affirmed ethnic designation,
without state-constitutional traditions under its own appellation, regardless of the
evident use of the Macedonian name since very early on. Only after the emergence
of neighbouring aspirations to acquiring this territory, and only after its people’s
acquaintance with the character and traits of neighbouring cultures, did a process
of differentiation ensue and the Macedonians develop a stronger sense of their
identity. It was then that support was found in the national-romantic ideology of
direct descent from the ‘Slavic’ ancient Macedonians of Philip and Alexander, and
this name of national unification started to be affirmed more strongly, involving
territorial differentiation from its neighbours.
As a phenomenon and process, the Macedonian case was not an exception.
Several other peoples, who had also remained without state-constitutional traditions under their own appellations, such as the Slovenes, Slovaks, Ukrainians and
Belorussians, found themselves in similar situations during their national revival.
The case of Macedonia was unique because at the moment of its national awakening the national aspirations of the bourgeoisie of its neighbours — which had
already been ethnically-aware or had already established their own nation-states
— were strongly manifested and sufficiently organized. Furthermore, Macedonia’s neighbours were either ethnically very close or religiously and culturally
identical.
Aspirations for liberation from Ottoman domination were expressed in a series
of actions and insurrections even in the period preceding national awakening. On
each occasion, the people expected assistance from their neighbours and the
interested great powers. A large number of Macedonians also took part in all the
liberation movements and uprisings of their neighbours, hoping for their own
freedom. This undoubtedly contributed to the growth of political and national
liberation awareness among the Macedonian people.
Yet at the moment when Macedonia had free states as neighbours and when
the Macedonians tried to establish their own liberation and revival centres on their
own territory, they were faced with obstruction and a strong resistance that used
all means. None of the neighbouring monarchies found forces or interest to aid
the process of Macedonia’s national liberation and constitution.
Macedonian national revival began, as was the case with many other peoples,
in the early 19th century: formally with the publication of the first book in modern
Macedonian (1814). This process developed steadily but was impaired by frequent
disturbances, which was not the result of internal development processes, but
mostly the consequence of strong and diverse external interference. It ended as
late as the constitution of Macedonian statehood at the First Session of the
Anti-Fascist Assembly of the National Liberation of Macedonia in 1944. This was
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indeed the most delayed national recognition of a Balkan people who had for more
than a century fought an armed struggle for its liberation.
The process of Macedonian national revival can be divided into three main
periods: I. Cultural-educational and spiritual activities of the Macedonian people
(1814-1870), II. Formation and public articulation of the Macedonian national
liberation programme (1870-1903), and III. National-political maturation and
affirmation of the Macedonian people (1903-1944).
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The Emergence of Macedonian National Thought
and the Formation of a National Programme
(up to 1878)

The study of Macedonian national development began as late as the end of the
19th century, when the ‘Macedonian question’ emerged in all its sensitive
sharpness — on both the internal and international scenes. Krste Misirkov,340
Dimitrija Ëupovski341 and Nace Dimov342 accepted the work of ÏorÒija Pulevski343 and his followers and generation with scholarly ambitions. Angel Dinev,344
340Krste

P. Misirkov, as far as it is known so far, gave his first public address on December 18, 1897,
before the Ethnographic Department of the Imperial Russian Geographic Society in St Petersburg. His
paper was immediately printed in the mouthpiece of the Society, Ó i vaò st ar i na, VII, 3 and 4, S P b.,
482-485. But it was only in his book Za makedoncki t e r abot i (Sofia, 1903) that he largely
succeeded in presenting the complex problem of Macedonian national development. Later, in the pages
of his journal Var dar (Odessa, 1905), in Makedonskíà gol osï (Makedonski gl as) (Petrograd,
1913-1914) and later in the Sofia newspapers I l i ndenÅ, 20 ô l i à, P i r i nï and Mi r ï (1922-1925),
he developed and elaborated his views on the historical evolution and prospects of the Macedonian
people. For more details see: D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926). P r i l og
kon pr ouÌuvawet o na r azvi t okot na makedonskat a naci onal na mi sl a, S kopje, 1966, 137835; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja. P r i l ozi za r azvi t okot na makedonskat a kul t ur no-naci onal na mi sl a, áá, S kopje, 1983, 197-438; D-r Bl aÔ e
Ri st ovski , Kr st e Mi si r kov (1874-1926), Bi t ol a, 1986; Kr st e P . Mi si r kov, Odbr ani st r ani ci . P r i r edi l Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Mi sl a, 1991.
341Dimitrija D. Ëupovski gave his earliest public address on this subject at the Macedonian Scholarly and
Literary Society in St Petersburg in 1902, but he published his first articles in the pages of the Russian
press (Gr aÔ dani nï , S l avòni nï ) and especially in the mouthpiece of the Macedonian colony in
Petrograd, Makedonskíà gol osï (Makedonski gl as) in 1912-1914, and also later in the newspapers
N ovaò Ó i znÅ and Vol ò nar oda (1917). For more details see: D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja
Ëupovski (1878-1940) i Makedonskot o nauÌno-l i t er at ur no dr ugar st vo vo P et r ogr ad.
P r i l ozi kon pr ouÌuvawet o na makedonsko-r uski t e vr ski i r azvi t okot na makedonskat a
naci onal na mi sl a, á-áá, S kopje, 1979.
342Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , N ace D. Di mov (1876-1916), MANU, S kopje, 1973. Nace Dimov’s paper to the
St Petersburg Slavonic Charitable Society was read on March 4, 1913, and was published the same year
as a separate booklet: N.D. Di movï , á. I st or i Ìeskíà oÌer kï Makedoníi i makedonski hï
sl avònï . áá. P r i Ìi nì vozni knoveníò Ìet ni Ìeskago dvi Ô eníò vï Makedoníi . ááá. P ol i t i Ìeskíà obzor ï Makedoníi i makedoncevï , S P b, 1913.
343D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Ïor Òi ja M. P ul evski i negovi t e kni š ki ,,S amovi l a Makedonska“ i
,,Makedonska pesnar ka“, I F , S kopje, 1973; Ïor Òi ja M. P ul evski , Odbr ani st r ani ci . Redakci ja, pr edgovor i zabel eš ki d-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , S kopje, 1974; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski ,
P r ojavi i pr of i l i od makedonskat a l i t er at ur na i st or i ja, áá, S kopje, 1982, 9-29; D-r
Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, á, 302-393; D-r Bl aÔ e
Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot f ol kl or i naci onal nat a svest , á, S kopje, 1987, 43-59.
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Vasil Ivanovski,345 KoÌo Racin,346 Kosta Veselinov347 and Anton Popov348 developed it as part of the concept of the progressive movement, whereas Macedonian
scholarly thought was only able to function normally after the liberation of the
Vardar part of Macedonia and its constitution in 1944 as a nation-state within the
federal community of the Yugoslav peoples. Even today, however, we cannot say
that Macedonian scholars have fully succeeded in studying this very long and
convulsive process. They have been handicapped, above all, by the inaccessibility
of basic sources and the incomprehensible obstacles placed in the way mostly by
neighbouring states, which control not only significant portions of the Macedonian
ethnic territory but also of the existing archive materials.
Occupying the territory between the Slavic Serbs and Bulgarians, and the
non-Slavic Greeks and Albanians, representing the southernmost fjord of the
Slavic sea, on their road to national affirmation, the Macedonians have written a
344Angel

ï Di nevï , Makedonski t õ sl avòni , S of i ò, 1938; Angel ï Di nevï , Et nogr af skat a
i deò na makedonski t õ sl avòni , S of i ò, 1944; Angel ï Di nevï , I l i ndenskat a epopeò (r azvoò
na maked. osvobodi t el no dvi Ô eni e), á, S of i ò, 1945. Dinev’s periodical Makedonski vest i
(1935-1936) is of special significance. See also: D-r Vl adi mi r Kar t ov, A ngel Di nev — Ô i vot i
del o, S kopje, 1983.
345[Vasi l I vanovski ], I dei t õ i zadaÌi t õ na makedonskot o pr ogr esi vno dvi Ô eni e vï Bï l gar i ò, Bi bl i ot eka ,,Makedonsko zname“, º 1, S of i ò, 1933; Bi st r i š ki [Vasil Ivanovski’s
pseudonym], ,,Zaë o ni e makedonci t e sme ot del na naci ò?“, Tr udova Makedoni ò, á, 6, Det r oi t ,
Dekemvr i 1934, 4-5; Bi st r i š ki , op. cit., in: Ëet vï r t i ò kongr es na Makedonski ò N ar oden
S ï ô z v A mer i ka. Rezol ô ci i , I zl oÔ eni ò, Det r oi t , Mi Ì., 1934, 42-55; Bi st r i š ki , op. cit., in:
Makedonski gl as, br . 8-9, Buenos Aàr es, 1936; [V. I vanovski ], Makedonski ò vï pr os v
mi nal ot o i sega. Makedonskat a naci ò i makedonskot o naci onal no sï znani e, r akopi s od
C ent r al ni ot zat vor vo S kopje (manuscript from the Skopje Central Prison, 1942-1943), Ar hi v
na Makedoni ja, S kopje, i nv. br . 8773.
346N.P., ,,Za pravilnije shvatanje naše prošlosti“, Kultura, II, 7, Zagreb, 15.XI.1937, 1; K. Ri st ovi Ú,
,,S eq aÌki pokr et Bogomi l a u sr edwem veku“, N ar odna Ìi t anka i z nauke i kwi Ô evnost i ,
br . 7, Beogr ad, 1939, 20-24; K. Racin, ,,Razvitak i znaÌaj jedne nove naše knjiÔevnosti, RadniÌki
tjednik, I, 23, Zagreb, 25.X.1940, 5-6. See also: KoÌo Raci n, S t i hovi i pr oza. Vt or o i zdani e.
Ur edi l D-r Al eksandar S pasov, S kopje, 1961, 131-255; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , KoÌo Raci n.
I st or i sko-l i t er at ur ni i st r aÔ uvawa. P r i l ozi za r azvi t okot na makedonskat a kul t ur no-naci onal na mi sl a, S kopje, 1983.
347Kost a Vesel i novï , N aci onal no-por obeni nar odi i naci onal ni mal ci nst va (N auÌno-soci ol ogi Ìenï et ô dï ), Naci onal na-nauÌna bi bl i ot eka ,,Kï l bo“ º 1, S of i ò, 1938; Kost a Vesel i novï , Vï zr aÔ danet o na Makedoni ò i I l i ndenskot o vï zst ani e, Naci onal na-nauÌna
bi bl i ot eka ,,Kï l bo“ º 2, S of i ò, 1939; Kost a Vesel i novï , Bor ci za nar odna svoboda Hr .
Bot evï , Goce Del Ìevï , L ô benï Kar avel ovï i DÔ uzepe Gar i bal di , Naci onal na-nauÌna
bi bl i ot eka ,,Kï l bo“ º 3, S of i ò, 1940. His numerous articles in various Macedonian and Bulgarian newspapers and journals during the decade preceding the War (1931-1941) are of particular
importance.
348Ant on P opov, I zbr ani pr oi zvedeni ò. P odbor i pr edgovor Mi hai l S mat r akal ev, S of i ò,
1960; Ant on P opov, ,,P ost oi l i makedonska naci ja“, P i r i nski gl as, áá, 20, S kopje,
20.œ áá.1950, 4; Ant on P opov, ,,Od ,Bur a nad r odi nat a‘ do ,Ëudna e Makedoni ja‘“, S ovr emenost , HHHáœ , 1-2, S kopje, 1984, 11-36; Ant on P opov, Odbr ani t vor bi . P r i r edi l Gane
Todor ovski , S kopje, 1985; Ant on P opov, Odbr ani t vor bi . P r i r edi l Vasi l Toci novski ,
Mi sl a, 1994.
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history which is also interesting for scholarship and its theories on nations in
general. The processes of national integration of the Macedonians developed in
the unique circumstances of the Europe of the time, where the Balkans played a
central part. Internal and, more importantly, external, factors were relevant for the
routes of their development. The geopolitical and geostrategic position of Macedonia, its social and economic development, cultural and educational conditions,
confessional and political situation and the character of historical and state-constitutional traditions completed the mosaic of factors in the emergence and
development of Macedonian national thought. As a result of all this, national
revival349 in Macedonia took place over a period of a century and a half, from its
first buds in the late 18th and early 19th century,350 up to the foundation of the
modern Macedonian nation-state in 1944. The most significant and most interesting period in the development of this process was undoubtedly the time of cultural,
educational, spiritual and political activity of the Macedonian people (1814-1870)
and the years when the first national programme was drawn up (1870-1878).

1.
Independently of the degree of social and economic development of the Macedonian people and of the penetration of ‘capitalistic elements’ into this part of the
Ottoman Empire,351 and independently of the growth and ethnic structure of
Macedonian towns, the process of the constitution of the Macedonian nation
started with certain objective historical difficulties which later encumbered its
entire development. Hence the completion of the constitution of the socio-historical category people in Macedonia seems to have coincided with the process of the
establishment of the nation. The protracted and intermittent character of the first
process brought about the complicated and lengthy development of the second.
Whereas, for instance, the process of Greek national development started along a
more or less straight line — inheriting the name and the past of the mediaeval state
and swiftly advancing the idea of political liberation and state independence (and
the same also refers largely to the development of the Serbs and even that of the
Bulgarians) — in the case of the Macedonians this idea was advanced with a
certain delay, in altered historical circumstances, without state-constitutional
349D-r

Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, á, 119-280.
appearance of the first printed books in modern Macedonian in 1814 is taken only as the formal
date of its commencement, as this process became apparent earlier, in the 18th century (D-r Bl aÔ e
Ri st ovski , op. cit., á, 155-162 and 188-189).
351D-r DanÌo Zogr af ski , Razvi t okot na kapi t al i st i Ìki t e el ement i vo Makedoni ja za
vr eme na t ur skot o vl adeewe, S kopje, 1967.
350The
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traditions under their own name in the Slavic period, without a single widely
affirmed ethnic name and with the use of different ethnic, confessional and social
appellations inherited from the mediaeval period and during the specific circumstances of Turkish domination.
Similarly to other ‘non-historical’ Slavic peoples, in the first half of the 19th
century the Macedonians were faced with the following questions: who are we,
what are we and where are we? Their first objectives were to outline their ethnic
and geographical borders with regard to their neighbours and, using a distinct
designation for themselves as a nation (which already had a long tradition) to
define the programme tasks concerning their spiritual differentiation, linguistic
unification, national affirmation and political liberation.

2.
Macedonia’s geopolitical position within the Ottoman Empire made any direct
contact with the already liberated and state-constituted social and national communities impossible, and greatly limited the transfer of ideas and organized
communication with Macedonian expatriates, and hence prevented the organization of their own colonies which would take free and state-supported actions along
the borders. As a result, in contrast to Bulgaria, for example, there was never (with
the exception of the brief Austrian penetration led by Piccolomini) an infiltration
of foreign armies on Macedonian soil and Turkish domination was not even
temporarily replaced by any Christian rule. Macedonia was thus not in a position
to have nationally-awakened and politically active émigré circles such as, for
instance, the Bulgarians had, capable of setting up their own well-developed
centres in neighbouring, territorially disinterested states, cherishing national revival ideas and organizing liberation actions.
The spiritual life of the Macedonians from the first half of the 19th century
onwards was entirely in the hands of the Hellenized Oecumenical Patriarchate.
Despite its considerable degree of Hellenization, until its abolition in 1767, the
Archbishopric of Ohrid was the only institution in Macedonia uniting the Orthodox Macedonian Slavs and providing a better or worse continuity of the people’s
development within its diocese. After its abolition, the monasteries and churches
remained shattered, constantly aiming to maintain contacts with Mount Athos and
with their eyes turned, full of hope, towards Orthodox and Slavic Russia.
The spectacular opposition to the Greek clergy and the resistance of the
Macedonian citizens against Greek influence, particularly in the church-school
communities, reinforced the ambitions for the restoration of the Archbishopric of
Ohrid as the church of the already awakened Macedonian ethnicity. This initial
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period was characterized by an incessant struggle for their own church, their own
clergy, schools and teachers, their own language and textbooks, and self-government at community level. In a situation like this it was not too difficult to organize
various ‘religious’ missions which, propagating Protestantism, Catholicism and in
particular Uniatism,352 began slowly to divide the single people into different
‘faiths’, which, in accordance with Shariah law in Turkey, were automatically
designated as ‘nationalities’. With the involvement of the national propaganda
machines of its neighbours, the unity of the people in Macedonia was finally
crushed, which led to a long and fierce struggle for a language and a church. Thus,
in spite of the relative development and growth of towns, trade and the crafts, the
still young Macedonian middle class was divided and any normal national development was significantly slowed down.

3.
In the first decades of the 19th century the main ethnic characteristic of the people
in Macedonia was their Slavic roots (‘Slavism’). This distinguished them from the
Greeks and connected them to the ‘Slavic tribe’ which was often (and not only
here) understood as a single people.353 Earlier, the Macedonians emphasized their
official ‘Greek’ affiliation before foreign representatives, and now demanded their
own name which had been alive in the churches and monasteries, but with the
obligatory Slavic marking. Therefore even the titles of the publications by Joakim
KrÌovski and Kiril PejÌinoviÎ (in the second decade of the 19th century) and their
immediate followers said that the books were written in a “simple”, “Slav-Bulgarian” language.354 Firstly, this meant abandoning the official Old Church Slavonic
language, which in Macedonia had a full continuity of use, and introducing the
vernacular in writing, and secondly, this was an act of declaring the general
aspirations of the time to emphasize their Slavic affiliation.
Yet when, in the 1840s, the Macedonians came into direct contact with
Bulgarian books and the Bulgarian language, when they saw the differences
between themselves and those who also called themselves Bulgarians, the Macedonians had no alternative but to start a struggle for the affirmation of their own
352Bl

aÔ e Ri st ovski , ,,Uni jat st vot o vo Makedoni ja“, Razgl edi , áá/ááá, 9, S kopje, 1960, 908-936;
áá/ááá, 10, 1960, 1005-1029; ááá/ááá, 1, 1960, 72-90; ááá/ááá, 2, 1960, 158-189.
353V.A. DÅakov, D.F . Mar kov, A.S . Mì l Åni kov, ,,Nekot or ì e uzl ovì e met odol ogi Ìeski e vopr osì i st or i i mi r ovoà sl avi st i ki “, in: I st or i ò, kul Åt ur a, æt nogr af i ò i f ol Åkl or
sl avònski h nar odov. œ ááá meÔ dunar odnì à sï ezd sl avi st ov, Zagr eb-Lô bl òna, S ent òbr Å1978
g. Dokl adì sovet skoà del egaci i , Moskva, 1978, 473.
354Bl aÔ e Koneski , ,,Ki r i l P ejÌi novi Î“, introduction to: Ki r i l P ejÌi novi Î, S obr ani t ekst ovi .
P r i r edi l Bl aÔ e Koneski , S kopje, 1974, 12.
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name, using all their forces. Rejecting the Bulgarian designation and faced with
the impossibility of using only the name ‘Slavic’ (as ethnically insufficiently
differentiated), they accepted the territorial Macedonian name which had always
been widespread among the people, and particularly in Europe.355 When Greek
propaganda put forward the theory of the ‘Greek’ origin of the ancient Macedonians, the Macedonians proclaimed these, too, as Slavs, and placed Philip and
Alexander on their banner as symbols designating their national consciousness.
The Russian Slavic scholar Viktor Grigorovich, who stayed in Macedonia for a
considerable period in 1844/1845, was able to witness this personally, describing
it authoritatively and vividly in his writings.356
The strict differentiation between Macedonians and Greeks and the emphasis
on the Slavic origin of the former, and also on the glory of Alexander of Macedon,
King Mark and Cyril and Methodius, were sufficient to establish clearly the idea
of the homeland of the Macedonian people in the Balkans. This is expressed in a
highly vivid way in the 1846 ‘records’ by the Kriva Palanka teacher ÏorÒija
Makedonski357 and those of the priest Dimitrija from the same region about the
events in 1848.358
All this is a clear illustration of the attitude of the emerging middle class
towards national interests and of the degree of development of historical consciousness among the awakened circles of the people. It is important, as testified
to by Grigorovich and confirmed by the documents quoted, that this ideology was
developed by teachers and priests who inspired their students and disciples, but it
is also important that their parents and the congregation accepted their teaching.
It is not by accident that Grigorovich stresses the words “everybody knows”, and
it is also not by chance that the surname Makedonski was often adopted at that
time (and later) as a visible sign of distinction. It is also very important that this
ideology was spread by priests, which explains the widespread demands for the
restoration of the Archbishopric of Ohrid as a Macedonian national church which
would automatically give the people rights to their own churches, schools, communities and a separate nüfus (‘population’). These were the basic contours of the
355D-r

Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, á, 57-74; D-r Al eksandar
Mat kovski , Gr bovi t e na Makedoni ja (P r i l og kon makedonskat a her al di ka), S kopje, 1970,
46-195; BoÔidar Finka, ,,Makedonsko ime u starijoj hrvatskoj kajkavskoj knjiÔevnosti“, Makedonski
jazi k, HHHáá-HHHááá, 1981-1982. P osvet eno na akademi k Bl aÔ e Koneski po povod 60godi š ni nat a, S kopje, 1982, 765-767.
356OÌer kï put eš est víò Evr opeàskoà Tur cíà (sï kar t oô okr est nost eà Ohr i dskago i
P r espanskago ozer ï ) Vi kt or a Gr i gor ovi Ìa. I zdaníe vt or oe, Moskva, 1877, 139.
357Dokument i za bor bat a na makedonski ot nar od za samost ojnost i za naci onal na dr Ô ava,
á, S kopje, 1981, 182.
358Ibid., 204.
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Macedonian national programme, expressed through the concept of the 1840s,
which was to be ultimately defined three decades later.

4.
In the first half of the 19th century the not so numerous intelligentsia, clergy and
craftsmen were mainly united in a joint front that reflected the common interests
of the Macedonian middle class. The inhabitants of Veles, for example, were
delighted with the opening of Jordan HadÔikonstantinov-DÔinot’s school in
1837,359 and the teacher Jovan NeškoviÚ testifies that from 1846 onwards Veles
began “to wake up from the deep sleep”, that “the divine feeling for enlightenment
and study which had been absent in Macedonia for so many centuries, hindered
by the Greek clergy” had already been sown. The wealthier citizens sent their
children to study in Europe, and also helped less well-off children, which,
according to NeškoviÚ, “awakened the feeling of their own ethnicity”. The inhabitants of Veles ignored the demand of the Greek bishop for the “instruction in the
Veles school to be carried out in Greek and not in Macedonian”.360
This attitude spread in other towns in Macedonia. It was best expressed by Tode
Kusev from Prilep in the Constantinople journal Makedonija in 1867. He writes
that the Greeks “have always fought for the Graecization of the Macedonians,
destroying the Archbishopric of Ohrid — ‘the Spark of our future’. Yet, however
much they have struggled to prevent our advancement, they have not been able to
uproot the feeling and prevent the Macedonians from being Macedonians.” Kusev
states plainly:
Not only in Ohrid, but throughout Macedonia, now everyone has woken up and
is demanding their rights. Everyone is striving to open their own schools, to
introduce church services in the Old Church Slavonic language, not to leave the
schools and people’s matters in the hands of one or two people who have come from
other places, who in every possible way try to prevent everything that is popular.
Tradesmen’s ledgers are now everywhere beginning to be kept not in Greek, but in
our mother tongue. Both young and old are now rejoicing under the great shadow
of our enlightener, Sultan Abdul-Aziz, happy to have become aware of their own
nationality.361
359D-r

Ri st o Kant ar xi ev, Makedonskot o pr er odbensko uÌi l i š t e, S kopje, 1965, 50-55.
,,I z Vel esa (U Makedoni ji )“, S r bski dnevni k, br . 44, Novi S ad, 1858 — b.: Br ani sl av
Vr aneš evi Ú, ,,VojvoŸanska javnost o š kol st vu Vel esa i Š t i pa u doba pr epor oda makedonskog nar oda“, in: Š kol st vot o, pr osvet at a i kul t ur at a vo Makedoni ja vo vr emet o na
pr er odbat a. Mat er i jal i od si mpozi umot odr Ô an vo Ti t ov Vel es i Š t i p od 22 do
24.Háá.1977, MANU, S kopje, 1979, 320.
361Makedoníò, á, 12, C ar egr adï , 18.áá.1867.
360J.N.,
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All this put forward the acute question of textbooks in these popular schools.
The learned Mijak, Anatolija Zografski, tried to satisfy this need as early as 1838
with his textbook NaÌalnoe uÌenie (Primer), printed in the first Macedonian
printing shop in Salonika.362 Jordan HadÔikonstantinov-DÔinot joined him with
his handbook Tablica pervaja (First Table).363 But the people increasingly demanded the use of pure vernacular in the Macedonian schools. The first more
serious achievements in this area were made in 1857-1858 by Partenija Zografski
(from GaliÌnik), who was also educated in Russia. He not only re-printed the
earlier textbook of his compatriot Anatolija — entitled NaÌalnoe uÌenie za decata
(Children’s Primer), with improvements and additions, using a purer vernacular
— but also published the first philological analysis of the Macedonian language
(made by a Macedonian), outlining the basic problems and pointing to the main
directions in the development of the literary standard. No doubt influenced by the
Vienna Accord (1850) on the common literary language of the Serbs and Croats,364
Partenija Zografski spoke in favour of a common literary standard for the Macedonians and Bulgarians,365 although he clearly emphasized: “Our language, as is
known, can be divided into two main dialects, one of which is spoken in Bulgaria
and Thrace, and the other in Macedonia.”366 He wrote a grammar of this literary
standard and was the first in Macedonia to point out that the “dialect” of “the
south-western parts of Macedonia” should be taken as its basis, which was later
accepted by Krste P. Misirkov (1903)367 and codified with our modern literary
standard after the liberation (1945).368
Only a decade later Partenija Zografski had several followers who wrote
textbooks, including Dimitar V. Makedonski,369 Dimitar H. Uzunov,370 Kuzman A.
362S i

mon Dr akul , ,,Za naš i ot pr v pr er odbenski uÌebni kar “, S ovr emenost , HHHá, 6, S kopje,
1982, 57-71.
363P r of . H. P ol enakovi Î, ,,Nekol ku i st or i sko-kni Ô evni pr i l oga. 3) I zvor ot na Tabl i ca
per vaja od Jor dana Haxi Konst ant i nov (Xi not )“, N ov den, áœ , 6, S kopje, 1948, 49-50; S i mo
Ml adenovski , ,,UÌi t el ot KamÌe Nakov P op-Angel ov i negovat a pr osvet i t el ska dejnost vo
s. Vat aš a, Ti kveš ko“, in: Š kol st vot o, pr osvet at a i kul t ur at a vo Makedoni ja…, 453463.
364Bl aÔ e Koneski , Makedonski ot jazi k vo r azvojot na sl ovenski t e l i t er at ur ni jazi ci ,
S kopje, 1968, 17. For these tendencies see also: Nikša StanÌiÚ, Hrvatska nacionalna ideologija
preporodnog pokreta u Dalmaciji (Mihovil PavlinoviÚ i njegov krug do 1869), Zagreb, 1980, 91-119;
Špiro KulušiÚ, O etnogenezi Crnogoraca, Titograd, 1980; Savo BrkoviÚ, O postanku i razvoju
crnogorske nacije, Titograd, 1974.
365Bl aÔ e Koneski , Kon makedonskat a pr er odba. Makedonski t e uÌebni ci od 19 vek. Vt or o
i zdani e, S kopje, 1959, 26-43.
366Bï l gar ski kni Ô i ci , á, 1, C ar i gr adÅ–Gal at a, 1858, 35-40.
367K.P . Mi si r kov, Za makedoncki t e r abot i , S of i ò, 1903, 132-145.
368Makedonski pr avopi s i zr abot en od Komi si jat a za jazi k i pr avopi s pr i Mi ni st er st vot o
za nar odna pr osvet a, S kopje, 1945; Bl aÔ e Koneski , Gr amat i ka na makedonski ot l i t er at ur en jazi k, á, S kopje, 1952, 32-71.
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Šapkarev,371 Venijamin MaÌukovski372 and particularly the notable figure of the
self-taught Mijak, ÏorÒija M. Pulevski,373 even though all of them (with the
exception of the last) still used the compromise Bulgarian designation for this
language.
The Bulgarian teacher Najden JovanoviÌ saw the differences between the
Macedonian and Bulgarian languages and corroborated them in practice in 1846,
making and publishing the first translation from Macedonian into Bulgarian. It is
significant that he called the Macedonian language slovenskij (Slavonic), and the
Bulgarian slovenobolgarskij (Slavo-Bulgarian),374 although the book itself,
Ëudesa presvjatija Bogorodici (The Miracles of the Holy Mother of God) by
Joakim KrÌovski, says that it is written “in the Bulgarian language” (na bolgarskij
jazik). Vuk KaradÔiÚ noticed these differences as early as 1822,375 but this became
apparent to the public only after the boycott of Bulgarian books in Macedonia in
the 1860s,376 when it was publicly declared that “the Bulgarians and the Bulgarian
language were one thing, and the Macedonians and the Macedonian language
another,” 377 when warnings of the following type could be heard: “We are Mace369Bl

aÔ e Ri st ovski , ,,Di mi t ar Vasi l ev Makedonski (1847-1898)“, Razgl edi , á/ááá, 1, 1958, 69-83;
Dr agi S t ef ani ja, ,,Okol u akt i vnost a na Di mi t ar Vasi l ev Makedonski vo Makedoni ja
(1868-70) i negovi ot jazi k“, L i t er at ur en zbor , Hœ áá, 6, S kopje, 1970, 10-20; Bl aÔ e Koneski ,
,,Eden uÌebni k od Di mi t ar Makedonski “, N ova Makedoni ja, Hááá, 4083, 11.H.1957, 8.
370Makedoníò, á, 12, C ar i gr adï , 18.áá.1867, 4; á, 13, 25.áá.1867, 2; á, 50, 11.Há.1867, 3; áá, 8, 20.á.1868;
Har al ampi e P ol enakovi Î, ,,K.A. Š apkar ev za svoi t e uÌebni ci “, Godi š en zbor ni k na F i l ozof ski ot f akul t et na Uni ver zi t et ot vo S kopje, Hœ , S kopje, 1963, 320, zab. 4; Kuzman
Š apkar ev, Za vï zr aÔ danet o na bï l gar ë i nat a v Makedoni ò. N ei zdadeni zapi ski i pi sma.
P r edgovor P et ï r Di nekov, sï st avi t el st vo i r edakci ò I l i ò Todor ov [i ] Ni kol aà Ó eÌev,
S of i ò, 1984, 213; Gr i gor P ï r l i Ìev, I zbr ani pr oi zvedeni ò, S of i ò, 1980, 393.
371Bl aÔ e Koneski , Kon makedonskat a pr er odba, 44-86.
372Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , ,,Veni jami n MaÌukovski vo makedonski ot kul t ur no-naci onal en r azvi t ok“, in: Š kol st vot o, pr osvet at a i kul t ur at a vo Makedoni ja…, 569-603.
373See note 343; Bl aÔ e Koneski , Kon makedonskat a pr er odba, 87-97.
374Ivan Dorovsky, ,,K nekterym otázkám balkanského literárního procesu na poÌétku 19. století“, Sbornik
praci filozofickí fakulty Brnenskí university, D 23-24, Brno, 1977, 123-126.
375Vukova pr epi ska, á, Beogr ad, 1909, 212. Little was known at the time not only about Macedonia,
but also about Bulgaria, referred to solely as “a region lying between the Danube and the Balkan
Mountains” (I .S . Dost òn, ,,Naci onal Åno-osvobodi t el Ånoe dvi Ô eni e ô Ô nì h sl avòn i r usskaò
obë est vennaò mì sl Å per voà Ìet ver t i HáH v.“, in: I st or i ò, kul Åt ur a, æt nogr af i ò i
f ol Åkl or sl avònski h nar odov. œ ááá MeÔ dunar odnì à sï ezd sl avi st ov, Zagr eb–Lô bl òna,
S ent òbr Å1978 g. Dokl adì sovet skoà del egaci i , Moskva, 1978, 174).
376Bl aÔ e Koneski , Kon makedonskat a pr er odba, 49-50. This was actually the stage when “a
centrifugal national synthesis of the national language, their history, folklore and ethnographic
characteristics of national life, etc.” was carried out (S .V. Ni kol Åski à, ,,O nekot or ì h zadaÌah
i ssl edovani ò l i t er at ur nar odov C ent r al Ånoà i Æ go-Vost oÌnoà Evr opì v æpohu f or mi r ovani ò naci à“, in: Kompl eksnì e pr obl emì nar odov C ent r al Ånoà i Æ go-Vost oÌnoà
Evr opì . I t ogi i per spekt i vì i ssl edovani à, Moskva, 1979, 115).
377Bl aÔ e Koneski , Kon makedonskat a pr er odba, 71.
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donians, we are not Bulgarians” and “We have barely freed ourselves from the
Greeks, should we now become Šopi?!”378
Even the leader of the Bulgarian national revival in Constantinople, Petko
RaÌev Slavejkov, in early January 1871 publicly admitted that he had heard this
ideology “as early as some ten years ago from some people in Macedonia”, which
had now grown into “a thought that many would like to put into effect”. He
confirmed that he had “many times” heard from “the Macedonists that they were
not Bulgarians but Macedonians, descendants of ancient Macedonia… They are
complete Macedonians… they are pure Slavs, and the Bulgarians are Tartars and
who knows what”. These “Macedonists” boldly declared before him: “We broke
off from the Greeks, should we now fall under others?”379
This means that at this point “scholarly propaganda of national development”
in Macedonia had already been completed. It was followed by a “period of national
agitation,” 380 which permeated the broad mass of the people and penetrated deeply
into their minds. This was a stage of Macedonian national integration, when the
historical consciousness of the Macedonians381 was strongly engaged in the
articulation of ideas for liberation.

5.
It is noteworthy that all this developed in Macedonia itself, within the boundaries
of Turkey, without significant response from the European public. As far as Europe
was concerned, Macedonia was still an insufficiently known land inhabited by an
even less studied people, which was first automatically linked to the Greeks, and
later almost unanimously to the Bulgarians. This is how Macedonia was seen by
foreign travellers, and the same views were accepted by the first Slavic scholars,
even though none of them (with the exception of Grigorovich) had ever set foot
378Ibid., 67. Of great significance here was the emergence of the strict ethno-cultural opposition we–you.

See also: A.S . Mì l Åni kov, ,,K vopr osu o f or mi r ovani i naci onal Ånogo samosoznani ò v
per i od skl adì vani ò naci à v C ent r al Ånoà i Æ go-Vost oÌnoà Evr ope“, in: F or mi r ovani e
naci à v C ent r al Ånoà i Æ go-Vost oÌnoà Evr ope, Moskva, 1981, 240-441., and for more details
concerning this problem see: A.S . Mì l Åni kov, V.I . F r eàdzon, ,,F or mi r ovani e naci à v C ent r al Ånoà i Æ go-Vost oÌnoà Evr ope v Hœ ááá-HáH vekah“, Vopr osì i st or i i , º 8, Moskva,
1987, 60-78. On the understanding of the name ‘Bulgarian’ in the 1840s see: Revue des Deux Mondes,
2, Paris, 1842, 890-891; Marco Dogo, ,,Risveglio nazionale e questione della lingua nei Balcani: la
generazione tormentata dei separatisti macedoni“, Quaderni Giuliani di Storia, 1, Trieste, 1984, 12.
379,,Makedonskíàt ï vÃ pr osï “, Makedoníò, œ , 3, 18.á.1871, 2.
380Miroslav Hroch, ,,Oblikovanje modernih nacija i nacionalni pokret 19. stoljeÚa“, Ëasopis za suvremenu
povijest, XI, 1(29), Zagreb, 1979, 27.
381Miroslav Hroch, ,,Úvodem“, Acta Universitatis Carolinae — Philosophica et historica, 5, 1976. Studia
Historica, XV: Úloha historického povedomí v 19. století, Praha, 1976, 7-14.
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on Macedonian soil.382 Moreover, Macedonia was treated in the same way by the
great powers, which had special interests in the Balkans. This only complicated
and greatly encumbered the affirmation of the Macedonian people as a subject in
international relations. This in turn contributed to the hampering and complicating
of Macedonia’s internal development and facilitated the actions of neighbouring
national propaganda machines, which were becoming an increasingly real danger
not only for the liberation of the land but also for its integrity and the survival of
the people as a whole.
But the public participation of the Macedonians in the press and the clear
propagation of their ideas among the people, which even Slavejkov had to admit
ultimately in his newspaper (although for ten whole years he had tried to prevent
the public dissemination of Macedonian national ideology at all costs), fixed the
basic contours of the Macedonian national programme which already had a history
of its own and was threatening with its plans for the future. Despite the strong
national romanticism of its proponents, it was actually the first public statement
of the ‘Macedonian question’. This took place exactly at the time of the foundation
of the first Slavic Orthodox church in Turkey, which was given the name Bulgarian Exarchate. This was to draw the boundaries of the ‘Bulgarian nationality’
for the first time in an official manner; this was later accepted by the cartographer
Heinrich Kiepert and taken for granted in the text of the preliminary San Stefano
peace treaty (1878).
The Macedonians, however, immediately saw the possible consequences and
the historical risk to their future development. The resistance was strong: as early
as 1873 six large Macedonian eparchies abandoned not only the Oecumenical
Patriarchate in Constantinople, but also the newly-founded Bulgarian Exarchate,
and made a serious attempt to find a permanent solution to the Macedonian
national question with the help of Protestantism and the Uniate Church. The
seriousness of the situation was apparent to Russian politicians and also to the
Bulgarian Exarch, who immediately sent Slavejkov personally on a secret mission
to Macedonia, to try to undermine the Macedonian movement with his great
authority. His reports from Salonika, dated January, February and March 1874,
offer a most complete and accurate picture of the character and proportions of
what was a genuine national liberation movement, outlining the basic elements of
the Macedonian national programme.
382Bl
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Slavejkov’s mission was important for a number of reasons. He arrived in
Salonika on the evening of January 14, 1874, and immediately met with the main
actors in the union in order to assess the situation and learn their plans. In his letter
sent to Exarch Anthimus (Antim) sometime in January, Slavejkov first describes
“in brief the history of everything preceding all this and its consequences today,
which are the existing turmoil and movement.”383 This means that the movement
was not born unexpectedly and without inner foundations, but that it already had
a history of its own. In order to understand all the circumstances mentioned by the
Exarch’s envoy, we shall quote a part of this letter.384
It can be seen that even before the question’s solution, after the initial awakening
of the population from these lands, owing to the unreasonable preaching of the local
narrow and short-sighted patriots, a certain discontentment among the local
Bulgarians has been created towards the Bulgarians from the Danube and Ohrid385
vilayets and a certain envy because of their earlier awakening and the visible
predominance of their language in literature.
The one-sided, at first glance, solution to the question in favour of the Danube
and Thracian Bulgarians alone further encouraged their discontentment, and by
ignoring the circumstances which led to this not entirely satisfactory solution to the
question, the said discontentment has easily turned into mistrust towards those
working on the question and has given birth among local patriots to the disastrous
idea of working independently on the advancement of their own local dialect and
what’s more, of their own, individual Macedonian hierarchy — Bulgarian — idea,386
unfortunately reinforced, as far as I could hear, by the excessive zeal of one of our
own bishops,387 who in his desire to be useful and make use of this, imperceptibly,
and perhaps deliberately, encouraged it even more and allowed the emergence and
spread of these disastrous ideas side by side with the awakening of the people in these
lands. It is Article 10 of the firman that has somewhat hampered the outbreak of a
public disruption and has so far suppressed any disturbances.
[…] It is clear that it was in a small and secret circle in Constantinople that this
broken and now stinking addle egg was initially laid and its nest can be found among
that small number of persons who were anxious to promote Father Hariton as a
bishop.388 Desperate to see their candidate a bishop through the mediation of the
383C oÌo

Bi l òr ski – I l i ò P askov, ,,P i sma na P et ko RaÌev S l aveàkov po uni òt a v Makedoni ò
pr ez 1874 g.“, Vekove, Hœ ááá, 1, S of i ò, 1989, 68.
384Dr Slavko Dimevski’s ‘Dve pi sma na P et ko RaÌev S l avejkov za makedoni zmot ’ (Two Letters by
Petko RaÌev Slavejkov on Macedonism) (Razgl edi , XIV, 5, Skopje, 1972, 557-566) are rendered
incorrectly and cannot be used for scholarly purposes.
385There was no Ohrid vilayet; this is an error and the reference is clearly to the Adrianople (Odrin) vilayet.
386Judging from the way it is written, it is clear that the word Bulgarian was added later, making this part
of the manuscript rather obscure.
387This is a reference to Natanail (Nathaniel) KuÌeviški, Metropolitan of Ohrid.
388The priest Hariton (Chariton) Angelov Karpuzov (from the village of Libjahovo, Nevrokop region;
Boris Sarafov’s grandfather) emerged as one of the chief leaders of the population from the whole of
eastern Macedonia. As the president of the Nevrokop Exarchal Community (1871-1873), he was
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Exarchate, Father Hariton’s adherents, with his knowledge or perhaps permission —
I cannot confirm the latter — started making deals with the discontented in these
lands to take another kind of action and demand his appointment by means of a
union with the Catholic church; this took place in Constantinople and here, but
rather secretly, before Mr389 Nil was sent here.390
The sending of Mr Nil to these lands has put an end to the secret and
underground actions of the said partisans, but his senseless denunciation and tactless
encouragement have seriously shattered the confidence of the population in the
Exarchate and have estranged them from it. In the beginning, too, when he still acted
on behalf of the Exarchate, he imprudently greatly undermined its influence, which
strengthened even more the rumour spread by Hariton’s adherents concerning the
agreement391 and, as he wanted to become the favourite and beloved of the locals, he
presented the Exarchate as indifferent and useless for the deliverance of the
Macedonian population from the oppression of Graecism; and later he contributed
a great deal more to their alienation from it, when he started claiming that the
Macedonian Bulgarians have been betrayed by the Exarch and by the other bishops
installed for the recovery of their eparchies; and, of course, the mistrustful will easily
believe such rumours.
It is probably difficult to follow and know whether Mr Nil, before his departure,
had any arrangements with some of our people there and whether he had special
instructions concerning the movement to which he had given rise; but it is no secret
that his refusal to obey the Exarchate’s command to return was the result of the
instructions of some of our Orthodox bishops there,392 and unfortunately even now
you can feel similar relations; they speak openly about Father Hariton’s agreement
with Mr Nil, and that efforts are being made, they say, in favour of his ordination
[and appointment], through the union, to the regions of Seres and Melnik, and for
that of Mr Nil to the regions of Salonika, Kukuš-Strumica and Voden.
This is how things stood and have been standing in general up to the present
day. The particular course of events concerning particular local matters stands like
this for the time being.
Even though you can say that there is no union in Salonika, or that it has been
put on the back-burner in case of necessity, I can also state that if such a demand
arises because of the enthusiasm of others after Mr Nil’s return, it can be suppressed
if one acts wisely, as matters are in the hands of people on whom we can successfully
exert our influence, although you will now see almost everyone inclining towards
that spirit, even the PaunÌev brothers,393 who were at first against the movement, but
proposed by the people as Metropolitan of Nevrokop, but the Bulgarian Exarchate refused to accept
him and he lost even his presidential post. Hariton appeared as one of the most decisive advocates of
the union as a means for resolving the ‘Macedonian question’.
389The title Mister and its prefix Mr (Gospodin and G.) are often used with the names of church dignitaries
in Slavonic ecclesiastical forms of address (translator’s note).
390The Uniate Bishop Nil (Nilus) Izvorov was a Bulgarian, a former Exarchate prelate, who was used by
the Macedonian Uniates as a means for the institution of a Macedonian spiritual-national hierarchy.
391This is a reference to the agreement between the Bulgarian Exarchate and Constantinopolitan
Patriarchate concerning the eparchies in Macedonia.
392This is a reference to Natanail (Nathaniel) of Ohrid and Dorotej (Dorotheus) of Skopje.
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are now thought to be among the proselytes.394 Only Mr Bubotinov395 is allegedly
Orthodox, and I can assure you of this, for no other reason but sheer interest, and
because he is excluded and cast out by the other activists and also by the said
community. […]
Kukuš comes at the head of the movement, supported quite strongly by the as
yet sleeping Dojran, and Strumica with Maleševo and Voden participate there openly.
Following them there limp the Salonika villages and those around Seres, Melnik and
Drama. For the time being, anyone looking around might think that he sees nothing
but smoke; but this smoke shows the presence of a fire which is starting to burn,
because everyone expects the return of Monsignor Nil with fervent impatience, and
there is no doubt that the fire will blaze up.
The letters of M[onsignor] Nil are full of hope and they are delivered everywhere
through the agents of the union who maintain contacts with the surrounding places.
In his first letter, written after his arrival in Constantinople, he promised to return
in 15 days’ time with the Sultan’s decree. In his second letter he said that, as soon as
the new Greek Bishop of Salonika, Joachim, departed for Salonika, he, the Monsignor, would be on the same steamship and arrive here. The last letter which has come
with today’s mail is even more encouraging. Everything is ready and prepared, he
says, and the letters are written and waiting only to be signed; and, they write, they
are also asking for money from here for their return; therefore Dimitri Maleševski396
has gone this morning to Kukuš to collect the money and send it to them. The leaders
of the movement are thrilled.397

Obviously, Slavejkov was well acquainted with the real situation in Macedonia;
he also had original materials from the union’s activists in his hands, and could
objectively see both the reasons and the actions, and also assess the consequences
for the ‘Bulgarian cause’ in Macedonia. The large scale and the clear platform of
the movement left no place for doubt as to the seriousness of the threat to the
393Dimitar and Nikola PaunÌev from Ohrid were prominent activists in Salonika, and the former was also

the president of the Salonika Exarchal Community and belonged to the ‘circle’ of ‘Macedonists’.
newly converted.
395Mihail G. Bubotinov (a Bulgarian from Sofia) was the Exarchate representative in Salonika as a teacher;
he was also an associate of the Russian Consul General in this city and an outspoken opponent of the
Macedonian national movement, and accordingly, of the union.
396Slavejkov’s letters are a confirmation that Dimitar Popgeorgiev Berovski was one of the main leaders
of the ‘third’ Uniate movement in Macedonia. At the time he was in Salonika clandestinely, making
the preparations for the Razlovci Uprising. On March 24, 1875, he wrote the following to Stefan
VerkoviÚ from Salonika: “I am here, but as our imprisoned men are still not set free, I am compelled
to enjoy the general justice in a hidden shelter, i.e. not free. We are not losing hope that things will one
day be better for us as well, but now the greatest evil is in Maleševo, which is by no means a result of
the Exarchate’s heedlessness and is yet to spread elsewhere.” Due to this situation, he asks VerkoviÚ
“to send the letter under a French inscription ‘To his Grace, Mr Bonetti, Apostolic Missionary of the
French Church to Salonika’” (Dokument i za bï l gar skot o vï zr aÔ dane ot A r hi vat a na S t ef an I . Ver kovi Ì 1860-1893. S ï st avi l i i podgot vi l i za peÌat Dar i na Vel eva i n.s. Tr i f on
Vï l ov pod r edakci òt a i s pr edgovor ot Ìl . kor . Hr i st o A. Hr i st ov, S of i ò, 1969, 558, dok.
º 463).
397C oÌo Bi l òr ski – I l i ò P askov, op. cit., 68-70.
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Exarchate’s position, as a result of which Slavejkov continued his letter to Exarch
Anthimus as follows:
Your Beatitude,
After everything that I have seen and learnt, without taking into account
unfounded rumours, I can frankly say to you that if M[onsignor] Nil returns here
with a firman and remains anywhere in these lands, not only will the Poljanin eparchy
accept him, but it will be joined by the Strumica and Voden eparchies and by many
of the villages around Salonika, Drama, Seres, etc., and moreover, all other Macedonian eparchies will be shaken. You must bear in mind that the first to break up will
be the Veles eparchy, from which certain person even now are taking not a small part
in the tumult. That eparchy, dissatisfied with its bishop, on the one hand, and, on
the other, the inhabitants of Veles driven by their characteristic craving for power
and aspirations to control southern Macedonia in religious affairs, are supporting
that movement, which will later have clearly very different consequences from those
by which they are now enticed, but the important thing is that they, too, now add
fuel to the flames. The agitation to expand the eparchy through the union is an open
Chimera; yet the imaginative inhabitants of Veles, as good speculators, which is
obvious, do not let that speculative undertaking slip out of their hands, and while
working on it, they seem to spread even more the disastrous idea of salvation through
the union among the oppressed population.
The renewed persecution on the part of Greek prelates has greatly helped the
spread of the Uniate infection. […] As they have no Greek population on which
they can rely following the splitting off of the Bulgarians, and as they fear more
their being joined to the Exarchate, seeing that in this way they will be left without
a flock whatsoever, they may be wrong or right in thinking that they will profit more
from the Bulgarians joining the union, because they hope that the majority of the
population, held back by fear of an alien faith, will not throw themselves into the
arms of the union, and that thus, on the one hand, they will have more adherents
and followers and, on the other, all restless minds and more active men and patriots,
as it were, will go along with the Uniates and, preoccupied with the debates
concerning the organization of the new community, will not disturb the rest of their
believers that much; and thirdly, and most importantly, they think that in this way
the influence of the Exarchate among the population will be paralysed, this being
their prime aim, as all their fears are there. Guided by these considerations, they work
on the swifter development of this comedy and therefore, while earlier they were
indifferent and even rather lenient, and in the case of H[is] Exc[ellency] Midhat
Pasha398 more cautious in their actions, they are now pressing the population more,
398The

Young-Turk leader Midhat Pasha was appointed as the Vali of Salonika on November 3, 1873,
but he remained in Salonika only until February 11, 1874. During this brief period, he made it clear,
with a number of actions, that he was in favour of the equality of the nationalities living in the vilayet,
and even supported the restoration of the Archbishopric of Ohrid as the Macedonian church. P.P.
Karapetrov, a Bulgarian, offers rather curious testimonies in this regard: “Midhat Pasha tried to persuade
some of the more eminent Macedonian Bulgarians that they were not Bulgarians but Macedonians; that
they were a people distinct from the Bulgarians, as proven by their language (dialect), which was
different from Bulgarian, that it would be good if they dissociated from the Bulgarians in the Danube
and Adrianople regions (Moesia and Thrace) and that thus they would also have an independent church
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using the influence of their agent among the local authorities, K. Logadi, politike
meemuru [political agent].
[…]
It seems to me that the advocates of the agreement have been guided by similar
considerations to a certain extent; they wrongly believe that the union will not take
large proportions and that only a small number of people will become separated
under the union, and that the rest will remain with the Greeks, considering this
advantageous to their plan to paralyse the influence of the Exarchate in these places,
to discourage them and compel them to accept agreement to their measure. The
truth, however, is that they are not working in this way to anything but the sheer
detriment of Orthodoxy, as there is no doubt that if there is still any hope in the
preservation of Orthodoxy, this hope is in the joining of the Exarchate; if this hope
is frustrated, may everyone working in this spirit know that the incorporation of the
Macedonian Bulgarians within the Roman Church will be an accomplished fact, not
only partially but entirely, and that they will aim to resurrect the Archbishopric of
Ohrid, with which they now entice the inhabitants of Ohrid, saying that they, too,
like the inhabitants of Skopje, have apparently accepted the idea and will wait
patiently until their hopes in the Exarchate are resurrected; if an amendment is not
made to Article 10 — farewell, Macedonia!399

Slavejkov gives a reasonable assessment of the position of the Greek Patriarchate towards the union and towards the Exarchate, but what is extremely important is his testimony that both Ohrid and Skopje were inclined towards the Uniate
idea, hoping that the Archbishopric of Ohrid would only be restored in this way,
because it had absolutely no chances of being established as an Orthodox church
within Turkey side by side with the existence of the Slavic Orthodox Bulgarian
Exarchate. This is still another confirmation of the large proportions the Uniate
movement took and the threat it posed in late 1873 and early 1874. By Article 10
of the Sultan’s Firman, only the Veles eparchy was given to the Bulgarian
Exarchate, while the rest were supposed to vote in a referendum as to whether they
wanted to remain under the Greeks or join the Exarchate. In such circumstances,
all propaganda machines were employed to the utmost in their mutual struggle in
Macedonia. Hence this is what Slavejkov wrote to the Exarch:
The monsignors here are working actively and say that if Mr Nil, owing to some
obstacles, fails to return shortly to Salonika, on Easter Day they will invite
M[onsignor] Rafail,400 and intend, in the case of any other setback, to come out
personally (the Catholic priests here). The inhabitants of Poljanin and Maleševo have
with the restoration of the Archbishopric of Ohrid, and other similar things” (P .P . Kar apet r ovï ,
S bi r ka ot ï st at i i , S r õ decï , 1898, 91).
399C oÌo Bi l òr ski – I l i ò P askov, op. cit., 70-71.
400Rafail (Raphael) Dobrev Popov was a Bulgarian, Uniate bishop from 1864 and the leader of Bulgarian

Uniates based in Adrianople.
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expressed their wish to receive them even now, but those living at Kukuš have agreed
to wait until Easter, so that their presence may not upset the general movement.401

The struggle between the different propaganda machines was closely followed
by the Turkish authorities, and they, too, added their share to the spectrum of
repression against the Macedonian population. But in spite of all, the movement
flared up. Petko Slavejkov frequently visited the first men of the Macedonian
towns and convinced them not to yield to Uniate propaganda. On February 19,
1874, he wrote a second letter to the Exarch from Salonika (with a note added on
the next day that he had left for Veles), in which he informed Anthimus in detail
concerning the situation in Macedonia, giving very important information on
individual activists in the movement. Among other things, Slavejkov wrote:
Your Beatitude,
[…] The Hydra does not control a single place only so that we can defeat it and
keep it away from that place, which would be rather easy, but it is active in many
places. Therefore I have limited myself to investigating matters and, compelled by
the shortage of money, I was about to return yesterday; but I decided to wait and
receive at least one letter from Your Beatitude, and see what your opinion concerning
the future is; if you would write, please address your letter to Father Averkij [Abercius]
Zografski.402 Here in Salonika there is no work in this regard, or if there was, I hope
I have completed it. Following your orders, I did not deem it wise to remove the
priest Petar,403 as we can do more harm than good with such a move. I acted in a
quite different way and I think I have achieved better results, as things may
subsequently show. The priest Petar remains under our banner, but secretly, until the
appropriate moment, and the same applies to Father Averkij, who, duped by Nil,
started pressing things indirectly; but when I explained to them how disastrous the
movement was for the people’s general interest, they repented. I have reasons to
believe Father Averkij’s repentance. Even if I have some doubts about the priest Petar,
I am still calm, because his soul is in the hands of Father Averkij, and I can say that
there should be no fears if the two of them remain loyal, as Averkij is influential
among respected people and the priest Petar among all the ordinary people. Since
my arrival the name of Your Beatitude has been mentioned in the chapel. If you deem
it necessary to act, as far as Salonika is concerned, there is no other person than
Father Averkij; you can write to him. Please bear in mind that, in addition to Nil, it
401C oÌo

Bi l òr ski – I l i ò P askov, op. cit., 71.
Mount Athos Archimandrite Averkij Zografski was the head of the Zograph monastery estates
(metoch) in Salonika and one of the most agile activists of the Uniate movement, but after Slavejkov’s
threats, he drew back and started cooperating with the Exarchate.
403The priest Petar (Peter) Dimitrov (Volovarov), from the Salonika village of Zarovo, was at first the
Patriarchate’s priest in Seres, but after 1872 he went over to the Bulgarian Exarchate and became the
president of the Exarchate community and even the Exarchate representative in the Salonika vilayet.
He was one of the most agile activists of the movement, but he too, influenced by Slavejkov, gave up
the idea of the union, even though we later find him in the secret circle in Salonika around Dimitar
Popgeorgiev Berovski, who prepared the Razlovci Uprising.
402The
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was reverend Natanail404 who instructed, to a certain extent, Father Averkij to help
the Uniates indirectly, with the intention that everything would turn out well; at least
this is what I could understand from his words; but I hope that I was able to make
this otherwise good old man understand how misled he had been. As for the priest
Petar, he maintains contact with the Skopje prelate, and before my arrival he was
notified from Constantinople that they had decided to remove him from the church
and put Avramij [Abramius] in his place. But I concluded that the priest Petar should
not be removed but should be won over, and therefore I acted and am still acting in
this spirit, and I recommend the same to Your Beatitude, as this is no time for
multiplying our enemies, and even less giving away people who can be helpful to
them instead of being helpful to us.
The greatest busybody in the movement in Constantinople is Sarafov.405 He
confounds the hesitant, he reveals the secrets which he steals from the scatter-brained
prelates, he has contacts with the main leaders here, i.e. Dimitri Maleševski and the
Dojran representative, Nikola G. Ahazarov. Dimitri went to Kukuš and the one who
remained here was Nikola, with whom I made close contact. He is a young man,
rather disorganized.
The contents of my second letter are fully accurate and the movement is indeed
serious and dangerous, but this does not discourage me as I know and feel that the
power of conviction with which we can act is much greater than that of our
opponents; they will have to go upstream, and we ourselves downstream; only money
and work is needed. The eparchies of Strumica, Voden, Poljanin, Drama, Seres and
Melnik have to be visited once or twice. It is also necessary to go to Veles, Skopje
and Ohrid to remove some prickles there and demand from those communities that
they do not lend wings to the unreasonable desires of the aforesaid eparchies, but
stand upon their feet and oppose the spread of the union by themselves. Our man
in Veles406 has set up his still to prepare himself delicious mastic brandy in his
metropolitanate and has no idea whatsoever of the fire which is burning amidst his
neighbours and which will first scorch him.
If you intend to send other clerical personnel, which must be done by every
means when M[onsignor] Nil sets out this way, be careful not to send persons who
might be attracted to the idea of becoming bishops more easily through the union,
because they are dangerous, they could be infected rather easily. Even if you send
bishops, do not send such as have not proven themselves in their eparchies, as you
cannot have full confidence in them and they can rather easily take the opposite road
and cause greater evil.
[…] The best means to prevent the spread of the union now, if you cannot send
bishops, is to give hope to the local population that they could appoint representatives before the local authorities, as the greatest evil in the troubled eparchies
404Natanail

KuÌeviški (Zografski) had only recently been appointed as the Metropolitan of Ohrid, and
was one of the main representatives of the Bulgarian Exarchate, but also one of the instigators of the
union in Macedonia.
405The representative of the Drama eparchy in Constantinople (1869-1872), Kosta V. Sarafov, went to
the Turkish capital to act in support of the priest Hariton’s election as Exarchal Bishop, but as the
proposal was not accepted, Hariton joined the Uniates.
406This is a reference to the Exarchate metropolitan in Veles, Damaskin, who originated from Macedonia.
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is that the representatives are elected by the Greek bishops, which alienates them
from us; if we can offer them hope in the blissful future of their aspirations and
turn their attention to such actions, we shall take the strongest weapon out of the
hands of the Uniate advocates. For they have turned to the union for no other reason
than their belief that they could put their own men in the councils more easily
through the alien faith.
[…] My last point is that if you cannot send bishops, be careful no to work with
any other means on the destruction of the union, as thus you would only upset and
weaken your influence in case of a suitable opportunity. Do not listen to many people,
and especially not Bubotinov, who has greatly discredited the influence of the
Exarchate with his ambition for power.407

In the period from February 20 to March 4, 1874, Slavejkov was in Veles and
Strumica. In his autobiography he later writes that “the discord” was “the greatest
and most dangerous” in Veles, adding: “I had the utmost pleasure in reconciling
the citizens of Veles, after which I visited some of the surrounding villages.”408
But he does not mention the resistance he met with in Veles, when, for example,
D.P. KaranfiloviÌ rose and roared at him at the general meeting that “nobody
invited him, nor had anyone asked him for advice, so he could keep the advice for
his own Šopi, as the citizens of Veles knew better than him how they should
organize their own general matters”.409
That the citizens of Veles were among the most awakened people in Macedonia
is also confirmed by the Austrian consul Lippich in his letter to Minister Andrássy,
in which, among other things, he writes:
We should at least bear in mind the situation that Skopje Bulgarians have started
considering themselves a section apart from the whole of the nation, distinct from
the true Bulgarians, a tendency which is strongly prevalent in the intelligent Veles,
from where it is spreading vigorously.410

The question of “Bulgarianism and Macedonism” in Veles at the time was the
object of bitter polemics on the pages of Bulgarian periodicals in Constantinople,
and the dispute about the language in Macedonian schools was renewed.411
Accordingly, the Uniate movement was only a form which could secure the road
towards the objectives of the Macedonian national movement.
407C oÌo

Bi l òr ski – I l i ò P askov, op. cit., 71-73.
.R. S l aveàkov, S ï Ìi neni ò, áá. P r ozai Ìni t vor bi , S of i ò, 1969, 91.
409N.G. Eni Ìer evï , Vï zpomi nani ò i bõl õÔ ki , S of i ò, 1906, 177.
410D-r ï P . Ni kovï , ,,Avst r i àski t õ konsul i vï Tur ci ò za bï l gar i t õ vï Makedoni ò“, Makedonski pr egl edï , á, 5-6, S of i ò, 1925, 114.
411D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja. P r i l ozi za r azvi t okot na makedonskat a kul t ur no-naci onal na mi sl a, áá, S kopje, 1983, 37-38.
408P
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Another confirmation of all this is Slavejkov’s letter to the protosyngel of the
Exarchate, Archimandrite Josif (Joseph, the subsequent Bulgarian Exarch), written in Salonika (a day after Slavejkov’s visit to the Veles and Strumica regions),
on March 5, 1874.
Petko Slavejkov obviously showed great diplomatic tact towards the movement
and patiently strove to undermine the foundations of the people’s aspirations. His
letters are a summary of the most essential elements which characterized the
movement of the ‘Uniates’ in Macedonia at that moment and connected it directly
with the Razlovci Uprising which was prepared and later started as a popular and
liberation (not peasant) movement. It was no chance that one of the main
proponents of this movement was Dimitar Popgeorgiev Berovski (Maleševski),
the ideologist and leader of the Razlovci and Kresna uprisings. When all data are
combined, it turns out that the movement was not instigated from outside, but
that it was indigenous; it was not chaotic but organized and had a revolutionary-liberation character. The name of Dimitar Robev from Bitola must also be
included among the adherents of the Uniate movement, as he was undoubtedly
one of the most respectable and influential Macedonian citizens and tradesmen of
the time, a member of the well-known Robev Brothers firm, which also had links
and representative offices outside Turkey, in Europe. Hence Slavejkov tried to find
the reasons for the movement’s emergence in the influence of foreigners who
started to travel throughout Macedonia, especially after the construction of the
railway line to Salonika. He writes:
A great contributing factor was and still is that following the proclamation of
the schism and the attitude of the Greeks towards the Bulgarians as schismatics,
people have started scorning the scarecrow of the alien faith and are becoming
insensitive to all nicknames and reproaches for apostasy and utterly indifferent to
being called Uniates or Papists. […] Another contributing factor has been the
scattering of Austrians, Germans and Catholic Slavs along the railway line, who have
also propagated it to a certain degree by means of direct communication with the
people in the villages and towns; hence the mitigation of religious disturbances
among the local population will be rather difficult without certain appeasement. Is
it not surprising that even our (brother) Robev, a man from Monastir [Bitola], whom
I have met here in Salonika, has become convinced that there is no other salvation
than the union?

Slavejkov also discovers one of the reasons in Nil and his role in the Uniate
movement in Macedonia, but of particular significance is his acknowledgement
of the existence of a Macedonian national ideology and historical consciousness, no matter how small was the number of Macedonian activists who manifested
a distinct Macedonian patriotism and respect for their own tongue. He once again
confirms, as he did in early 1871 in his journal Makedonija, that the Macedonians
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do not consider themselves to be Bulgarians but Macedonians who stand much
higher than Bulgarians, as they draw their roots from the ancient Macedonians and
consider themselves to be direct “descendants of Alexander”. Here it is not
important that Slavejkov regards all that as the result of the activity and influence
of Serbian and Greek propaganda in Macedonia, as something brought from
outside. It is more important for us that he acknowledges the fact of the existence
of a Macedonian consciousness, which was expressed through a widespread and
organized popular movement at a given historical moment. Slavejkov’s direct
testimony deserves to be quoted. He says:
The shrewd and unscrupulous preaching of M[onsignor] Nil, the stupid perseverance of the Orthodox people here, the schism, the said uninvited (preachers) are
the pillars of the movement; but the worst enemy is this: In addition to those few
petty ambitious Bulgarians from Macedonia, whose narrow love of their homeland
and unreasonable preference for their native tongue have made them work on its
predominance, there has recently come the propaganda of the Serbs and Greeks, who,
concealing their ulterior motives from the population, imbue them with disastrous
ideas: for instance, that they are not Bulgarians but Macedonians, i.e. something
higher than the rest of Bulgarians (Alexander’s descendants!), that they can and
should be the leaders and champions of the Bulgarian people, because even the
Bulgarian hierarchy was and is theirs; with such preaching by foreigners, supported
by some of our own foolish men, which has excited the population, they have now
managed to spread enough of such ideas to lead them to the disastrous path of
separation, and the first fruits of this preaching are: mistrust in the Exarchate and secret
counteractions to its striving to unite them in ecclesiastical terms.

Slavejkov is right in pointing out Veles as the centre of these Macedonian
actions. He came to know personally the people there and their aspirations. He
connected all this with the presence of a Serbian teacher in one section of the town
and the incompetence of the Exarchate’s Bishop, but he had to admit that the main
culprit was the “ideas” which had taken root among the citizens of Veles, even
though the town may have been divided into two parties. It is not accidental that
among the Macedonian activists he mentions “The Drandar Sons”; this was a
trading firm which had excellent connections not only within Turkey, but also with
many European centres, and one of the sons had already issued his own publications (in French), in which he described Macedonia, its situation and future.412
Explaining the “disastrous path” of the citizens of Veles, Slavejkov writes:
412The Veles merchant HadÔi Georgi Drandar, privileged by the Sultan, had two sons: Konstantin Drandar,

fighter in the voluntary Macedonian detachments, and Anton Drandar, the author of a large number of
historical, journalistic and other articles, a significant figure in Macedonian development from the
second half of the 19th century (Hr i st o Andonov-P ol janski , Odbr ani del a, ááá, Makedonskot o
pr aš awe, S kopje, 1981, 269-284).
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The nest of this revolting and disastrous idea is at present Veles, which I have left
with rather disturbing and sad impressions. The citizens of Veles resemble the type
and character of the place where the town is built. Proud, rigid and haughty as the
towering stairs which surround them, but likewise fruitless and inaccessible, narrowminded and short-sighted, like the horizons stretching from their place, and
swift-flowing like the waters of the Vardar, when they froth, trying to push forward
and force their own ideas, like its waters in the gorges, always divided like the town
and always hostile one against another; they have done and will still do great harm
as proponents of these ideas. After my arrival in Veles I helped in the removal of the
Serbian teacher and the reconciliation between Popov 413 and KovaÌev,414 but the letters
I have found here tell me that all the schools in Veles have been closed and that the
Serbian teacher has returned from Skopje and wanted to go to Salonika, where the
proponents of Serbian propaganda, Drandar’s sons, have arranged for him to be
accepted! As ill luck would have it, not only is he not where he should be, but… I
do not know what to say any more.415

Slavejkov’s last letter to Josif from Salonika is not dated but was written shortly
after March 5, and by March 9, 1874 at the latest, when he had already returned
to Constantinople. Here, too, this missionary and diplomat makes significant
conclusions about the movement in Macedonia and the means for its eradication
and also about the headstrong inhabitants of Maleševo and Kukuš, who persistently defended the Macedonian idea and who were to bear such figures as Dimitar
Berovski and Goce DelÌev. He admits the efforts he had to go through in order to
isolate the people of Kukuš, making personal contacts with the leaders of the
movement, even with Dimitar Maleševski and the Dojran teacher, Nikola G.
Ahazarov. Slavejkov writes:
For reasons which I had to consider during my actions in that situation, I
established very close relations with the Uniate leaders, D. Maleševski and N.
Poljanski, which had a purpose of its own; guided by the same reasons, my first task
was to destroy the redoubts from outside and leave the Kukuš people alone, who are
the main proponents of all this; I can assure you that I have succeeded in this, and
Kukuš has remained intact for reasons which I can explain to you only in a
conversation because of the great length this may take; hence I cannot describe them
in a letter, but I believe that after I present my reasoning, you and the Exarchate in
general will approve them.
413N.

Popov(iÌ), the Bulgarian teacher in Veles.

414Josif A. KovaÌev from Štip was a prominent Macedonian pedagogue and educator, writer of textbooks

and reformer of the schools in Macedonia. Educated in Russia and Serbia, in 1869 he organized a
pedagogical and theological school in his native town. After Slavejkov’s intervention, KovaÌev was
unable to stay in Veles as teacher. Invited by the Prilep church-school community, he was the chief
teacher in the four-form school there from 1874 to 1877, when he published his well-known primer in
“the Šopski dialect”, as unifying for Macedonians and Bulgarians.
415C oÌo Bi l òr ski – I l i ò P askov, op. cit., 73-74.
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Here, somewhat as the result, let me say, of my suggestions, but more due to the
complications around Monsignor’s arrival, the wings of the Uniates have been
weakened considerably, and patience and determination is the predominant idea
among the earlier enthusiasts. The leaders of the union last night even started
negotiating, but this morning they are again encouraged by the arrival of HadÔi
Georgi Dramski, a teacher in ProsoÌen, who has brought some better hopes with him
not only from the monsignors but also, as I can feel, from some of our own pious
men, who, acting in this spirit, apparently with the purpose of using the course of
events to their advantage, and being not very well acquainted with the situation and
their position here and to what point they can stretch their arms, have actually
stimulated the movement and undermined their own position, helping more their
opponents than themselves. This must be taken into account and, if possible, you
must make them understand this without considering it a disclosure, because I believe
that any intelligent person will know how to asses the situation and will aim to use
it to his own advantage, whereas exaggerated zeal produces opposite results; and you
know that foolishness in action is not too far from crime. Please make them
understand this if you can, so that they can stop acting in this manner; it is not
important just to show interest; everyone shows interest in these matters, everyone
who has the prosperity of the people on his mind must above all pay attention to
not saying anything before men like Kusev, Sarafov and others; the proverb says: “Tell
the fool to fart and he will shit”; a similar thing is taking place here. They tell them
there is nothing wrong with it and who knows what, and these, in order to help them,
as it were, and to show them that they are doing them a favour, would go to much
greater lengths than that; once you lose hold of the horse’s mane, you will never stop
him by holding his tail. I do not know whether HadÔi Georgi has brought any letters,
but he has openly said that our bishops have supported and sponsored the union. I
really do not know how good and sound this is, but I know it can be devastating for
anything that common sense can achieve.

Obviously, the situation with the rumours concerning the agreement between
the Exarchate and Patriarchate was significant for the movement as well, as was
also the official acceptance of Nil as a Uniate Bishop. The Macedonians actually
wanted to make use of the situation and obtain a hierarchy for themselves as well
as independent life and development, even under the formal leadership of a
Bulgarian. Hence it is not surprising that the Austrian Consul General in Salonika,
von Knappitsch, writes on March 23, 1874, to Count Andrássy about the existence
of a certain special “committee” in Salonika, something like the true leadership of
the movement, while “the Reverend Bishop [Nil] plays not so much the main role
of a leader, but rather that of one led, and as far as his so-called adherents are
concerned, it is a fairly unconscious and hesitant mass, which is in the hands of a
small number of leaders, but which,” the consul assesses, “as matters are standing
at this moment, will follow the suggestions of the latter”. 416 That is why Slavejkov
416†Ki

r i l P at r i ar h Bï l gar ski , P r i nos kï m bï l gar ski ò cï r koven vï pr os. Dokument i ot
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quotes the peasants’ demand that the Uniate Bishop Rafail Dobrev Popov be sent
in case Nil is not allowed to come. Popov was the leader of Bulgarian Uniates
based in Adrianople, and it did not matter which of the two Bulgarians would come
at the head as long as the aim was accomplished. In this connection, Slavejkov
writes:
As I hear, Reverend Nil’s hopes for his arrival have been frustrated, as today they
are sending mahzars417 demanding Rafail’s arrival; the mahzars have been signed only
by the Kukuš eparchy. The Poljanin representative, who is here, has refused to put
the stamps of the villages that have joined him; at least this is what he says to me,
but he does not know for sure. […]
For the time being, only Kukuš is sincerely in favour of the union, as is also
Maleševo, which listens to Dimitri, to whom they have entrusted their stamps. I have
him nearby and I believe that the last blow can be dealt at the appropriate moment,
provided that my absence and information from your city [Constantinople] do not
complicate matters later.418

Even though Slavejkov had to return to Constantinople, his intensive activity
in Macedonia was not without benefits for the Bulgarian Exarchate. It must be
noted that these activities were greatly aided by official Russian policies through
the Russian Consulate in Salonika, which maintained constant links with the
Bulgarian teacher in this city, Mihail G. Bubotinov,419 against whom the Salonika
Community fought so persistently, opposing the activity which he carried out in
line with the recommendations of the Bulgarian centre in Constantinople, aimed
against any tendencies towards Macedonian independence.420 Even Slavejkov’s
secret mission to Salonika did not take place without the suggestions of the Russian
diplomatic representative in Constantinople, Ignatiev, who in late December 1873
paid a visit to Exarch Anthimus “to be informed on the situation and also to
acquaint the Exarch with the information he had received from the Salonika
Russian Consulate”.421
There is no doubt that the rumour concerning an agreement between the
Patriarchate and Exarchate at the expense of the Macedonian eparchies was the
immediate cause of the eruption of this third union in Macedonia. Of considerable
significance were also the actions of Natanail and Hariton in settling their personal
417Mahzars,
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problems within the Exarchate hierarchy. But it is no less true that all this was only
a precondition for the flaring up of the fire which had its own internal reasons,
with a clear Macedonian national perspective and concept, regardless of the
modest number of such ideologists and adherents. Bishop Nil was used only as a
means to accomplish the basic objective, as he was a Uniate representative of
Rome in Turkey, in spite of the fact that the Exarchate itself tried to use precisely
his presence there as a Bulgarian. That this movement seriously threatened “the
Bulgarian cause in Macedonia” is confirmed by the Consul von Knappitsch, who
quotes the opinion expressed by Slavejkov himself before his departure from
Salonika that “if the movement in the mixed eparchies is not halted, the Bulgarian
population in these eparchies will probably be lost for the Exarchate”.422 Likewise,
regardless of the use of traditional nomenclature, after Slavejkov’s departure from
Salonika, the GumendÔe Exarchal Community wrote to the Bulgarian Exarchate
on March 10, 1874:
If you think that our eparchy, like the other Macedonian eparchies, is inhabited
solely by a few yoghurt and boza423 makers, whose unification with the Exarchate
does not deserve the efforts which it had to make for the accomplishment of that
aim, a view expressed by some of the Exarchate’s counsellors, and, moreover, that
their rights were in your hands… you are wrong… we are not your acquired property
you can sell and bargain with, but a people who demands justice.424

The Bulgarian Patriarch Cyril, analysing two of Slavejkov’s letters (sent from
Salonika to Exarch Anthimus, one between February 15 and 19, and the other on
February 19, 1874) which were by then in private ownership,425 makes a brief
paraphrase of their contents and concludes:
In their letter to the Salonika eparchy representatives, the agents and adherents
of the union mentioned settling the “Macedonian question” through the union. In
order to take the utmost advantage of the disappointment in the Macedonian
eparchies, they reinforced their accusations against the Exarchate which had appeared in some Bulgarian newspapers in Constantinople. They indeed spoke about
the Macedonian question on a church basis, but this nourished the old separatist
tendencies, perhaps not fully in the spirit of Midhat’s plans for the differentiation
of a new ethnic territory. As the agents of the union prepared, in 1860, by means of
the newspaper B’lgarija, a cultural-national programme for the liberation of the
Bulgarian people from the Patriarchate through the establishment of the union, so
too they now proposed a clear programme for spiritual and national liberation of
Macedonian eparchies through the union. The current political language of the
r i l P at r i ar h Bï l gar ski , P r i nos …, 93.
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Macedonian activists of the time already spoke of ‘a Macedonian movement’, which
implied independent church liberation. Here there is a moment, however, of
significant political character: separatism was expanded from a church to a broader
national basis.426

6.
Of special significance in all these documents is the leading role of Dimitar
Popgeorgiev Berovski (Makedonski, Maleševski). A student in Odessa and
Belgrade, a participant in the 1862 action in Belgrade against the Turks, receiving
military training in a military academy, but also politically mature in his permanent
contacts with Macedonian expatriates in Russia and Serbia, Berovski also emerged
as the main inspirer and organizer of this third union in Macedonia, a movement
which most strongly emphasized the independent Macedonian component. True,
he also maintained links with representatives of Serbian propaganda dating from
the time of his stay in Belgrade, but there is also no doubt that Berovski did all
this in a calculated spirit, and he did the same in his contacts with Russian and
Bulgarian representatives, trying to look for and find paths for his ideas. His
correspondence with Stefan VerkoviÚ, a Serbian secret agent in Macedonia, is an
opportunity for us to get a clearer idea of this.
Following his return to his native Berovo, Dimitar took part in a large number
of activities. Stefan VerkoviÚ informs the Serbian government:
In B[erovo] I saw D. M[akedonski],427 for whom I sent a special man to B. to
bring him to me. He comports himself honourably and well, and it is much better
and more useful for our cause that he is here rather than staying there. He has been
so successful in using his abilities that he has succeeded in founding a party, with
which after a lot of pain and effort, he ousted the Graecophiles not only from the
Council, but also from the administration in community matters, who together with
the Strumica Bishop oppressed and pillaged the poor in that district, whom the
people from the popular party immediately took in their own hands, whose head he
himself is. He is also a member of the Council, and the popular party does not take
any action without his knowledge and consent. His influence begins to spread slowly
in neighbouring districts, i.e. those of Pijanec, Radoviš and Strumica.428
426Ibid.,
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Much earlier we learn that VerkoviÚ persuaded Dimitar Popgeorgiev Makedonski to cooperate with him. In one of his letters (September 3, 1872),429 he notifies
the responsible people in Belgrade of his tour of Macedonia, writing:
From Štip, through Radoviš, in one day I came to Novo Selo, which lies halfway
between the towns of Strumica and PetriÌ. It was on the eve of the feast of the Virgin
Mary. Several years ago a Bulgarian popular school was instituted in the said village,
and the church service is held in Slavonic. A teacher in the said village is a native of
Maleševo, born at the village of Berovo, a very diligent and honest man; I met him
and established communication with him. He will represent our interests in the
Strumica, PetriÌ and Maleševo areas.430

VerkoviÚ points out that in these three districts (nahiyes), unlike those of Štip,
Prilep and Bitola, “courage and pride has not been quenched”, adding:
There is not a single house in the said three nahiyes without weapons. Despite
their great impoverishment due to the excessive taxes — so that there is not even
enough bread in the house — in spite of all that, there is not a single house which
does not keep at least a few cartridge belts in its bags. Reliable people have told me
that they are eagerly waiting for Serbia to start a war against Turkey and cross the
border with its army. As soon as this happens, they say that the aforesaid three nahiyes
will rise en masse against the Turks. The same applies to that of Nevrokop.431

This hope for assistance from Serbia was both natural and understandable in
view of the fact that it was the only Slavic and Orthodox state in the neighbourhood, in whose liberation Macedonians had also played part. Therefore VerkoviÚ
writes:
Everyone thinks that the sun will shine from A. [Serbia], and as far as the
B[ulgarian] secret committees in Romania are concerned, the ordinary people in
these regions do not even know that they exist at all.432

VerkoviÚ surely acted with this in mind and tried to convince Dimitar of the
same:
I persuaded him to be cautious against the harmful aspirations of the Secret
B[ulgarian] C[ommittee] in Romania, with many ill consequences for the B[ulgarian]
people. He accepted my observations and remarks as very appropriate, convincing
me that he would pay great attention and make efforts to protect the people of the
surrounding areas from the harmful influence of the agents and apostles of
429The letter
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Romanian committees who roam on Bul[garian] territory aiming to beguile the
Bul[garian] people, putting them on the wrong track. He believes that the best and
safest means for the protection of these regions from the influence of those
committees would be if several young people from these regions were sent to A.
[Serbia] for education, as, he says, no one could better persuade the people from
these Mac[edonian] regions of the sincerity, righteousness and fidelity of Ser[bian]
intentions than their own children.433

7.
The circumstances described above were the cause for the Herzegovina Uprising and the Serbo-Turkish War, which stirred up many of the hidden hopes of the
Macedonian people. The Maleševo region had already shown revolutionary tendencies. The clash between Dimitar Berovski and the Greek Metropolitan Hierotheus (Jerotej) in Strumica, and the expulsion of the latter from Berovo in 1874,
led to many Turkish brutalities in the Maleševo region, which forced Berovski to
flee first to Constantinople and from there to Salonika, where he lived illegally
and made preparations for a popular liberation insurrection. Here is what he wrote
somewhat later:
Here [in Salonika] I had the opportunity of receiving detailed information on
the actions of the Herzegovina Uprising. The circumstances, too, helped me in
following all the movements of Turkish troops on land and sea when they arrived
and left by railway via Mitrovica to Bosnia and Herzegovina. The strongest movement
of troops for Bosnia and Herzegovina could be seen towards the end of 1875 and
beginning of 1876.434

The Razlovci Uprising is often described as a peasant social uprising or
rebellion. Yet, regardless of whether it had direct links, and to what degree, with
the rebels in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and regardless of whether Serbia had any
influence in its outbreak, it is a fact that it was an organized Macedonian national
liberation uprising, which was not a reflection of the April Uprising in Bulgaria,
but a link in the chain of popular resistance by the subjugated peoples in this part
of Turkey. Can we talk of any coordination between these actions at all? Here is
the testimony of the then still young Teodosija Gologanov, who, after completing
the course of education at the Greek grammar school, was sent as a protosyngel
to Herzegovina, where he learnt the language and became acquainted with the
situation:
433Ibid.
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Two years later an uprising started in Herzegovina; Montenegrin and Serbian
newspapers described the heroic acts of the Bulgarian rebels around Kazanl’k in an
exaggerated manner. The Herzegovina voivodes, most of them priests, confided to
me some of their plans, suggesting that I set off for Macedonia and Bulgaria, meet
the rebels and let them know of the plans. Young as I was, 23-24 years of age, excited
with passionate fire and with yet undeveloped spiritual forces, I set off for Macedonia
via the Adriatic and the Aegean and went to Salonika, and from there to Seres. The
Turkish authorities caught me immediately and threw me into jail…435

Even Dimitar Berovski himself tells us that the assessment of the general
political situation in European Turkey and the mood among the Macedonian
population encouraged him to start the uprising:
The news of the Herzegovina actions, the movement of the Turkish troops, and
my own position became equally unbearable for me. Impatience grew in me with
each day passing, and in the month of December 1875 I decided to organize an
uprising in Macedonia, which would help the Herzegovina Uprising by holding a
part of the Turkish troops here…436

Among other things, he “gave a picture of an uncrowned lion to Slavka
Karaivanova and her mother Nedela to embroider a flag on a golden silk ground,
with the lion in red silk and the inscription Macedonia” which was to be “a secret
to everyone”.437 He assured his confidants that “the time has come to free ourselves
from the Turkish yoke and [that] our uprising will be successful and aided from
where it should be…”438 Hence it is not surprising that a witness of these events
writes that “the priest Stojan and D. Berovski jumped on their horses, unfurled
their flag and set off for the Maleševo region”,439 and Dimitar’s brother, Kostandija
Popgeorgiev, cried to the Turks:
We have come to gather the peasants and read them a letter which was sent to us
from Russia, and after we have read it we shall return the weapons to you and we
shall go on to read it in the PehÌevo müdürlÕk [council] as we have in Razlovci.440

Russian archives should offer a clearer picture of Berovski’s links with Russia
(probably via the Russian Consulate General in Salonika), but even the available
facts that in August and September 1876 statements were made through the
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Russian Consul General in Salonika441 show that such links may have existed,
especially bearing in mind that he was also educated in Odessa and such channels
were not unknown to him.
It is very important that fifteen Maleševo rebels — “leaders” — later, on
November 24, 1878, also gave a written statement (on behalf of the Maleševo
population) to the British Consul General in Salonika (when he visited Gorna
DÔumaja) which clearly expressed the historical and national consciousness of
the rebels and the character of the uprising. They wrote of “good hopes for us,
Macedonians, the inhabitants of the Maleševo district”, and mentioning their
cables sent in 1874 to the British representative in Constantinople, continued:
The endless murders, imprisonment, unjustified punishment, the oppression of
our religious conscience, the molestation of our wives, daughters and sisters, was
something like a habit for the satisfaction of the Turk! We could not confide this
secret and pain on our consciousness except to the British consul in Salonika; his
altruistic advice was our last hope giving us courage to fill the hükümets with countless
applications and protests, but our gratification has always been retaliation as
ungrateful kaurins; therefore in 1876, on May 8, we were impelled to protest before
the whole world with arms in our hands to attract the attention of the Turkish
government, hoping that they would ask themselves what evil had made us so
desperate and offer our last drop of blood as a sacrifice before the European altar!!!
[…] This protest of ours did not attract the attention of the Turkish government
with the intention of satisfying us, but instead it sent twelve thousand men of the
regular army and many bashibazouks who committed what the human conscience
cannot express in words, even when it refers to the male sex, too! Massacres were a
commonplace.

The signatories, relying on the Macedonian ideology prevalent at the time of
their direct descent from the ancient Macedonians, stated:
Will our Macedonian blood, the blood we have resolved in our distress to shed,
this blood of that Macedonia which was mercilessly condemned and despised two
thousand years ago, put an end, under the present European ruling nations, to the
revenge for the great and former glory!!! […] Asiatic peoples, in keeping with their
old traditions, may perhaps wish the eradication of the name Macedonia in the
world! But does enlightened Europe have any reasons for this and has it not yet borne
a saviour to deliver us from the sin of our forefathers?442

From what has been said above, it is clear that the Razlovci Uprising had both
a Macedonian and a national liberation character. Moreover, it was not of minor
441Ibid.,
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proportions, even though neighbouring historiographers have so far paid little
attention to it.
On the other hand, it is important that there were contacts with the European
great powers of the time, and also with neighbouring Serbia, although these have
still not been sufficiently studied. The statement that “the rebel MiÚo LjubibratiÚ
has made a deal in Belgrade that an uprising be started in Macedonia as soon as
the same happens in Herzegovina”443 corresponds with Teodosija Gologanov’s
testimony, and we must also bear in mind Dimitar Berovski’s remark that the
uprising was to be “aided from where it should be”.
We still do not know much about that “popular party” in Salonika mentioned
by VerkoviÚ or about the “secret revolutionary committee which maintained links
with the leaders of the Maleševo revolutionary movement”, 444 or about that “circle”
which, among others, included “Kostandija, the priest Ivan and the priest Aleksija
Popgeorgiev, Stojan Cocov, Goge Širtov, the priest Petar Solunski, grandmother
Nedela and her daughter Stanislava Karaivanova and the Evrov brothers”.445 Stefan
VerkoviÚ is likely to have been informed of these organizations, and here is what
Dimitar Popgeorgiev Berovski wrote to him on February 19, 1876, from Salonika:
As it seems, we shall have to leave our lawsuits before the court pending, and we
believe they are more likely to be finally resolved in Maleševo.446

8.
It is clear that the Uniate idea among the Macedonians, and even that of Dimitar
Popgeorgiev Berovski, was not of a religious, but primarily of a national character. Hence the clash between the citizens of Veles concerning their teachers and
the joining of the Uniate movement should be seen in this context. Petko RaÌev
Slavejkov himself admitted:
On my recommendation, in Veles they hired N. PopoviÌ against whom later part
of the population rose, favouring Josif KovaÌev.447

Slavejkov himself felt the bitterness of this clash during his visit to Veles, and
the Veles-Strumica Bishop, Damaskin, wrote on July 6, 1875, to Dr Stojan
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Ëomakov: “May someone from the Exarchate come here to learn the truth, but if
he is like Slavejkov or can be bribed, he will bring poison instead of balm.”448
And indeed, by that time the commotion in Macedonia was clearly visible. The
Constantinopolitan newspaper Den (Day) once again wrote that the question of
“Bulgarianism and Macedonism”449 had appeared afresh “in reality”, and that
“some ideas preached in those areas by some of our Bulgarian compatriots” such
as Kuzman Šapkarev, were spreading there, and also wrote that “rare are the people
who oppose him, who scold him”.450 After the reply of a citizen of Ohrid that “Mr
Šapkarev wants nothing else except that the basic school books which are sent into
our lands be written in the local dialect, because the children will thus understand
them more easily and will not waste as much time as they are doing now with
Baštin Jazik (Father Tongue) and other similar books”, the editors of Den reacted
sharply and uncompromisingly:
Is there any other worse thought that Mr Šapkarev could have? He knows where
he is poking. Today a primer, tomorrow other textbooks and next you’ll see him
producing and devising a history of the Macedonian people, etc. etc.451

Such was the degree of development of Macedonian national consciousness at
the time of the Razlovci Uprising. It was reflected in this achievement of the people
at Razlovci and the surrounding area. It is also important that Dimitar Popgeorgiev
Berovski’s detachment continued to move through the villages and mountains until
the Russo-Turkish War (1877-1878), when it received messages from Iljo
Maleševski and took active part in protecting the Pijanec region. There it established and maintained popular authority for two whole months, a kind of a free
republic which was crushed only after the decisions of San Stefano and Berlin. It
was Berovski once again who made all the necessary preparations and probes and
started the Kresna Uprising, which had a clearly defined Macedonian national
liberation character, although the young Bulgarian state (not without the help of
the Russian occupation authorities) managed to smash this popular effort. Macedonia remained under the authority of the sultans, striving, within the framework
offered by the international acts of Constantinople and Berlin, to win its autonomy
and gain cultural and national affirmation. The Macedonian national programme was already fully defined and now included the concept of Macedonian
statehood and political freedom.
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The Development and Affirmation of Macedonian
National Thought from Kresna to Ilinden
(1878-1903)

The development of Macedonian national thought between the two most significant attempts to win a Macedonian state in a revolutionary manner (the Kresna
Uprising, 1878-1879, and the Ilinden Uprising, 1903) was a time of consolidation
of Macedonian national thought. This was a period when Macedonia was physically separated from its Slavic neighbours that had formerly lain within the borders
of Turkey and when the groundwork of political and ideological movements was
built in Macedonian society (within the land and among the already well-developed émigré circles), and also when the organized expression of national-political
action by the Macedonian people reached its apogee.
This period can be divided into two stages with clearly defined characteristics:
(1) years of a homogenization of integrative national consciousness and of the
initial affirmation of national thought on the internal and external plane
(1878-1893), and (2) a decade of affirmation of the political component of
organized Macedonian consciousness as a dominant element with a definition
of the initial practical implementation of the Macedonian national programme.
If we assume that the early 1870s were the key stage in the process of definition
of the Macedonian national entity, and hence in the building of the national
programme; if the year 1878 saw the affirmation of the revolutionary national
liberation movement which, two years later, was to promote the first National
Assembly of Macedonia, the Macedonian Provisional Government and the first
Constitution of Macedonia; if in the late 1880s and early 1890s Macedonian
national thought experienced its first public clashes on the road to affirmation on
the Balkan and international European scene; if 1893 was the year of the secret
foundation of the revolutionary liberation movement along horizontal and vertical
lines, then the year 1903 certainly marked a historically crucial stage in Macedonian national and political constitution and affirmation: during the Ilinden Uprising, the broad layers of the people willingly accepted armed struggle as the only
way to win national freedom and establish a state of their own (provisionally in
the form of autonomy within the borders of Turkey). The struggle for Macedonian
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statehood, without any support and assistance from neighbouring countries or the
European great powers (and in spite of all the obstacles on their part), had both
theoretical foundations and practical results which considerably excited the international public. This marked the crossing of the crucial threshold in the process
of Macedonian national development, which opened the path for Macedonian
cultural and national affirmation. Yet it was also to engender an organized and
combined obstruction by the interested neighbouring monarchies.

1.
The early 1870s saw the start of an open struggle against the aspirations and actions
of foreign propaganda in Macedonia, and this only reinforced the process of
Macedonian national differentiation. While Greek national propaganda was already losing its formerly established position, Bulgarian propaganda (particularly
after the foundation of the Bulgarian Exarchate) was severely intensified, having
the official Turkish authorities on its side. By opening and controlling churches,
schools and communities of its own, and especially through its propaganda with
the help of the well-developed Bulgarian press in Constantinople as well as with
the actions of the various official ‘societies’ and ‘church-school departments’, the
Bulgarian Exarchate was virtually transformed into an official and legal Bulgarian
‘Ministry of Faith and Education’, not only in the territory of Bulgaria but also in
all the areas of European Turkey inhabited by Orthodox Slavs.
The joining of this struggle for the control and distribution of spheres of interest
in Macedonia by state-organized Serbian propaganda further complicated the
process of affirmation of the Macedonian national entity. Rivalry between the
different propaganda machines, however, to a large extent reoriented the struggle
of Slavism against Hellenism and led to a more marked differentiation of Macedonian national interests.
The propaganda of the various religious missions (mainly Uniate and Protestant) became a means used not only by the great powers and neighbouring states,
but also by the indigenous Macedonian movement.
In this spectrum, Romanian national propaganda in Macedonia was of limited
extent and potential and did not essentially influence the development of Macedonian national affirmation.
The complicated situation was further aggravated by the notorious fact that
Turkey, in accordance with Shariah law, did not recognize nationality (ethnicity)
but only faith (religion). As a result, the church appeared as the basic factor in the
affirmation of a particular nationality (ethnicity). Following the establishment of
the Bulgarian Exarchate is was impossible to form another Slavic Orthodox
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church within the borders of Turkey, and the Macedonians remained without any
real opportunity for official ethnic differentiation from their neighbours.
Yet the Macedonian ‘separatist’ movement grew stronger and stronger. Petko
RaÌev Slavejkov noticed this even before the Church and People’s Synod of the
Bulgarian Exarchate (1871)452 and especially while taking part in the suppression
of the Uniate movement (1873/74) when he wrote about it in his letters to the
Exarch from Salonika.453 Bulgarian teachers in Macedonia also noticed it; one of
these was Nikola GanÌev EniÌerev,454 a Bulgarian teacher in Prilep. He writes that
a citizen of Struga, Strezov, “came to Prilep several times and had arguments with
the Bulgarian teachers there and with the more intelligent young people in
connection with the origin of the Macedonians. He allowed the possibility that the
Macedonians could be anything else but not Bulgarians.”455 A Bulgarian teacher
in Salonika, Stefan SalgandÔiev, wrote the same,456 and the same was confirmed
by a Bulgarian activist in Constantinople, P.P. Karapetrov.457 The Austrian consul,
Lippich,458 was also very much aware of this process. Accordingly, national
awakening in Macedonia was already becoming the object of European diplomacy
as well, and not only of the Balkan pretenders.

2.
The Razlovci Uprising (1876) strengthened the independent development of
Macedonian national consciousness even further, and the Russo-Turkish War
(1877-1878) opened more realistic prospects for the fulfilment of the Macedonian
programme. The Treaty of San Stefano caused mixed feelings among the people:
on the one hand, it brought disappointment as the Macedonian people was pushed
into the envisioned Bulgarian state in the Balkans under a Bulgarian name, but on
the other, the Macedonians nourished hopes that the Russian tsar would create a
dual and perhaps federal state — in the spirit of the decisions of the Constantinople
452[P
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Conference (1877) — where Macedonia would finally become “a free kingdom”
(or republic), outside Turkey, but under the protectorship of Russia. A similar
variant was indeed discussed in the higher circles in St Petersburg, as well as in
Vienna and Budapest.459
The Congress of Berlin, however, established a vassal Bulgarian Principality
and an autonomous East Rumelia, while Macedonia was returned to the Sultan
without a clearly defined future. This was to lead to the start of the greatest
insurrection to date, the Kresna (Macedonian) Uprising (1878-1879), which put
forward the first constitutional project for the long-awaited Macedonian free state
(December 1878).460
The Insurgent (Uprising) Committee codified its position not only as regards
the struggle and liberation, but also towards Macedonia’s neighbours (at that
moment and in the future), towards the churches and towards the great powers as
well, putting emphasis on the right of the Macedonian people alone and the
Insurgent Committee to fight and control their struggle, but also to make use of
their freedom.
In this way the Macedonian national-cultural programme was now complete
and included the revolutionary-liberation component. The Macedonians emphasized their state-constitutional legitimacy and created a Macedonian Army as
the principal factor of their liberation struggle. At the same time, however, a new
factor, known as Vrhovism, emerged in the Macedonian movement; it was an
external (foreign) factor serving hegemonist aspirations in the settling of the
“Macedonian question”.461
Subsequent development proceeded in a convulsive manner, primarily owing
to constant and organized interference by Macedonia’s neighbours. The main
obstructive factor became the free neighbouring monarchies of Bulgaria, Serbia
and Greece. Yet the tendency towards an independent, internal and self-governing
settlement of the question of Macedonia’s liberation continued to be expressed
uninterruptedly.
The Kresna Uprising failed because it ran contrary to the interests not only of
Macedonia’s small neighbours, but also of the major European powers, above all
those of Russia, which carefully protected the integrity of Turkey as in their own
interest and also the status of the Berlin decisions on the Balkans. In this situation,
Article 23 of the Treaty of Berlin became an international guarantee of the justness
of the struggle of the Macedonian people for effectuation, which was to continue
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up to the year 1912. Only after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire did the great
powers lose their acquired right to interfere in the internal matters of this part of
the Balkans. Yet the interference continued even after the First World War, although
in other forms and using new methods.

3.
Controlled from outside and limited by the international accords, the actions of
the Macedonian insurrectionists in the Kumanovo, Kriva Palanka and Kratovo
regions were not more successful either. While as far as the Kresna Uprising was
concerned, the newly-established Bulgarian state invested all its efforts in obstructing the independent development of the movement, in this case a similar role
was played by the Principality of Serbia, which persistently strove, if not to expand
its territory to the south, then at least, to secure good prospects for such an action.462
This rivalry had disastrous effects on all attempts at unification of the Macedonian
forces into a joint front for liberating the land or at least for gaining autonomy.
The picture will be complete if we also take into account the actions of the Greek
government for securing its own sphere of influence and a stronger position in the
partition of the territory of European Turkey. The attempts of the founders of the
Military Committee for the Liberation of Christians in the Ottoman Empire, and
those of Leonidas Voulgaris’s Slavo-Macedonian Committee in Athens, at establishing links with Serbia and the Macedonian leaders there as well as with the
Macedonian champions in Bulgaria, i.e. East Rumelia (and also with all Macedonians from around the land), are the best illustration of this.463
All this impelled the Macedonians to work secretly vis-à-vis the propaganda
of the three neighbouring nations. For example, in April 1880 there was an
important meeting between Leonidas Voulgaris (originating from the Pijanec
region), his old fellow fighters from the Slavo-Macedonian Committee in Athens
and the prominent leader in the Kresna Uprising, the priest Kostadin Bufski, in
Gremen-TeÎe, southern Macedonia (Ostrovo district). The two commanders and
462J.
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their detachments agreed on the basic concepts of the struggle for liberation: the
establishment of an independent state of Macedonia, or autonomy within
Turkey, provided that spiritual unity of the Macedonian people was guaranteed,
the actions of the neighbouring national propaganda machines prevented and the
support of the great powers secured. In order to achieve these objectives they
decided to convene a National Assembly of Macedonia with democraticallyelected delegates from all the “religious-national” entities and ethnic groups, who
were to decide the future of the Macedonian state.
On May 21, 1880, with its Act No. 3 issued at Gremen-TeÎe, the Provisional
Government of Macedonia informed the Russian Consul in Salonika that on the
same day a decision had been passed by the Provisional Assembly of Macedonia
(enclosed in the letter) with a request that it be forwarded to the Russian government. The letter was signed by the president of the Provisional Government of
Macedonia, Vasil Simu, its members Anastas DimitrieviÌ and Ali Efendi, and by
its secretary, Nikola Trajkov, and validated with the Government’s seal.464
The decision of the Provisional National Assembly itself is validated by four
different seals465 and signed by the heads of the appropriate departments.466 The
document states that the assembly of “provisional representatives from different
eparchies, provisionally elected by the population of Macedonia”, examined the
political situation and “the means for fulfilling the wishes of the Macedonian
nationalities” and that “by general consent of the members of the Macedonian
National Assembly” a resolution was passed “on behalf of the Macedonian
people-population” with the following demands:
(a) To impart the justified demands of the Macedonian people-population to the
Sublime Porte through the mediation of the governor-general in Macedonia, so that
the Porte may speed up the implementation of Article 23 of the Treaty of Berlin and
convene legal representatives from Macedonia for the examining and amending of
the Organic Constitution.
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(b) To send this decision to the representatives of the European powers, signatories to the Treaty of Berlin, with a request that they forward it to their respective
governments and demand that they intervene with the Porte for an unimpeded
implementation and fulfilment of the decisions of the aforementioned treaty related
to Macedonia.
(c) To send special persons to do the same in Constantinople.
(d) For the implementation of the decisions passed today we have elected a
Provisional Macedonian Government consisting of the following: Vasil Simu,
Anastas DimitrieviÌ and Ali Efendi (Albanian).
(e) The Provisional Macedonian Government is entrusted with carrying out the
following:
a. To secure in a fully secret manner assistance from the European Powers for
the unimpeded implementation of the provisions of the Treaty of Berlin relating to
Macedonia.
b. To appoint military commanders for the fulfilment of the wishes of the
Macedonian population, in the case of failure, by arms.
c. If the Provisional Government finds that the Sublime Porte is conducting a
policy of delaying the settlement, then it would demand, with a decisive proclamation,
armed help from the Macedonian people-population, calling them to arms so that
they themselves can take up the struggle for survival.
d. With a like proclamation the Provisional Government will ask for help from
the governments interested in the rebirth of old Macedonia, and also help from all
freedom-loving people.
e. The Provisional Government is entrusted to carry out the provisional organization of military and civil authorities, to find the means for the fulfilment of the
aforesaid decisions, the symbol of the Macedonian flag, seals and for everything
which is related to the establishment of a provisional administration.467

The great powers, however, were not interested in hearing the voice of Macedonia, nor were Macedonia’s small neighbours ready to forego their own aspirations.

4.
In this same period, a draft Law for the Vilayets of Turkey in Europe, prepared by
the Sublime Porte in the spirit of the Treaty of Berlin, was circulated for discussion.
On April 5, 1880, representatives from the Bitola, Prilep, Ohrid, Veles and Lerin
church-school communities, joined by the communities of Resen and Gevgelija,
gathered in Bitola. They examined the draft reforms and sent a detailed request to
the European Commission for Reforms in Constantinople, specifying their remarks and proposals on all issues in 24 items.468
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At the same time Macedonian émigrés in Bulgaria continued their revolutionary activity, preparing themselves for new armed actions. The former volunteers
in the Russo-Turkish War and the activists of the Kresna Uprising had been
scattered all over the Bulgarian state in order to prevent their joint organized
action. But as early as the end of 1879, in the distant town of Ruse (on the Danube),
a Macedonian league for the liberation of Macedonia was set up. Following the
intervention of the Bulgarian authorities, it was renamed as the ‘Bulgarian-Macedonian League’. The League’s secretary, using the pseudonym of Mavro, called
on the Macedonian émigrés to support the action financially and announced that
ten Macedonian commanders were ready to depart for Macedonia with their
detachments.469 In the spring of 1880 one detachment was defeated in a battle with
the Turkish authorities, and memoirs were found among the killed addressed to
the great powers, demanding the autonomy of Macedonia.
The largest number of refugees from Macedonia were concentrated in western
Bulgaria. In order to organize the struggle and return to their homeland, they
associated in various societies. Thus, for instance, in Dupnica, a Macedonian
Charitable Society was established which, in July 1880 (during the passage of the
Bulgarian prince through the town), presented a petition to Alexander of Battenberg, demanding that the Bulgarian authorities did not scatter them in distant
places throughout Bulgaria, as they had no intentions of staying in that country. A
similar petition was submitted by a delegation of refugees from the Seres sanjak.470
After a longer period of internal upheaval, volunteers from the Russo-Turkish
War took over the leadership of the Ruse League and resolutely demanded the
implementation of Article 23 of the Treaty of Berlin and the establishment of an
autonomous Macedonian state through the mediation of the European Commission for Reforms. Yet this was precisely the reason why, after the intervention of
the Bulgarian authorities, the League ceased to exist.471
On the other hand, there were about 1,800 Macedonian fighters in Sofia, among
them some fifteen commanders from the Russo-Turkish War and the Kresna
Uprising. Together with the numerous Macedonian intelligentsia there, they
founded a new ‘Bulgarian-Macedonian League’. After establishing contact with
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the leader of the suppressed uprising, on May 2, 1879, on Mount Maleš, the League
issued a proclamation calling for a new uprising in Macedonia.472 The question of
the name of the League, however, became crucial for these fighters. They wanted
it to be called simply ‘Macedonian League’, while the intellectuals supported the
name ‘Bulgarian-Macedonian League’. After three founding assemblies, a compromise was reached that the organization be called ‘Macedonian-Bulgarian
League’. Yet the commanders continued to insist on their preferred designation,
as the basic slogan of the Macedonian League was ‘Freedom for Macedonia or
Death’.473
At the same time, the League took on the task of reworking the ‘Organic
Constitution for the Future State Organization of Macedonia’, whose basic version
had already been accepted by the Ruse League. Yet long disputes ensued on this
issue, too. The representatives of the Macedonian intelligentsia in Bulgaria insisted on concentrating the entire political power in their own hands, leaving the
military command to the commanders. They demanded that, in conformity with
this division of powers, the Provisional Government of Macedonia be formed of
civilians alone, under the presidency of Vasil Dijamandiev. But the commanders
rejected the demand, and it was decided through compromise that political and
military powers should not be divided until the liberation of the land. Vasil
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Dijamandiev was accepted as the president of the League, while the General Staff
was to act as the Provisional Administration of Macedonia. Work on the Constitution concerning the state organization of Macedonia started, the task being
assigned to the Dijamandiev brothers.474
The Constitution drawn up for the Future State Organization of Macedonia,475
in addition to its important preamble, consists of 103 articles divided into 15
chapters. It legitimizes a State Council and a Supreme Administrative authority
with 12 ministries with portfolios, an Administrative-Territorial authority and a
Legislative authority, specifying, as its highest legislative authority, the National
Assembly consisting of 80 deputies from among all the nationalities living in
Macedonia.
It is interesting that the constitutional codification pays strict attention to the
equality of all the other nationalities in Macedonia. Furthermore, full freedom of
religion and cults is envisaged, recognizing the jurisdiction of all churches: the
Oecumenical Patriarchate in Constantinople, the Exarchate, the Roman Catholic
Church (together with the Uniate church), the Islamic Müftülük, the Lutheran
Protestant religious corporations and the Jewish Religious Community.
The Constitution also specifies the question of finance in the Macedonian state
as well as questions of the economy and agrarian relations, crafts and trade, and
also precisely defines the international relations of Macedonia “in conformity with
Article 23 of the Treaty of Berlin, based on the Cretan Constitution of 1868”.
The Final Clauses emphasize that “the Constitution of the Autonomous State
of Macedonia will enter into force after the Sublime Porte approves it, and the
representatives of the European Commission for Conducting Reforms in Turkey
in Europe approve it in principle”. But if they fail to approve it, the Constitution
“will be submitted to the National Assembly of Macedonia for adoption and will
be put into practice through military force by the Macedonian liberation army”.
The Provisional Administration of Macedonia (i.e. the General Staff of the military
of the Macedonian League) is bound to send the Constitution “to the Sublime
Porte, to the representatives of the European Great Powers and to the neighbouring
Balkan principalities, and obtain their consent for its putting into practice”. It also
envisages that a large number of copies of the Constitution will be made in order
to send them to “the entire population of Macedonia for their information and
possible comments”. It is particularly important that the last article (103) provides
that the Constitution “should also be sent to the Provisional Government of
Macedonia at Gremen-TeÎe for its consent and approval”, which is a confirmation
474Ibid.,
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of the status that this body enjoyed at that stage of organization of the Macedonian
state.
In accordance with this Constitution, the Military Staff of the Macedonian
League for the Liberation of Macedonia prepared special “Military instructions
for the organization of the Macedonian Army in the Autonomous State of Macedonia”, which consisted of two parts. The first part was prepared in the town of
Ruse and bears the date April 12, 1880; it was entitled “Military instruction for
the organization of the Macedonian Army in the Autonomous State of Macedonia”476 and defined the organization of the Macedonian Army following the
liberation of the land and the constitution of the state. The second part bears the
title “Provisional military instructions for action of the Macedonian Army”,477
passed by the Military Staff of the Macedonian Army on May 6, 1880, specifying
no place of issue.
It is of particular significance that the second act, whose preamble expressly
states that “the European Commission for conducting reforms in the vilayets of
Turkey in Europe and for the establishment of a single Macedonian vilayet has so
far paid no attention, at its sessions, to the memoirs sent to it for the appropriate
implementation of Article 23 of the Treaty of Berlin and granting political
autonomy to Macedonia by preparing an organic constitution for Macedonia”. The
Turkish representative in the Commission, however, proposed a draft for an
organic constitution which envisaged “only administrative decentralization in the
Macedonian vilayets” to preserve the integrity of the Turkish state. As a result, the
Military Staff of the Macedonian League stated:
Interpreting the aspirations of the Macedonian people to liberation, the Macedonian League is convinced of the untenability of the signed Peace Treaty of Berlin,
and, in addition to the political action for the implementation of Article 23 of the
Treaty of Berlin in the European regions of Turkey, is determined to continue its
armed struggle for the liberation of Macedonia and the establishment of a Macedonian state, as it considers the administrative autonomy of Macedonia a stupid cliché
of European and Turkish diplomacy. Enslaved Macedonia naturally wants the same
rights as free Bulgaria. The Macedonians do not want to bow their heads in slavery
and therefore have taken up arms. The movement of insurgent detachments in
Macedonia, however, has lately appeared to be more of an armed demonstration than
a major insurrectionist movement. In order to unite all the detachments in Macedonia into a single whole and towards a single goal — the establishment of a free
476Ibid.,
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Macedonian state — the Military Staff of the Macedonian League for the Liberation
of Macedonia has undertaken the preparation of this P ro v i s i o n a l M i l it a r y
I n s t r u c t i o n s f o r Ac t i o n o f t h e M a c e d o n i a n A r m y .478

The Macedonian League issued a number of other documents of exceptional
significance. In addition to the memoir to the members of the European Commission in Constantinople (Ruse, April 14, 1880),479 on June 23, 1880, the Provisional
Administration of Macedonia sent from Mount Pirin Planina another memoir to
the ministers of the great powers — Great Britain, France, Germany, Russia,
Austria-Hungary and Italy — as well as to the Commission of the European powers
for reforms in European Turkey, in Constantinople,480 appending the Constitution
of the State Organization of Macedonia to the document. It offered a detailed
explanation of all the efforts of the Macedonian people for a just implementation
of Article 23 of the Treaty of Berlin and expressed a strong protest against the draft
constitution already prepared by the Porte for reforms in the vilayets and against
the make-up of vilayet commissions.
This document also quoted a large number of requests and complaints by the
Macedonian population from all over Macedonia addressed to the European
Commission and to the Porte demanding the delineation of the borderline between
Macedonian and other vilayets in European Turkey and the establishment of a
single Salonika vilayet for the whole of Macedonia. Yet there was no reply.
On April 17, 1880, the Turkish Minister of Foreign Affairs invited the signatories to the Treaty of Berlin to examine and adopt the newly-prepared regulations,
and the Salonika vali had already started implementing these regulations — which
had not yet been approved — in his vilayet, even before the European Commission
could have examined them. To check the arbitrariness of the Turkish authorities,
prior to the convocation of the European Commission in Constantinople, 102
representatives of the Macedonian population submitted a memoir to the European
powers, demanding once again a single Macedonian vilayet and the preparation
of an organic constitution for Macedonia similar to the Cretan one. Yet this memoir,
too, remained without an answer.
The Macedonians who lived in Constantinople immediately submitted a request with 200 signatures, stating the same demands, and “the Macedonian
representative KarandÔulov, together with 12 delegates” was received by the
British representative in the European Commission, Lord Fitzmaurice, who promised that their request would be forwarded to the Commission. But there was still
no answer. Furthermore, the European Commission accepted the draft constitution
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of the vilayets with an explanation that the Organic Constitution of Crete could
be applied to Macedonia, as “the population that lives there is ethnically diverse”.481
In early June the General Staff invited Vasil Dijamandiev, as the president, to
come from Plovdiv to Mount Pirin Planina, where on June 29, 1880, it issued an
important document, “Manifesto of the General Staff of the Macedonian Army”,482
for the preparation of a general insurrection. This manifesto also reached the leader
of Macedonian detachments in south-western Macedonia, Leonidas Voulgaris,
who in mid-July, “together with Vasil Simon, a certain Tiko and two other unknown
people”, as representatives of the “Provisional Government of Macedonia —
Equality”, met Dijamandiev, bringing their own documents, and reached an
agreement on joint insurgent action. They agreed that the Provisional Government
of Macedonia should be the public proponent of the uprising, and that the
Macedonian League and the General Staff should take the military command. They
also agreed that the former should use the protection of the Greek government,
and the latter that of the Bulgarian government, but only until the liberation of the
land and the establishment of the Macedonian state. Dijamandiev acquainted the
delegates coming from the south with the prepared Constitution and Military
Instructions and then, at the proposal of the delegation of the Provisional Government, another article was added — on the rights and duties of the nationalities in
Macedonia.483
Following the talks in Plovdiv, the delegation of the Provisional Government
went to Pirin Planina and met the chief commander of the General Staff, Iljo
Maleševski, while Vasil Dijamandiev informed the Bulgarian Minister of the
Interior of all these activities.484
In Voulgaris’s diary, in the section referring to the talks with the representatives
of the Macedonian League, we can read, among other things, that “the old ajduk
Iljo Maleševski, little educated and almost illiterate, has a much broader understanding of the future of Macedonia than Vasil Dijamandiev, an educated and
learned person”. The following section of Voulgaris’s notes on the talks on Pirin
Planina is very interesting:
Commander Iljo was delighted with our presence and spared no effort to arrange
for us to come to this village house on Mount Pirin. He accepted the agreement with
Dijamandiev, but there was a conspicuous frown on his face concerning the patronage
of Bulgaria and Greece. What would happen if we were to add the patronage of Serbia;
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he said that we were going back to the old ways. Leave all those who stir our waters
aside, he said. Who will believe us that we are fighting for the freedom of Macedonia
when these patrons want to dismember it? We fully agreed with him and decided to
work in secret from both the Bulgarians and the Greeks.485

These were indeed the most critical moments in the activity of the Provisional
Macedonian Government and the Macedonian League. Detachments were constantly sent to Macedonia and they were active over almost all the territory of this
Turkish province. Major armed actions were taken by the police and military
authorities against the detachments,486 and as the movement did not enjoy the
support of any state in the Balkans or in Europe, it remained of a fairly limited
character. It could even be said that everyone was against it; even the diplomatic
representatives of the great powers acted as informants for the Turkish authorities
in the liquidation of the armed movement.487
Yet it is very important that on April 11/23, 1881, a letter (in French) was sent
from Kjustendil to the Russian diplomatic representative in Constantinople, General Nikolay P. Ignatiev,488 in which the Provisional Government of Macedonia
asked him to forward the enclosed “Manifesto of the Provisional Government of
Macedonia” (also in French) to the Russian government. It is interesting and
significant that this letter, bearing the same four seals affixed a year ago, was
signed by the president of the Provisional Government, Vasilos Simos, by the four
members of the Government (the first signature is illegible, the second in the
Cyrillic script is that of Petro Jovanov, the third is that of Kostas, although the
surname is not clearly written in the Greek alphabet, and the fourth signature is
that of Hriste Ïorgov), while Nikolaos Trajkov once again signed the letter as
secretary. These were actually all the members of the Government, whose function
and fate has still been insufficiently studied.
The Manifesto of the Provisional Government of Macedonia489 contains the
signatures of its president and secretary, validated by two seals, and it, too, was
adopted in Kjustendil on April 11/23, although the document is actually a certified
copy made on Mount Dospat on April 18/30, 1881. The Manifesto, among other
things, declares the following:
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True Macedonians, faithful children to your fatherland!
Will you allow our dear country to be ruined? Look how, in this slavery, she is
covered with wounds inflicted by the surrounding peoples. Look at her and see the
heavy chains imposed upon her by the Sultan. Being in such a helpless position and
all in tears, our dear Macedonia, our dear fatherland, is calling upon you: You who
are my faithful children, you who are my descendants, after Aristotle and Alexander
the Great, you in whose veins Macedonian blood flows, do not let me die, but help
me. What a sad sight it would be for you, true Macedonians, if you became witnesses
of my burial. No, no, here are my dreadful bleeding wounds, here are my heavy
chains: break them, heal my wounds, do everything in your power that the words
“A single and united Macedonia” will be written on the banner I will raise! Having
done this courageously, banish from your land these murderers who carry the flag
of discord in their hands and inculcate antagonistic ideas, dividing you, my children,
into innumerable nationalities; then, having gathered under the banner of Macedonia as your only national distinction, raise that glorious banner high and make it
ready so that you can unanimously write on it: Long live the Macedonian people,
long live Macedonia!

We do not know what the effect of these appeals and proclamations was. There
is no doubt that they were accepted by the people of Macedonia, but it is also likely
that they worried those who aspired to this Turkish province. Hence they took
every possible measure and used every possible means to neutralize not only the
effect of such appeals and proclamations but also the revolutionary movement in
Macedonia itself. They soon managed to break the unity within the leadership of
this movement. As part of these actions, Voulgaris was denounced and arrested in
Salonika on his return following the meetings with the representatives of the
Macedonian League. Only an energetic intervention by Russian diplomacy saved
him from jail. He withdrew to Athens, not abandoning, however, the ideas he had
proclaimed earlier. At the same time Vasil Dijamandiev was placed under investigation and was conducted by the police from Plovdiv to Sofia, and the Bulgarian
government took all the necessary measures to close its border with Turkey to
Macedonian armed detachments, a measure also taken by the Greek government.
The split within the movement is also confirmed in report No. 211 of June 14,
1881, by the head of the Russian Consulate General in Macedonia (Salonika) to
the Russian ambassador in Constantinople, in which he reminded the ambassador
of his report sent a year earlier “on the emergence here of what is known as the
Provisional Macedonian Government”, and continued:
Since then no one had heard anything about that Government. It seemed to have
sunk in eternity and my recollections of it remained in my mind as an unsuccessful
attempt of naïve political agitators.
But on June 12 this year I unexpectedly received a letter from a certain Baron
Gundlas, in which he proposed to give me certain information about the Provisional
Macedonian Government.
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Succumbing to my inclination to curiosity, I invited this without doubt unreliable
person, not so much hoping to receive precise information, but rather as an
opportunity to meet the new type of political spy.
A very decent young man presented before me, evidently flustered because of his
intent.
He began with the recommendations of his personality, which was allegedly
known to Count Gatsfelyd and Radolinsky in Constantinople, to our military attaché
in Plovdiv, to Captain Eku and Adjutant General G. Glinka, whose grandson he was.
When I saw that he hesitated to state the reason which had made him turn to me
and knowing from experience not to trust in appearances only, I hurried to warn
him that if he had come to demand material assistance, then he did not need tell
me his secrets and that I, in my turn, would keep his call a secret.
In reply, Baron Gundlas told me that he needed no money, but that he only
wanted revenge and to unmask the intentions of his enemy Leonidas Voulgaris, whose
secretary he had been and who had allegedly expelled him from his post.
He then told me that the representatives of the provisional Macedonian Government, Messrs Simos, Voulgaris, Tiko, etc., after sending the circular to Salonika, had
gone to Plovdiv, from where they conducted their illegal activities.
Their entire activity over the past year consisted of forming as many outlaw gangs
as possible in Macedonia. With this purpose in mind, they sent agents throughout
the land who spread among the population, in every possible way, a feeling of
discontent with the existing order and proposed that they overthrow it by force.
The gangs were formed one after another and were armed with the support of
the Provisional Government, which allegedly had and still has a large arms depot in
Varna.
Having no opportunity of corroborating the truth of what has been said to me,
I feel obliged to confirm to Your Excellency the fact of a real growth of outlawry,
which is constantly augmented from among the rural population and armed in ways
which are unknown to anyone.
As far as the final objective of all the endeavours of the Provisional Government
is concerned, according to Mr Gundlas, it consisted of the simultaneous movement
of all outlaw gangs, of fires, explosions in state powder magazines, a general
revolutionary movement, of expelling the Turkish authorities, etc., etc.
It is planned that all this be carried out in the course of this summer, and the
Provisional Government has already moved its residence here, to Ostrovo, close to
Voden.
Simos, Taki and others, together with their adherents, have already passed
through Salonika, but they are still waiting for Leonidas Voulgaris, because he is late
due to his arrest by the Turkish authorities, from whom he has nevertheless managed
to escape.
The signal for general action will be an explosion in the Salonika powder tower,
and several sinister persons have already arrived for this purpose.
Baron Gundlas also told me a number of other details, but I will not occupy the
attention of Your Excellency any more, as they are not helpful in the explanation of
matters at all.
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In order to give a better idea of the position of the Russian Consul General
towards these activities and understand his role in the obstruction of this action,
we shall quote the end of his report:
Not fully trusting the whole story, just in case I nevertheless warned the local
authorities, giving some comments about the possible development of matters, and
they have strengthened police control almost everywhere. I told them that I had
received this information from an anonymous letter and that in all probability it
was a sheer mystification.
At the same time, herewith enclosing Baron Gundlas’s original letter, I have the
honour of courteously asking Your Excellency to order me to request the opinion of
the German Embassy concerning the personality of the baron, and if it is positive,
to let me send a secret agent to the vicinity of Voden to keep an eye on the wrongdoers
who, by their criminal activities, will, in all likelihood, bring disaster on the
Macedonian Christian population which is already suffering badly.490

That there was indeed a highly developed insurgent movement in Macedonia
in 1880 and 1881 is confirmed by several sources. As early as August 18, 1880,
the Salonika Russian Consul Nikolay Skryabin, in his report No. 697, informed
Evgeny Petrovich Novikov that “the leaders of the Greek outlaw detachments,
Katarahja and Kalogiros, who have so far hidden out in the mountains of Olympus,
have now abandoned Thessaly and moved to Macedonia via Gevgelija. They have
chosen Tikveš and Veles as their new residences and have started holding negotiations with the local Bulgarian outlaws for the alliance of Bulgarian and Greek
forces. It is still unknown whether the negotiations have been successful, but the
appearance of the new uninvited guests has already been marked by the killing of
five Turks on the outskirts of Veles, and the local population is now in terrible
fear.” The consul continued by asking himself: “How can this unexpected BulgaroGreek association be explained — I do not know. Some evil tongues have called
it a Bulgarian movement and casually mentioned the memorandum printed in the
newspaper Neologos which contains a project for the partition of Macedonia.
Others say that the Provisional Macedonian Government is again stepping up its
activity, concerning which I had the honour of informing Your Excellency in my
report No. 659.”491
On August 27, 1880, Skryabin notified Novikov that what he had written of the
“outlaws” Katarahja and Kalogiros was true, but that this had not happened “these
days”, but that “Katarahja left the surroundings of Veles even before August 15
and moved to the Bitola district. Here, in the village of Malovište, he marked his
presence by major outlawry and then hurried on to Mariovo, which is situated in
the vicinity of Prilep. And Kalogiros remained in place to carry out his actions
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between Veles and Tikveš. Their relations with the local Bulgarian outlaws brought
about the persecution of the unfortunate peaceful population by the Turkish
authorities who have already detained 75 innocent Bulgarians in Veles.”492 On
August 27, Skryabin reported on a sensitive inclination towards “Graeco-Bulgarian rapprochement” in Macedonia, even though he had never heard of such a
readiness, as he says, “from the Bulgarian side”, as there was great fear of the
Greeks.493 The Russian consul regularly referred to the Macedonians as “Bulgarians” and to the revolutionaries as “outlaws” or “gangs”. It is interesting that he
found a well-developed revolutionary movement in almost all the regions of
Macedonia, as a result of which major pogroms were carried out among the
population. Thus, for example in his report No. 714 of September 2, 1880,
Skryabin wrote:
The attempt of Greek outlaws at uniting with Bulgarian ones, the killing of five
Turks on the outskirts of Veles (report No. 697 of August 18), and also the refusal by
the Bulgarians to help the Albanian League (report No. 708 of August 27) — all this
has put the Bulgarian inhabitants of Veles into an extremely difficult situation. Aware
of their powerlessness, the Turkish authorities, whose suspicion exceeds the limits of
any logic, instead of coldly investigating matters, have been acting under the
influence of slanders and capturing innocent Bulgarians solely on account of
information by their enemies. Over 150 people have been detain up to the present
day. All of them are in jail with no hope that they will ever be released, as the Turkish
authorities have given their fate to the justice of the judges, and these are filled with
the hatred of one person, a certain Hamid-Pasha, who had been a friend of three of
the aforementioned five Turks who were killed…494

The reports from Macedonia constantly emphasized a movement of detachments and the suffering of the population from the Turks. On September 9,
Skryabin warned about a large-scale movement of “outlaw detachments” in
Macedonia,495 while in his extensive report No. 770 of October 11, 1880, he
described the activities of the detachments of Ajada, Zarkada, Katarahja, Panajot
Kalogiros and other commanders whose number increased daily and warned of
the “danger” of their association, because the demoralized, underpaid and hungry
Turkish troops would in that case be unable to deal with them.496 On October 27
he wrote about new acts of “violence” carried out by the detachments of Kamaka,
Zarkada and Kalogiros,497 and on November 8 about a large number of interned
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men, women and children who were close to the Macedonian “outlaws” Dimo,
Petruš, Pano SamardÔiev and others. He gave details of these commanders: Dimo
is described as coming from the village of Vetersko; two years ago he had gone to
Bulgaria together with his wife; Petruš came from the village of Rudnik and was
in Kjustendil at the time; Pano SamardÔiev was from the village of Podles, in the
Tikveš region, who “after the Easter holidays left for Bulgaria”, while Janko from
the village of Guzemelci went to Serbia “as early as 12 years ago” and, as of the
rest, nobody has heard anything of him.498 The families and relatives of all these
migrant workers were interned or arrested, even though they had no links with nor
activities in the revolutionary movement. This was not the case in the Veles and
Tikveš regions alone. Skryabin’s report from Salonika of November 16, 1880,
spoke of new internment of the Macedonian population from KoÌani to Skopje,
etc.499
Assistance and protection were sought not only from the foreign consuls in
Macedonia, but also from the neighbouring states, and even from the Bulgarian
Exarchate.500 For instance, the cable to the Bulgarian Prime Minister sent by the
families interned in Salonika, among other things, stated: “The local authorities,
considering as outlaws/revolutionaries our relatives who have long ago moved to
Bulgaria and Serbia and are there engaged in trade, have detained us for no real
reason, and amidst this winter weather too, and have sent us under guard from
Veles to Salonika and Kessendra together with our families, all in all 163 persons.” 501
Such and similar news filled the newspapers of the time. Even Vasil Dijamandiev himself declared that the moment had come for insurgent action and called
the Macedonians to organized resistance against the Turks.502 Towards the end of
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1880, in Ruse, more concrete actions were taken by the ‘Bulgarian-Macedonian
League’, with Dijamandiev as its president, and Georgij A. Georgov, principal of
the Agricultural School in this town, as its secretary.503 The joint struggle of the
nationalities living in Macedonia against the centuries-old enemy caused anxiety
among the neighbouring aspirants and they took concrete steps to destroy it. Much
later, recalling this period, the editor of the semi-official mouthpiece Svoboda
members, the Ruse League used papers headed with the slogan ‘Pirin Planina Macedonian League
under the leadership of seventeen commanders’. Above the slogan there was a Macedonian lion
crowned with a triple crown, treading with two feet on the Turkish crescent and all military attributes,
in its right paw it holds a sword and roars, and below it is written: ‘Freedom or Death’. On such paper
we submitted a request to the Ambassadorial Conference in Constantinople through Mr Hitrovo, and
later also to the Berlin International Conference dealing with the Greek-Thessalian question. These two
memoranda contained sharp warnings that in the case that the conferences paid no attention to them,
the League had the right to start an uprising of as yet unseen horror and terror. Instead of a constitution,
the league had Instructions consisting of a few articles in the following spirit: ‘Every Macedonian living
in the Principality of Bulgaria should consider himself a sworn member and supporting member and
should unconditionally obey the Ruse league. For all those Macedonians who dare reject this, the least
punishment is death. This rule is not imposed upon the Moesian and Thracian Bulgarians, but they too
are bound to help no less than the Macedonians in the liberation of Macedonia.” [A vt obi ogr af i ò,
Del á, Bï l gar ski i st or i Ìeski ar hi v pr i Nar odnat a bi bl i ot eka ,,Ki r i l i Met odi à“, S of i ò,
f . 577 (Vasi l Di amandi ev), a.e. 1, l . 120, ob. 121].
In the newspaper Bï l gar i nï (áœ , 320, Ruse, 21.Háá.1880, 2), Vasil Dijamandiev and Georgij A.
Georgov published a longer letter entitled ‘Our Diplomats’ in which they wrote that “our diplomats
have started furiously cursing and intimidating the members of the Macedonian League, and have sent
them a circular imparting to everyone that if they participate in the Macedonian League, they will be
dismissed from service”. At the same time Dijamandiev and Georgov published letters by the editor of
the Ruse newspaper Makedonecï , Nikola Óivkov, and his anti-Macedonian activity and defended the
policy and goals of the League.
The French newspaper in Constantinople, Phare du Bosphore, published interesting information,
printing the text of the Salonika correspondent of Correspondance politique, where he wrote that on
August 6, 1880, one of the League’s detachments, on whose banner was written ‘Freedom or Death’,
was seen on Pirin Planina, and that eight battalions of Turkish troops were immediately sent after it
(Zor ni ca, œ , 34, C ar i gr adï , 19.œ ááá.1880, 134). On July 29, 1880, a ‘new manifesto’ with the
signatures of eight commanders and the president of the League, Dijamandiev, was sent to the
newspaper Bï l gar i nï , announcing insurgent actions in Macedonia (Zor ni ca, œ , 35, 26.œ ááá.1880,
140).
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warned with unconcealed gall: “We can solemnly conclude that if there were any
Macedonian leagues, detachments, societies, newspapers, etc. in Bulgaria, each
one, pursuing its own interests, inflicted a great evil rather than good upon their
brothers in Macedonia.”504
But the insurgent detachment movement in Macedonia was not fully paralysed.
In June 1881 many arrests were made in connection with what was to become
known as the ‘Ohrid Conspiracy’,505 and the creation of new rebel detachments
was expected in the following year. The Macedonian League and the Provisional
Government of Macedonia were unable to continue their activities, but Macedonian national consciousness strengthened the awareness among the people that a
struggle for freedom and a state of their own was inevitable.
A large number of societies were founded in Macedonia and among the
émigrés, and as early as 1885 a secret revolutionary Macedonian committee was
set up in Sofia, whose core consisted of “some twenty young people from
Macedonia”. Yet the Bulgarian authorities smashed this organization as well, and
its more prominent activists moved to Belgrade, where Serbian propaganda
welcomed them and gradually succeeded in using their activity for the goals of
Serbian greater-state policy.506
We have examined the revolutionary component of the Macedonian movement
in greater detail because Macedonian national and political consciousness was
expressed most strongly in the period immediately following the Congress of
Berlin and because the facts presented above are a clear illustration of the very
clearly defined Macedonian national-liberation concepts in the popular movement.507
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5.
Developments in Macedonia were accompanied by the simultaneous demonstration of Macedonian national consciousness and actions for cultural and national
affirmation.
Thus, for instance, as early as the time of the Kresna Uprising, Commander
ÏorÒija M. Pulevski published his revolutionary poem ‘Samovila Makedonska’
(Macedonian Sprite); somewhat later he printed two booklets under the common
title Makedonska pesnarka (Macedonian Songbook, 1879),508 and as the question
of the Macedonian literary language once again became crucial in the Macedonian
liberation struggle, he also published the first part of his extensive grammar
Slognica reÌovska (Reka Wordbook, 1880).509 To affirm Macedonian historical
consciousness and support the national consolidation, Pulevski wrote his comprehensive Slavjansko-maÎedonska opšta istorija (Slavonic-Macedonian General
History),510 which, though remaining in manuscript, marked the beginning of
modern Macedonian national historiography. Even though he was not adequately
prepared for the task, he also ‘compiled’ a number of other textbooks for Macedonian schools in the vernacular, but of these only two dictionaries were published
in Belgrade.511 The extensive collections of folklore, on which he persistently
worked, gathering materials from Macedonian émigrés in Sofia, also remained in
manuscripts.512 In order to make a more organized contribution — in an institutional manner — to cultural and national affirmation, Pulevski founded a SlavonicMacedonian literary society in Sofia (1888),513 but the authorities soon suppressed
it, too.
This was already a time of intensive and state-organized action by the neighbouring national propaganda machines in Macedonia and at the same time of a
strongly pronounced resistance on the part of the Macedonian people. The Mace508D-r
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donians saw the need not only to know their historical roots, but also to seek means
for the further development of the Macedonian nation and culture. The struggle to
preserve the autonomy of the church-school communities became particularly
intense in the 1880s. Various societies were founded in towns all over Macedonia
which according to their official, and especially unofficial, programmes were of
predominantly Macedonian character. They included: the St Clement CulturalEducational Society in Ohrid (1872-1890 and later),514 the Razvitok (Development) Educational Society in Skopje (1877-1885), the Bratstvo (Brotherhood)
Society in Bitola (1880-1885) and the Christian Charitable Society in Salonika
(1882-1883).
Attempts were made to open a printing shop and print textbooks for the
Macedonian schools as well as a number of special editions.515 This was a trend
which was strongly reflected in the ideas and activity of Anatolija Zografski,
Partenija Zografski, Teodosija Sinaitski, Kirijak DrÔiloviÌ, Georgi Dinkata, Marko
Cepenkov and others. The power of the printed word was clear to everybody, but
the opportunities for its free dissemination were becoming more and more limited
over the years.
After the decision of the Bulgarian Exarchate, in particular, to take all the
church-school communities in Macedonia into its own hands, there was a spontaneous and powerful agitation among the teachers against interference from outside. Once again large teachers’ meetings were organized in Prilep (1891)516 and
Voden (1892), which adopted important resolutions on the protection of the
schools and teachers there, and also firmly raised the question of church-school
autonomy with the Archbishopric of Ohrid as the national church and Macedonian
as the standard.
At about the same time (1891-1892), the Skopje Exarchate Metropolitan
Teodosija (Theodosius) Gologanov517 openly rejected the Bulgarian Exarchate,
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and voicing popular demands, tried to secure, first through the Protestants and
later with the mediation of the Uniates, the restoration of the Archbishopric of
Ohrid, which would have the right, as a national autocephalous church, to guide
spiritual and educational matters, and as a result, national and political life in the
land as well. Yet the powerful propaganda machinery of its neighbours and the
total corruptibility of the Turkish authorities again prevented the normal development of the Macedonian nation.

6.
As the Greater-Serbian propaganda was the weakest in Macedonia and had almost
no support among the people, prominent Serbian ideologists of the greater-state
idea tried to use the legitimate aspirations of the Macedonians for the affirmation
of their mother tongue in schools and literature, and prepared and published special
“Macedonian” textbooks for “the popular schools” in Macedonia (several large
editions of a primer, a reader and the Golub Calendar with texts in the “Macedonian” language). It was actually some kind of Macedonian-Serbian amalgam, and
the printing and free distribution within the borders of the Sultan’s Empire was
given approval by the relevant Turkish authorities. Despite its being awkwardly
assembled, this language was exuberantly accepted in Macedonian circles as it
nonetheless differed from both Bulgarian and Serbian. At that time Stojan NovakoviÚ proposed to the Serbian government that a full translation of the Holy Bible
into Macedonian be made, but it was immediately assessed that this would play a
crucial role in the affirmation of the Macedonian language and Macedonian
national individuality, and the proposal was rejected. Serbian propaganda soon
saw that by pursuing such a policy it only further stirred up Macedonian national
feelings and strengthened Macedonian national consciousness. As a result, it
discarded that approach of penetrating into Macedonia and started, by using the
Serbian language and a clearly defined Serbian national programme, to set up
Serbophile oases inside European Turkey.518
Side by side with these actions, in order to undermine the foundations of
Bulgarian propaganda, Serbian propaganda used the frequent rebellions of Macedonian pupils in the Exarchal schools in Macedonia, and by generous promises
attracted a large number of young intellectuals, inviting them to study in Serbia.
But when these Macedonian pupils and students saw that neither their language
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nor nationality were respected in Belgrade, they started a major rebellion there as
well. After long negotiations, many of them accepted the promises of the Bulgarian
diplomatic agency in the Serbian capital and demonstratively left Belgrade, going
to Sofia (1890).
Yet even with their first steps on Bulgarian soil, the young Macedonians
realized that the agreement reached was once again not observed, and there was a
strong reaction: some returned to Macedonia, some went back to Belgrade, and
others remained in Bulgaria, aiming to develop and strengthen, through organized
forms, the Macedonian national idea and liberation action.519

7.
Macedonian national thought continued to develop in the circles of Macedonian
émigrés in Sofia. The newspapers Makedonskij Glas (1885-1887) and Makedonija
(1888-1893), and later Glas Makedonski and others, prepared a firm ground for
further action. In fact, various Macedonian associations started developing immediately after the suppression of the Macedonian League. For instance, the Bulgarian-Macedonian Charitable Society was founded in 1882 in Sofia,520 and the
next year saw the establishment of the Macedonian Society, a modification of the
former,521 as well as the Society for Helping Impoverished Macedonians.522 The
Alexander of Macedon Bulgarian-Macedonian Charitable Society523 was
founded towards the end of 1884 in Ruse, and the secessionist Iskra BulgarianMacedonian Revolutionary Committee was set up soon afterwards.524 The
Macedonian Society for Collecting Assistance for the Suffering Macedonians
was founded in early 1885 in Plovdiv, but shortly thereafter a Bulgarian counterpart was formed: Central Committee Fighting for the Liberation of Macedonia
from Turkish Slavery.525 Thus Macedonian societies emerged in various Bulgarian and East-Rumelian centres, even professional ones, such as the Macedonian
Guild Society in Plovdiv.526
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Sofia, however, was the centre of the Macedonian émigré community. As a
result, immediately after the “Macedonian meetings”, the Makedonski Glas
Society was founded in late 1884, which started printing its own mouthpiece of
the same name.527 Macedonian manifestations of considerable interest ensued on
the unification of East Rumelia and Bulgaria, the Serbo-Bulgarian War (1885), the
dethronement and abdication of the Bulgarian Prince Alexander of Battenberg
(1886) and especially after the coming of the notorious Macedonophobe, Stefan
Stambolov, to the head of the Bulgarian government. After some stormy meetings
and conferences of the Macedonians in the Bulgarian capital, a new organization,
bearing the name Makedonsko Ìitalište (Macedonian Reading Club), was established in 1889.528 The end of the same year saw the foundation in Sofia of a
Macedonian Savings Bank whose official name was Zaemo-spestovna kasa na
Makedoncite (Loan-Savings Bank of the Macedonians).529
However, all these and other Macedonian associations and institutions were
viewed with suspicion by Stambolov and he brutally suppressed all of them.
Pulevski’s aforementioned Slavonic-Macedonian Literary Society was formed at
about the same time, but it, too, had to cease its activity soon. This was supervened
by the journeys of Macedonian pupils and students via Belgrade to Sofia. The
Macedonian question had already entered upon a new stage of development. The
polemic started over Petar Draganov’s articles and The Ethnographic Map of
Slavonic Nationalities of the St Petersburg Slavonic Charitable Society. Karl Hron
published his book The Nationality of the Macedonian Slavs, and the first doctoral
dissertation on the Macedonian language, by Leonhard Mazing, was defended and
later published in two volumes in the Russian capital. New attempts were made
at reaching a Serbo-Greek agreement on the division of Macedonia into spheres
of influence, and Sofia succeeded in sending its own, already appointed, bishops
to Macedonia.
Among the Macedonians, the generation of DelÌev and Misirkov emerged on
the scene. Revolutionary action had already been oriented against the activities of
foreign propaganda in Macedonia. The danger of Macedonia’s dismemberment
hung in the air. The end of 1890 saw the foundation, in Dame Gruev’s and Dimitar
MirÌev’s flat in Sofia, of a secret ‘private’ society, composed mainly of defectors
from Belgrade.530 But just when this association had prepared a ‘Constitution’ for
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itself, there occurred the murder of the Bulgarian Minister BelÌev (March 1891)
and this event was used to arrest the society’s chief initiators, after which they
were expelled (or escaped) to Macedonia.
One of the results of these painful experiences of the Macedonian intelligentsia
in emigration was the establishment of the Young Macedonian Literary Society
in Sofia (1891) which, from January the following year, began printing its
mouthpiece Loza, after which the whole movement was called ‘Lozars’.531 Even
though the journal was published only in a slightly Macedonianized variant of the
Bulgarian language, but in phonetic (‘Macedonian’) orthography, it heralded an
ideology which was not unknown to Bulgarian politics and propaganda, resulting
in the strongest reaction in the Bulgarian public up to that time against “Macedonian national separatism”. After its fourth issue, Loza was banned and the principal
members and leaders of the Society were arrested, persecuted, interned or mobilized in the Bulgarian Army (despite being Turkish citizens), while some of them
managed to flee to Macedonia, where they started the secret organization of the
Macedonian liberation cause, laying the foundations of the Secret MacedonianAdrianople (or Macedonian-Adrianopolitan) Revolutionary Organization
(TMORO). This organization was to prepare and carry out the most glorious and
yet tragic popular achievement in more recent Macedonian history — the Ilinden
Uprising. Precisely at the time when the core of this organization was being shaped
in Salonika (1893),532 the Macedonian Socialist Group was set up in Sofia,533
the Vardar Macedonian Student Society was founded in Belgrade,534 and the
National Committee for the Autonomy of Macedonia and Albania,535 which
had previously begun the publication of its newspaper Albano-Macedonia in
Bucharest, started its activities in London.536
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There were also new currents in the émigré circles. In February 1894 a new
Macedonian society, called Tatkovina (Fatherland),537 was founded in Sofia, and
in May of the same year a renewed Young Macedonian Society (no longer
‘Literary’) appeared and tried to continue the publication of the journal Loza (in
the standard Bulgarian orthography and language); yet only two more issues were
printed.538 Vojdan Ëernodrinski’s Macedonian Accord (Makedonski zgovor)
started its remarkably significant theatrical and literary activity under the auspices
of this Society.539 Following the resignation of the Bulgarian Prime Minister Stefan
Stambolov and his liquidation shortly thereafter, the Society set up a large number
of regional branches throughout Bulgaria.
Soon, however, an initiative was taken for the merging of the Young Macedonian Society and the Brotherly Alliance, an organization consisting of pro-Bulgarian Macedonian émigrés in Sofia. On December 27, 1894, the Constitution of
the Macedonian Committee was finally adopted and its management elected,
headed by Trajko KitanÌev. The polemic between the Society’s mouthpiece, Glas
Makedonski, and the mouthpiece of the Brotherly Alliance, however, continued in
yet harsher and harsher tones.
On March 19, 1895, the foundations were laid for what was to become the
Supreme Macedonian Committee in Sofia. At this First Macedonian Congress
discussions concentrated on one crucial question: should they seek autonomy for
Macedonia or its unification with Bulgaria? The majority voted in favour of
autonomy.540 Although the organization continued to call itself simply the Macedonian Committee, it soon became ‘Supreme’ (Vrhoven), an event which marked
the beginning of the history of what is known as ‘Vrhovism’ in the Macedonian
liberation cause.
As this committee gradually turned into an unofficial instrument of the Bulgarian court, an ‘uprising’ was improvised that same year (1895) in eastern
Macedonia and large waves of emigration were provoked, aimed at demonstrating
to the world the ‘Bulgarian character’ of the Macedonian people. Yet this could
not prevent the growth of the national idea of the Macedonians of freedom and an
independent state.
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8.
In the meantime the international public was already acquainted with the essential
points of the ‘Macedonian question’. The truth about the Macedonian people, their
history, ethnography, folklore, language and culture continued to spread all over
the world. Prominent European journalists, writers and Slavic scholars published
major books and articles on the ethnic individuality of the Macedonians. For
example, Petar Draganov,541 a Bulgarian from Bessarabia and a distinguished
Russian Slavic scholar, who studied Macedonian matters on the spot as the
Exarchate teacher in Salonika, started publishing, in 1887, a series of scholarly
papers in St Petersburg and Warsaw on the language, ethnography, folklore and
history of Macedonia. The year 1894 saw the printing of the first part of Draganov’s three-volume ethnographic, folklore and philological collection containing the texts of Macedonian folk songs together with ample commentaries, and
also with an extremely important introduction which offered a faithful picture of
the state of Macedonian national consciousness and culture at that time. This was
the first collection of Macedonian folklore to be presented and at the same time
analysed from a Macedonian national point of view.542
At approximately the same time the Austrian journalist Karl Hron published
a series of articles and polemics in daily newspapers on the nationality (ethnicity)
of the Macedonians, and in 1890 his book, The Nationality of the Macedonian
Slavs,543 stirred up the ‘ethnographic dispute’ of the Balkan aspirants even further.
In that same year, the Estonian linguist Leonhard Mazing defended, in the
Russian capital, the first doctoral dissertation dealing with the Macedonian language, and in 1890 and 1891 he printed it in the form of two serious scholarly
publications (in German) on the Macedonian accent and the Macedonian language
in the Slavic world.544 His teacher and colleague, the Polish linguist and university
professor in Russia, Jan Baudouin de Courtenay,545 made a distinction, in his
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lectures, between the Macedonian and Bulgarian languages, publishing a number
of contributions in this spirit.
At the same time, in the reprinted Ethnographic Map of Slavonic Nationalities
for the 1890 Calendar of the St Petersburg Slavonic Charitable Society, the
Macedonian people was shown, for the first time, in a different colour, as an
individual people in the Slavic world. This was in fact the first official recognition
of the Macedonian national (ethnic) identity — although only at the Slavic level.546
Scholarly debates on this question were further encouraged by the printing of
the first edition of the collection of folk songs and customs by Ivan Yastrebov,
(1886)547 which, with the support of Serbia, also appeared in a second edition (with
additions) in St Petersburg (1889). All this raised the ‘Macedonian question’ onto
the international scene and it became an object of general interest for scholarship,
and also for politics and propaganda.
Macedonians themselves were prompt to react. As early as 1890, in Sofia,
Georgi BalasÌev, a member of the journal Loza, printed the first book in his native
tongue,548 heralding the ‘new movement’ in Macedonian history. It was at that
moment that the ‘secret’ student circle (‘society’) was established in the Bulgarian
capital, which, in spite of persecution, was to become the core of the foundation
of the Young Macedonian Literary Society in Sofia (1891-1892), famed for its
mouthpiece Loza. The reactions of the semi-official newspaper Svoboda only
served to help the clearer definition of the aims of the Macedonian movement.549
When the renewed Young Macedonian Society was joined by Macedonian
Accord, an association of the young Macedonian intellectuals headed by Vojdan
Ëernodrinski,550 the Macedonian language emerged on the theatrical stage
through plays written mostly by the leader of the Accord. This was a new impulse
to the creation of a literature in the native tongue and a fresh support in the
affirmation of Macedonian liberation thought.
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Here we must also add the appearance of a whole series of collections of
Macedonian folklore, such as those by Kuzman Šapkarev,551 Vasil Ikonomov552
and Naum Tahov,553 and especially the folklore and ethnographic materials which
started filling the pages of the distinguished Sbornik za narodni umotvorenija,
nauka i kniÔnina (1889), where the accounts and texts by Marko Cepenkov554
occupied a prominent place, contributing significantly to the affirmation of the
Macedonian language in a written form and arousing interest in Macedonian
culture and the Macedonian past.
Hence it was not surprising that ‘Macedonian speech-forms’ was introduced
as a subject in the St Petersburg Faculty of History and Philology in the academic
year 1900/1901, taught by Professor Petr A. Lavrov. In 1900 the young Slavic
scholar Krste Misirkov (who had still not completed his studies) wrote the first
study in his native tongue,555 which his teacher, Lavrov, proposed that it should be
printed and published by the Russian Academy of Sciences.556
This was not only the beginning of the new century but also of a new stage in
Macedonian cultural and national history. It was not by chance that in 1900 Boris
Sarafov’s Supreme Macedonian Committee in Sofia commissioned and printed
the play Prilep Saints by Anton Strašimirov557 — based on material by Marko
Cepenkov, who had offered it (for a modest remuneration) to the editorial board
of the Committee’s mouthpiece Reformi558 — written in a Macedonianized variant
(with ÏorÌe Petrov’s help). 559 Thanks to the great interest in this Macedonian play
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5-6, 1959, 278-285; Gl i gor Todor ovski , Mal or ekanski ot pr edel . Opš t est veno-ekonomski
i pr osvet ni pr i l i ki vo per i odot od 80-t e godi ni na HáH vek do kr ajot na P r vat a svet ska
vojna, S kopje, 1970, 162, etc.; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Vasi l I konomov (1848-1934). P r i l og kon
pr ouÌuvawet o na makedonski ot kul t ur no-naci onal en r azvi t ok, I NI , S kopje, 1985; Vasi l I konomov, S t ar onar odni pesni i obi Ìai od Zapadna Makedoni ja. Redakci ja d-r Ki r i l
P enuš l i ski , d-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , d-r Bl aÔ e P et r ovski , I F , S kopje, 1988.
553Naumï K. Tahovï , S bor ni kï ot ï Makedonski bï l gar ski nar odni põsni , S of i ò, 1895.
554Mar ko K. C epenkov, Makedonski nar odni umot vor bi vo deset kni gi . Redakci ja: Ki r i l
P enuš l i ski , Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Tome S azdov, I F , S kopje, 1972 (2nd revised edition 1980).
555AAN S S S R, Leni ngr ad, f . 284, op. 3, º 81.
556D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, áá, 214-234; D-r Bl aÔ e
Ri st ovski , Makedonski l et opi s. Raskopki na l i t er at ur ni naci onal ni t emi . P r i l ozi za
r azvi t okot na makedonskat a kul t ur no-naci onal na mi sl a, á, Makedonska kni ga, S kopje,
1993, 153-163.
557C oÌo V. Bi l òr ski , ,,P r ot okol i t e na Vï r hovni ò makedono-odr i nski komi t et meÔ du œ áá i
œ ááá kongr es (1900-1901)“, I zvest i ò na dï r Ô avni t e ar hi vi , 51, S of i ò, 1986, 120.
558Ibid., 132.
551S bor ni
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among the Macedonian émigrés, all 3,000 printed copies were sold out within a
month.560 For this reason, on December 16, 1900, the Supreme Macedonian
Committee supported (with 100 lev) the printing of Vojdan Ëernodrinski’s revolutionary play Makedonska krvava svadba (Macedonian Blood Wedding),561
which was to become the most famous play in the history of Macedonian literature
and drama, and continues to be performed in Macedonian theatres up to the present
day. The combination of all this reflected the establishment not only of Macedonian scholarly thought but also of modern Macedonian literature and a Macedonian national theatre, whose foremost aim was to support the Macedonian liberation cause.

9.
The organization and swift development of the Macedonian revolutionary liberation movement attracted the attention not only of Balkan politics and diplomacy,
but also of the European political and diplomatic institutions. Speculations began
concerning an imminent uprising. The affirmation of the national entity of the
Macedonians became the imperative of the day.
As early as 1901, Macedonian émigrés in Belgrade started gathering on a
national basis, and in the summer of the following year a special Macedonian
Club with a Reading Room was founded, which immediately began publishing
its mouthpiece (in Serbian and French) Balkanski Glasnik (Balkan Herald).562 The
pages of this newspaper brought the first more detailed formulation of the
Macedonian national liberation programme of the ‘new movement’, and Macedonian was proclaimed the literary language of the Macedonians (using phonetic
orthography). However, when the prepared memorandum was supposed to be
submitted to the signatory powers of the Treaty of Berlin, there was a great uproar
among the Serbian public and the Club was closed, the newspaper banned, and the
chief organizers and its editors, Stefan Jakimov Dedov and Dijamandija Trpkov
Mišajkov, had to leave Serbia.
Through the mediation of the Russian diplomatic representative in Belgrade,
Dedov and Mišajkov arrived in St Petersburg and there, together with people who
shared the same ideas, such as Krste Misirkov, Dimitrija Ëupovski, Gavril Kon559I

l i ndenÅ, á, 25, S of i ò, 27.áá.1908, 1.
V. Bi l òr ski , op. cit., 127.
561Ibid., 149.
562D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 200-223; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski ,
Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940) i Makedonskot o nauÌno-l i t er at ur no dr ugar st vo vo
P et r ogr ad, á, 110-130.
560C oÌo
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stantinoviÌ, Milan Stoilov, Risto RusulenÌiÌ and certain other Macedonian students and émigrés, on October 28, 1902, they officially founded the Macedonian
Scholarly and Literary Society563 which was to play the role of a Macedonian
cultural centre for a considerable period. In the application to the Council of the
St Petersburg Slavonic Charitable Society (SPSCS), the nineteen signatories
(headed by Misirkov) emphasized “the necessity for an exchange of ideas among
ourselves, so that we can become acquainted with our fatherland, its present, past
and future through joint efforts”, so that everyone could see “the damage of being
divided into various groups” and avoid “the sad results of that division and have
an opportunity of uniting ourselves on the basis of the unity of our fatherland, our
same origin and future, and also on the basis of joint research into our fatherland
from historical, ethnographic, folklore and linguistic points of view”. They united
into a single society and applied for permission to hold their meetings on the
premises of SPSCS “on the same basis as such meetings of the Czech, Bulgarian
and Serbian young people studying in St Petersburg are held”.564
On November 12, 1902, Stefan J. Dedov and Dijamandija T. Mišajkov, on
behalf of the Society, submitted to the SPSCS Council and also to the Russian
government, a Memorandum on the Macedonian Question, which was undoubtedly the fullest exposition of the Macedonian national liberation programme.565
The document demanded the recognition of the Macedonians “as a distinct people
with a distinct literary language which, together with Turkish, will become the
official language in the three vilayets of Macedonia”. It also demanded “the
recognition of its independent church”, a governor-general “of the majority nationality in the three vilayets”, and a “regional elective popular assembly” with an
“organic constitution of Macedonia”, guaranteed by the great powers. This was in
fact the minimal programme at that historical moment, but, as the memorandum
stated, “such a free Macedonia in its political, national and religious aspects will
aim to attract the neighbouring states to it in a f e d e r a t i o n ” so that it can become
the “P i e d m o n t for the unification of Balkan Slavdom and Orthodoxy”.
The SPSCS Council supported the programme566 and thus the Macedonian
Scholarly and Literary Society gained official recognition with opportunities for
the development of national and cultural activities on the premises of Slavjanskaja
Beseda in the Russian capital, on equal terms with the other similar recognized
societies of Slavic peoples. Although only at the Slavic level, this was an extremely
563Q

uben Lape, ,,Dokument i za f or mi r awet o na S l avjano-makedonskot o nauÌno-l i t er at ur no
dr ugar st vo i negovi ot ust av“, Makedonski jazi k, Hœ á, S kopje, 1965, 193-194; D-r Bl aÔ e
Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940) …, á, 138-140.
564Ibid.
565D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, á, 180-189.
566Ar hi v AN RAN, S .-P et er bur gï , f . 241, op. 1, d. 29, l . 60 ob.
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important recognition of the national entity of the Macedonians, which met with
varied reactions in the world, and particularly in the Balkans and among the Slavs.
At the Society’s second session (December 29, 1902)567 special gratitude was
expressed to the Council of the SPSCS and letters were sent to the other Slavonic
societies in St Petersburg (Bulgarian, Serbian and Czech) notifying them of the
foundation of the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society; the “borders of
Macedonia” were defined, and an important decision was passed on the collection
of “characteristic Macedonian words” which the Society’s secretary would write
down “in a special book with pages divided into four sections: Macedonian,
Bulgarian, Serbian and Russian”, in order to demonstrate to the Russians that the
Macedonian language was distinct and different from the rest of the Slavonic
languages and thus capable of independent literary development.
In spite of all the obstacles, intrigues and intimidation on the part of the
interested aspirants to Macedonia, the Society held its sessions regularly, and in
December 1903, after the suppression of the Ilinden Uprising, when the people
most straightforwardly expressed their determination to win national freedom and
a state of their own, the Society adopted a ‘Constitution’ which was submitted for
approval to the SPSCS Council on December 20, 1903.568
The first president of the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society was
Dijamandija T. Mišajkov, but in early 1903 the post was given to Dimitrija D.
Ëupovski, who retained it to the end of the existence of this national association
and institution — until the October Revolution (1917).
The Society achieved highly significant results in the implementation of the
Macedonian national programme. For instance, it was within this Society that the
first book in modern Macedonian was written and, by its decision, published as
a practical application of Article 12 of the Constitution (Za makedonckite raboti,
by Krste P. Misirkov).569 It was here, too, that the elementary textbooks in
Macedonian were prepared for the envisaged Macedonian schools in Macedonia, including one primer, which was sent to be printed in New York.570
In December 1903, during the printing of his book in Sofia, Misirkov founded
a similar Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society in the Bulgarian capital.571
With the purpose of preparing the ground for a similar association among the
Macedonian émigré community in Belgrade, he went to the Serbian capital. There
he managed to deliver a single but memorable lecture in the hall of the Higher
Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 229-230.
Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, á, 241-250.
569K.P . Mi si r kov, Za makedoncki t e r abot i , S of i ò, 1903.
570D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, á, 270-297.
571Ibid., 258-260.
567D-r
568D-r
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School on the contemporary situation and the necessary and possible solution of
the Macedonian national question, which caused a public reaction in the Belgrade
press,572 involving behind-the-scenes intrigues about the author and his published
work.573 As a matter of fact, he was able to feel all that for himself in his numerous
contacts with prominent Serbian scholars and social, political and public figures.574
All this was synchronized with the performances of plays in the Macedonian
language by Ëernodrinski’s Macedonian Theatre Group in Belgrade and Serbia,575 and with the visit of the Sloboda (Freedom) Theatre Group which also
gave performances in Macedonian.576 After that a tour of America was planned for
the Macedonian expatriates there.577
This was a time when the Macedonian language and Macedonian literature
emerged on the scene quite normally, when the public started speaking of a ‘new’
South-Slavonic literature,578 and when the selections of Slavonic poetry allotted a
special place to Macedonian poetry.579
In general, a large number of theatrical and other performances in the native
tongue were prepared within the émigré community (not only in Sofia but also in
all other centres of Macedonian émigrés in Bulgaria). This was strongly reflected
in Macedonia itself,580 and important works of poetry,581 prose582 and drama583 in
Macedonian were printed.
263-264; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 317-320.
Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 330-333.
574A vt onomna Makedoni ò, á, 24, S of i ò, 14.Háá.1903, 4; DenÅ, á, 37, S of i ò, 3.á.1904, 2; D-r Bl aÔ e
Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 312-320.
575D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 311-320; D-r Voi sl av I . I l i Î, L i ce
i maska (Kni ga za Ëer nodr i nski ), S kopje, 1988, 395-463.
576D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , ,,Makedonskat a t eat ar ska gr upa ,S l oboda‘“, N ova Makedoni ja, HHá,
6655, 25.áœ .1965, 7; D-r Voi sl av I . I l i Î, op. cit., 465-509.
577Vojdan Ëer nodr i nski , S obr ani del a, áœ . S eÎavawa, dokument i , st at i i , P r i r edi l Al eksandar Al eksi ev, S kopje, 1976, 56-57.
578And. Gavr i l ovi Ú, ,,P r ed Ìet vr t om kni Ô evnoš Úu“, Br ankovo kol o, H, 17, S r emski Kar l ovci ,
29.áœ (12.œ ).1904, 513-517.
579S l ovenski Jug, á, 8, Beogr ad, 25.Háá.1903, 6.
580A characteristic example is the transferral of poems from Ëernodrinski’s play Meeting performed in
Bulgaria to performances in Macedonia: D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , P r ojavi i pr of i l i od makedonskat a l i t er at ur na i st or i ja. P r i l ozi za r azvi t okot na makedonskat a kul t ur no-naci onal na mi sl a, 2, S kopje, 1982, 53-80; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot f ol kl or i naci onal nat a svest , á, 245-255.
581D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot st i h 1900-1944. I st r aÔ uvawa i mat er i jal i , á,
S kopje, 1980, 47-125.
582Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , ,,I dei t e na ,Bal kanï ‘ i ,Bal kanski gl asni k‘ i obi dot da se sozdava
l i t er at ur a na makedonski jazi k vo 1903 godi na“, Razgl edi , œ á, 7, 1964, 706-713.
583A. S t r aš i mi r ovï , P r i l õpski svet ci . Tr agi Ìeska i gr a vï t r i dõàst vi ò sï epi l ogï (I zï
makedonski ò Ô i vot ï ), S of i ò, 1900; V. Ëer no-Dr i nski , Makedonska kï r vava svadba.
572Ibid.,
573D-r
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The role of the periodicals was not peripheral in this situation. The newspaper
Balkan deserves special mention; it was published (now in Sofia) by Stefan
Jakimov Dedov, as a kind of continuation of the Belgrade Balkanski Glasnik and
an unofficial mouthpiece of the St Petersburg Society.584 At the same time Dedov’s
friend and fellow fighter, Dijamandija T. Mišajkov, went to Bitola to test the
ground for education in Macedonian, which was expected following the insurgent action.585 In fact, 34 villages in Macedonia demanded this in writing, and the
Society sought to satisfy their demands.586
The year 1903 demonstrated the greatest achievement of the Macedonian
national liberation idea and was a crucial stage in its national and political
consolidation. The Macedonian masses unreservedly and enthusiastically accepted armed struggle as the only means of gaining national freedom, though
perhaps in the form of a limited autonomy for a certain period. The struggle for
Macedonian statehood already had theoretical premises and had shown practical
results, and had, moreover, greatly excited the international public.587
But all this frightened and upset Macedonia’s neighbours, and they hurried to
prepare the ground for its partition. Thus, for example, under the disguise of
Serbo-Bulgarian student agreements and cultural events, in the background, secret
treaties and conventions were signed for the conquest of Macedonia, still a Turkish
province at that time.588 In addition, they took all measures possible to paralyse
and disorient the Macedonian liberation struggle. Armed detachments of the
neighbouring monarchies entered Macedonia; this was the start of what is known
as the ‘detachment actions’, whose only aim was to undermine the independence
of the Macedonian national liberation movement.589
Tr agedi ò vï œ dõàst vi ò na makedonski govor ï , S of i ò, 1900; V. Ëer nodr i nski à, ,,Maàst or i .
Ednoakt na scõ na i zï makedono-odr i nski Ô i vot ï na mak. govor ï “, A vt onomna Makedoni ò,
á, 1, 5.œ áá.1903, 3–á, 12, 21.áH.1903, 2-3 (except in No. 8, 23.œ ááá.1903!); Mar ko K. C õ penkovï ,
,,C ï r ne voàvoda. I st or i Ìeska pi esa vï pet Åakt a i zï makedonski ò Ô i vot na mak. govor ï “,
A vt onomna Makedoni ò, á, 13, 28.áH.1903 – á, 25, 21.Háá.1903, 3.
584Bal kanï , á, 1, 5.áœ .1903 – á, 12, 4.œ .1903. Red.-i zd. S . Dedov. It was printed in Bulgarian (with
editorials in Russian as well) and included material in Macedonian.
585D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 241-253; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski ,
,,Ul ogat a i mest ot o na Di jamandi ja Mi š ajkov vo makedonskat a kul t ur no-naci onal na i st or i ja“, in: N auÌna mi sl a – Bi t ol a 1980, Bi t ol a, 1980, 383-401; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , P or t r et i od makedonskat a l i t er at ur na i naci onal na i st or i ja, áá, 66-88.
586D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, á, 278 and 284-285.
587Hr i st o Andonov-P ol janski , I l i ndenskot o vost ani e i meÒunar odnat a javnost , S kopje,
1985.
588D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 303-310; Hr . S i l ònovï , Osvobodi t el ni t õ bor bi na Makedoni ò, áá, S of i ò, 1943, 321-323.
589D-r Gl i gor Todor ovski , P r i l ozi za sr psko-makedonski t e odnosi vo mi nat ot o, S kopje,
1987, 70-91.
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At this historical point, the Macedonian national idea was the greatest obstacle
to the achievement of the aspirants’ plans. This explains why the struggle against
this idea was extremely well-organized and coordinated. The Macedonian people
found themselves in a limbo of external factors, and even the international
programme of reforms in European Turkey remained without real prospects of
being implemented.590 The Young Turks only confirmed the impossibility. Obviously, the wars over Macedonia’s partition had been carefully prepared. A new
period in Macedonian history ensued.

590D-r

Gl i gor Todor ovski , Ref or mi t e na gol emi t e evr opski si l i vo Makedoni ja (1829-1909),
ááá, S kopje, 1984, 12-30.
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The National Programme of the Macedonian
Scholarly and Literary Society in St Petersburg

A large number of programme documents were formulated and published in the
historical development of the movement for the cultural and national emancipation
and social and political affirmation of the Macedonians. Yet we still do not have
a thorough scholarly analysis or a comprehensive survey of these events and
processes in Macedonia in the 19th and 20th centuries. This is mainly the result
of a situation in which perhaps the most important documentation about this period
is still outside our country and remains inaccessible to us. According to the
information we have gathered so far, however, the programme concept of the
Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society in St Petersburg was the first complete
and detailed national programme of the Macedonians, formulated as early as its
foundation in 1902 and developed and adapted in accordance with historical
realities up to the First Session of the Anti-Fascist Assembly of the National
Liberation of Macedonia in 1944.

1.
The Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society in St Petersburg was established
on the basis of the historical experience of the Macedonian people in the preceding
period, but in origin and ideologically it was based on the heritage of Pulevski’s
Slavonic-Macedonian Literary Society (1881),591 the journal Loza in Sofia
(1892)592 and the Vardar Macedonian Student Society in Belgrade (1893),593 and
directly on the publicly proclaimed concepts of the Macedonian Club in Belgrade
and its periodical Balkanski Glasnik (1902).594
591Upr avda

[D. Ëupovski ], ,,Kemï bì l a Bol gar íò dl ò Makedoníi , Makedonskíà gol osï (Makedonski gl as), á, 5, S .-P et er bur gï , 5.áH.1913, 77.
592D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, á, S kopje, 1983, 469-602.
593D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926). P r i l og kon pr ouÌuvawet o na
r azvi t okot na makedonskat a naci onal na mi sl a, S kopje, 1966, 126-138; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, áá, 9-23.
594D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 200-223; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski ,
Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940) i Makedonskot o nauÌno-l i t er at ur no dr ugar st vo vo
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The programme principles of the Macedonian movement had been laid down
mainly from the mid-19h century onwards, but they were somewhat incomplete
and most often remained without public affirmation. In as early as the 1840s some
teachers and priests in Macedonia started working on the concept of distinct
Macedonian national and cultural interests depending on the stage of development
of historical consciousness and the socio-political, economic, social, cultural,
educational and ecclesiastical and spiritual situation of the people.595 But the first
public demonstration of this consciousness was made in 1859 with the Kukuš
Union,596 although it involved compromises in terms of the formulation of the
national aims and tasks. In this way, two national-political concepts in the
Macedonian movement became established and developed side by side (with a
certain intermingling) until the affirmation of the Macedonian nation-state (1944),
although some atavisms have not fully disappeared even up to the present day.
Some may be surprised to hear that the monistic platform, which started from
the distinct cultural and historical entity of the Macedonians, preceded, as a
concept, the dualistic one, which favoured mutual support together with other
cultural and national entities in the struggle for affirmation. The Kukuš Union
backed Partenija Zografski’s dualistic platform, based on the Macedonian-Bulgarian association in the anti-Hellenic struggle and on projected future developments,
and not without regard to the already concluded Serbo-Croatian Vienna Agreement
(1850) as a model. In so doing, the Macedonian side stressed its individuality in
terms of cultural and historical development, preferring the ‘Macedonian dialect’
in the envisaged joint literary standard, but accepted the name Bulgarian as a
national designation, even though it tried to make a distinction through the formula
‘Macedonian Bulgarians’. This dualistic concept was promulgated through the
legalized Bulgarian Exarchate as the national church of all Orthodox Slavs in the
Ottoman Empire (1870) and enabled Bulgarian national propaganda to use official
institutional forms. The process involved lavish support coming from the powerful
Bulgarian national centres in Turkey and abroad, which succeeded in disseminating printed works in Bulgarian at an early date and in propagating their cause
through a large number of newspapers and journals, collections and calendars, and
also by printing complete textbooks. The foundation of the Bulgarian state
following the Russo-Turkish War (1878) further strengthened and intensified this
P et r ogr ad. P r i l ozi kon pr ouÌuvawet o na makedonsko-r uski t e vr ski i r azvi t okot na
makedonskat a naci onal na mi sl a, á, S kopje, 1978, 110-130.
595D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, á, 194-210.
596D-r S l avko Di mevski , Makedonskat a bor ba za cr kovna i naci onal na samost ojnost vo HáH
vek (Uni jat skot o dvi Ô ewe), S kopje, 1988; Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , ,,Uni jat skot o dvi Ô ewe vo
Makedoni ja (áá). Kukuš kat a uni ja od 1859 godi na.“, Razgl edi , áá/ááá, 10, S kopje, 1960, 10051029.
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dualistic concept aimed at the effective and swift elimination of the Macedonian
component in the initial dualism. Yet even the Ilinden Uprising was mainly carried
out under the banner of that concept, with consequences which Krste P. Misirkov
was able to predict even then.597
The dualistic concept was not a phenomenon involving only the Bulgarian
element, as there were similar concepts connected with the Serbs and Greeks. The
development of foreign nationalistic propaganda resulted in a split in the single
Macedonian people, even with regard to the dualistic concept. It is important,
however, that this concept nearly always envisaged the establishment of a distinct
state entity for Macedonia as well — within a federal or confederal (South-Slav
or Balkan) framework. In this respect, of special interest are the activities in the
1880s and 1890s of Spiro GulapÌev in Bulgaria,598 of Paul (Panagiotis) Argyriades
in France,599 of the insufficiently studied Stefan DamÌev Makedon in Athens,
Bucharest, Paris and London (and in particular his National Committee for the
Autonomy of Macedonia and Albania),600 of Leonidas Voulgaris and his Committee for a Balkan or Eastern Confederation in Athens,601 etc.
That is how the concept of Macedonian ‘political separatism’ was built and
gained strength. This was expressed primarily in the various Macedonian societies
and committees of the Macedonian émigré community in Bulgaria, in the Macedonian Socialist Group in Sofia and especially in the Macedonian Revolutionary
Organization. Here we must emphasize that, while seeking a solution to the
‘Macedonian question’, even some Bulgarian activists and revolutionaries repeatedly came out in favour of that concept of ‘political separatism’, but preferring the
Bulgarian national designation for the Slavic population of Macedonia. For
instance, all the members who founded the Macedonian Secret Committee in
Geneva (1898) were ethnic Bulgarians; they advocated “a Macedonian people”,
but composed “of various nationalities”, a Macedonian state using the Bulgarian
language and church and with Bulgarian education.602 The same spirit and the
same tendency is predominant in the programmatic ‘Open Letter’ by D. Vihrov,603
597K.P

. Mi si r kovï , Za makedoncki t e r abot i , S of i ò, 1903, œ á, etc.
r o Gul abÌev, Edi n ogl õd po et nogr af íòt a na Makedoni ò, Gabr ovo, 1887, 32-311.
599Hr i st o Andonov-P ol janski , Odbr ani del a, 3. Makedonskot o pr aš awe, S kopje, 1981, 190207.
600Albano-Makedonia, I, 2, Bucure‡ti, 25/6.I.1894; L’Autonomie, I, 4, Londres, 1.VII.1902, 1-3; Gl asï
Makedonski , á, 10, S of i ò, 30.á.1894, 4; Æ go-Zapadna Bï l gar i ò, á, 22, S of i ò, 7.áá.1894, ááá-áœ ;
S ï gl asi e, á, 42, S of i ò, 16.ááá.1895, ááá.
601S voboda, á, 83, S of i ò, 12.áH.1887, 1-2; áá, 116, 13.á.1888, 3; áá, 118, 20.á.1888, 3-4.
602C oÌo V. Bi l òr ski , ,,Dokument i i mat er i al i na Makedonski ò t aen r evol ô ci onen komi t et
(,Ó enevska gr upa‘)“, I zvest i ò na dï r Ô avni t e ar hi vi , 72, S of i ò, 1983, 185-253; DanÌo
Zogr af ski , Makedonski ot t aen r evol uci oner en komi t et i ,,Ot m’š t eni e“, S kopje, 1954.
603D. Vi hr ovï [Di mo Ni kol ov], Ot vor eno pi smo do makedonski t e r evol ô ci oner i , S t ar a
Zagor a, 1899; Vt or o i zdani e, Gabr ovo, 1901.
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who was also a Bulgarian from Kazanl’k. Even the incorporation of the Adrianople
region (and not Kosovo) into the organizational territory of the Supreme Macedonian-Adrianople Committee and the Secret Macedonian-Adrianople Revolutionary Organization604 was deliberate and obvious, and the participation of Bulgarian
revolutionaries such as Mihail GerdÔikov, Peju Javorov and Hristo Ëernopeev only
strengthened that tendency in the Macedonian movement.

2.
The first programme platform based on the monistic concept in the Macedonian
movement was described by the Bulgarian national activist, Petko RaÌev Slavejkov in early 1871 in his newspaper Makedonija, first in general terms,605 and later,
in 1874, in greater detail in his letters to the Exarch from Salonika.606 For the first
time there was an account of a Macedonian ‘national separatism’ with a clear
platform: Macedonians as a distinct nation; Macedonian as a distinct language in
the Slavic world and a literary standard for the Macedonians; restoration of the
Archbishopric of Ohrid as a Macedonian national church with its own clergy;
Macedonian schools and teachers in their mother tongue, and finally, autonomous
administration of Macedonia within the borders of Turkey. This was the programme platform upon which Macedonian ‘national separatism’ continued to
develop without interruption, although sometimes with varying amplitudes in its
development.
We also find this concept in writing (although not in the form of programme
documents) in the works of ÏorÒija M. Pulevski (from 1875,607 1878,608 1879,609
1880610 and 1892),611 in spite of the fact that, relying on the decisions of the
604S i
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Beogr adu, 1875, 40-42.
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Constantinople Conference, he also came out in favour of a dualistic monarchy of
Macedonia and Bulgaria, but with Macedonia as a kingdom which would represent
the embodiment of the one-time classical glory of Alexander.
In a substantially clearer form this concept was also expressed in the unofficial
programme of the Secret Macedonian Society in Sofia (1890),612 and attempts
were made at its affirmation within the Young Macedonian Literary Society in
Sofia (1891-1892) and also within the Vardar Student Society in Belgrade
(1893-1894), but it was only after early July 1902 that the newspaper Balkanski
Glasnik published the true concepts of the monistic Macedonian national programme by the group known as ‘national separatists’, based around the Macedonian Club and the Macedonian Reading Room in the Serbian capital. The chief
organizers of this activity, Stefan J. Dedov and Dijamandija T. Mišajkov, after their
expulsion from Belgrade, wrote that the goal of Balkanski Glasnik was “to defend
the interests of the Macedonian Christians not only from the subjugation of the
Turks, but also from the various kinds of propaganda, and to stand up for an
independent Macedonia in the political, national and spiritual respect”.613 They
also said that even before the appearance of the newspaper Balkanski Glasnik “we
tried to found, in the form of a literary club, a circle whose aim would be to unite
the Macedonian intelligentsia in Serbia into a single whole, regardless of convictions, and which would see to the establishment of unity of thought among the
Macedonian population”.614
The first issue of Balkanski Glasnik, among other things, stated: “If there is a
people which is in the most unfortunate situation on the globe, it is the Macedonian
people. History does not recall another similar example where one and the same
people in terms of tradition, language and faith has been divided into various
opposing parties, each more estranged than the other; and if we add the lack of
personal safety and safety of property, and the corrupt Turkish administration,
which in its own turn encourages the partition and subjugation of the people, you
can imagine what a dark picture is that of Macedonia, where different aspirants
see their power and greatness.”
612K. Š
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“Yes,” continues the editorial, “if there is a means for uniting or disuniting the
Orthodox East and the Slavic Balkans, we are pointing to it — it is the future of
our fatherland, Macedonia. If the Macedonian question is resolved so as not to
leave any traces of the national aspirations in the Orthodox East and the Slavic
Balkans, this will help them unite in a political, and perhaps religious way, and,
vice versa, if such traces remain, they will be disunited. In a word, Macedonia is
the spring which pushes the Orthodox East and the Slavic Balkans towards
friendship or hostility.”
“All Macedonians,” concludes the newspaper, “will bless their present-day
benefactors if they change the methods of their work, or will curse them, if they
become the cause of the perpetuation of the present situation, curses which will
sooner or later bring misfortune to them, just as the curses of our parents have
brought misfortune to us, and we are now wandering undesired and unwelcome
across foreign lands, seeking a remedy for our ailing soul, imperceptibly caught
in their claws, returning to our fatherland not as the advocates of progress,
brotherhood and freedom, but of corruption, hostility and slavery.”615
The newspaper also gives a clear answer to the question of whether the
Macedonians are “Serbs or Bulgarians, or are a distinct group among the Slavic
peoples”. “Everyone who has had the opportunity of visiting this unfortunate
brother land,” writes Balkanski Glasnik, “has, we believe, seen that the main body
of the people is Slavic, which, according to its customs, tradition and past,
represents a single ethnic whole, but which, regrettably, is now divided into several
parts… In these thirty years the Bulgarians have been unable to make the population in Macedonia Bulgarian, and we believe that the other nationalities cannot
succeed in this either.”616 The newspaper concludes: “In the interest of Slavdom
in the Balkans, we hope that everybody will work on obtaining autonomy for
Macedonia and acknowledging its Slavonic Macedonian dialect.”617
The national programme presented in this way was supplemented by the
Macedonian Club in Belgrade recommending combined efforts by Bulgaria and
Serbia so that “Macedonia can be granted autonomy, with its local Slavonic
language-dialect, and be neutral, a vassal to Turkey and commercially free to both
Serbia and Bulgaria”.618 The newspaper wrote that as far as the Balkan peoples
were concerned, “their most sacred duty obliges them to stop sowing intrigues of
discord, unrest, etc. and start conscientiously working on the neutralization of the
controversial Macedonian question so that it can be resolved on the basis of
615Bal
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equality and independence, considering the future decentralization of the Balkans,
at least of those regions whose inhabitants are one and the same people, who have
one and the same faith, the same customs, spirit, character, etc., and particularly
those who speak one and the same language,”619 because a stop should be put to
the struggle “for domination over the people of Macedonia, who have their own
individual dialect that can use the phonetic orthography”.620
Accordingly, the programme of Balkanski Glasnik envisaged the recognition
of the Macedonians as a distinct Slavic nation, raising the Macedonian language
to a literary standard (with phonetic orthography), in the future autonomy of
Macedonia, “under the suzerainty of the Sultan, free in terms of commerce with
Serbia and Bulgaria, and under the guarantee of the great powers”, within a Balkan
association, where “each province would retain its autonomy (internal independence), and all of them together represent a single neutral federal state under
the guarantee of the great powers”.621
The programme also involved the principle of gradual independence for
Macedonia, which they called “the evolutionary path”, because the crucial element
for them at that moment was not so much liberation from Turkey as protection
from foreign propaganda. In this envisaged “autonomous Macedonia, bearing in
mind the neutral Balkan federation, there would be no place for fear that the
Macedonians would start revolutions and roam across the free brother states, but
all provinces would dedicate themselves to their own peaceful, cultural, commercial, economic and financial interests.”622
Because of this programme, at the moment when the Regulations of the
established Macedonian Club and Reading Room were submitted for approval to
the responsible authorities, and when they announced the prepared “memorandum
(complaint) which will soon be presented to the representatives of the Great
Powers — signatories of the Treaty of Berlin”,623 mentioning the possibility that
a delegation might leave for Europe in order to “describe the intolerable situation
of their compatriots”,624 the newspaper was banned. The Club and the Reading
Room were closed, and their chief activists were expelled from Serbia. Yet the
Macedonian national programme found its way to the European public in printed
form and won a large number of supporters both within the land and abroad. The
programme was accepted as an authentic expression of the Macedonian people.
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3.
Notwithstanding all these activities, we believe that the first comprehensive and
decisive Macedonian national programme elaborated in written form was created
with the foundation of the St Clement Macedonian Scholarly and Literary
Society (which later adopted the name Ss Cyril and Methodius). The first known
founding act dates from October 28, 1902 (The Application to the Council of the
St Petersburg Slavonic Charitable Society with the 19 signatures of its founders),625 and the last extant document is from June 18, 1917 (Programme for a
Balkan Federal Democratic Republic, published in the main Russian newspapers
in St Petersburg).626 In these fifteen years of activity, the Society appeared under
different names: the St Clement Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society
in St Petersburg,627 Ss Cyril and Methodius Slavonic-Macedonian Scholarly
and Literary Society,628 Ss Cyril and Methodius Slavonic-Macedonian National-Educational Society,629 Ss Cyril and Methodius Russian-Macedonian
Charitable Society,630 Macedonian Colony in Petrograd631 and the Macedonian Revolutionary Committee.632
The most active organizer and leader of this Society, Dimitrija Ëupovski, writes
the following, among other things, in his short Autobiography (1933):
From the very first year of my arrival in [the] f[ormer] St Petersburg it became
imperative to organize, among the Macedonians who were here, a revolutionary-oriented association under the name ‘Slavonic-Macedonian S o c i e t y ’, a single nationalpolitical union in Russia based on the ideational foundations of the ‘Internal
Macedonian Revolutionary Organization’, which proclaimed the slogan ‘Struggle for
the independence of Macedonia’. In the course of 17 years (from 1900 to 1917), the
Macedonian Society founded in Leningrad had the honour of carrying that banner,
625Q
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paying no attention to any intrigues or intimidation by its enemies. The mottoes
‘Macedonia to the Macedonians’ and ‘A Balkan Federal Republic’, ingrained in the
foundations of the Macedonian programme, drove all pseudo-Slavophiles mad…633

The Society’s activities before October 28, 1902, remain still unknown, not
taking into account the foundation and activity of the Secret Macedonian-Adrianople Circle (TMOK) in St Petersburg, which was set up on November 12,
1900634 (where Ëupovski’s membership is not confirmed), and whose dualistic
platform was based on that of the Secret Macedonian-Adrianople Revolutionary
Organization (TMORO). The Circle was considered a TMORO Russian branch,
even though in the foundation of the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society
some of its first members were TMOK activists. But regardless of whether the
Society was in fact active for 17 or only 15 years, its national programme remained
the same and was adapted only in accordance with the new historical realities
following Macedonia’s partition in the Balkan Wars.
– The first concept of this Macedonian national programme was announced in
the Society’s founding act of October 28, 1902, but it can be found in its integral
form in the Memorandum to the Russian government and to the Council of the
St Petersburg Slavonic Charitable Society of November 12, 1902, signed by the
principal activists of the Macedonian Club in Belgrade, Stefan Jakimov Dedov
and Dijamandija Trpkov Mišajkov.635 All the aspects of the ‘Macedonian question’
633Ibid.,

I, 99-100.
Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 159-186.
635D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, á, 180-189. Another document
describing the Macedonian national programme of the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society is
certainly the Report P. No. 193 of November 22, 1902, by the envoy extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary of the Kingdom of Serbia to the Russian capital, Academician Stojan NovakoviÚ, who
had first-hand information on the concepts and actions of the Society. Among other things, he writes:
“Macedonian separatism, according to their theory, would aim at a separate political and cultural
organization of Macedonia, independent of the cultural and political centres of both Sofia and Belgrade.
Were Macedonia to be granted certain autonomous rights, they believe that they should be extended to
the secession of the church from the Bulgarian Exarchate in Constantinople, the organization of a
separate church authority under the protection of the Constantinopolitan Church, such as was the case
in Serbia and Romania prior to the Treaty of Berlin, and the raising of the Macedonian dialect to official
and literary use, with phonetic orthography, in order to avoid the use of the Bulgarian language. The
future autonomous organization of Macedonia, according to their idea, should be based on these three
cornerstones: a separate church, a separate language and a separate autonomous organization, under
the protection of the Sultan and Patriarch.”
NovakoviÚ continues by giving information on the response these ideas met with in the Russian
society, and also among young Macedonians (primarily university students) who were studying in
St Petersburg and had links with Sofia or Belgrade:
“The Russian Ministry has so far not interfered in this matter at all. The literary and political circles
here, on the other hand, most often react with sympathy and natural curiosity to all this, considering
the present situation in Macedonia. Yet as the majority in these circles have become used to consider
the Macedonians as part of the Bulgarian people, these separatist Macedonian theories are regarded as
a novelty and have aroused suspicion in some that they may be of Austrian origin, as Austria usually
634D-r
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at that moment are described, and the aspirations of the Macedonian people in
their long struggle for national liberation are presented in sixteen large hand-written pages. It is a concept which fully corresponded with that published in Balkanski
Glasnik, but systematized in an official act whose fundamentals did not remain
unknown to the wider European public.
– The third official act of the Society was the brief original minutes of its
“regular session” of December 29, 1902,636 taken by the Society’s secretary, Milan
Stoilov, when its Administration was constituted. This document contains the
following points: “the borders of Macedonia” on its ethnic territory were defined;
it was decided “to thank the Sl[avonic] Ch[aritable] Society as it has allowed our
society to hold meetings in their salon” (which was still another official acknowledgement of Macedonian national individuality at the Slavic level), and finally,
with regard to the question of the individuality of Macedonian in comparison with
other Slavonic languages, it was concluded that its members should write down
characteristic Macedonian words in a book with pages divided into four sections:
Macedonian, Bulgarian, Serbian and Russian, to show to the Russian public that
Macedonian was no closer to Bulgarian or Serbian than to the Russian language.
– The fourth document arising from the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary
Society in St Petersburg was published (unsigned) in Vergun’s Slavjanskij Vek in
Vienna on February 15 (28), 1903,637 where the entire Macedonian national
protects Slavic separatist ideas and the division of languages and dialects, and Russia is more inclined
towards centralization.
“The great majority of young Macedonian people studying here are with the Bulgarians. They have
welcomed this movement with sympathy, because Macedonians willingly accept ideas of a separate
organization for their fatherland, even though sometimes they oppose it in favour of Bulgarianism.
Young Bulgarians, on the other hand, are totally opposed to this, fearing that they will thus lose
Macedonia. Our young people are rather sympathetically inclined, because with the foundation of a
separate Macedonian group among the young people here, the Bulgarians would lose the most, and it
is all the same to us, as only two or three Macedonians who are now with our people would leave.
“When the aforementioned Macedonians, Mr Jakimov and Mr TrpkoviÚ, addressed the ‘Slav.
Charitable Society’ with a request to allow the holding of sessions for young Macedonians as well, as
they have allowed for the Bulgarians and Serbs, they had two meetings and decided to allow the holding
of Slavic-Macedonian meetings. The Bulgarian Agency was against this, but was unable to prevent it
and at present is trying to put obstacles in the way of Macedonian separatism by other means.” [Ar hi v
S r bi je, Beogr ad (Archives of Serbia, Belgrade), MI D, P P , f . Háá, 1903. Materials from different
years].
In fact, the main decision on the recognition of the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society by
SPSCS was passed on the meeting of its Council of November 1, 1902, where Protocol No. 13 stated
that they had examined the request by the Society “to be allowed to assemble for lectures and addresses
on the premises of” SPSCS and decided “to allow it on days which would be determined by the Schedule
Commission” (D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , P or t r et i i pr ocesi od makedonskat a l i t er at ur na i
naci onal na i st or i ja. P r i l ozi za r azvi t okot na makedonskat a kul t ur no-naci onal na
mi sl a, áá, S kopje, 1989, 208-209).
636Ibid., 202.
637,,Makedonskoe obë est vo vï S .-P et er bur gõ “, S l avònskíà Võkï , ááá, 62, 15/28.áá.1903, 431-432.
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programme was presented in eight elaborated items. The Society’s aim, according
to this document, was “the spiritual unification and unity of our fatherland, the
study of Macedonia from historical and ethnographic points of view, acquainting
the Russian public with the true situation of the Macedonians in the past and now”.
Of particular importance was the fact that, for the first time, it included the
following clause: “The members of the Society will speak among themselves only
in the Macedonian dialects, and not in Bulgarian or Serbian, as has been the case
so far, depending on the place of education.” The Society established links with
the Belgrade Balkanski Glasnik, as its editors were also members of this society
in St Petersburg and as it expressed “the view that the Christian population is
divided into three hostile camps — Bulgarian, Serbian and Greek (rich people,
Graecophile Slavs)”, as a result of which “it is necessary to raise one of the four
main Macedonian dialects… to the level of a general Macedonian literary standard”, where “the most suitable seems to be the south-western Mijak-Brsjak
dialect”. Of considerable interest is also the classification of the four main dialects
in Macedonia: “(1) Highland: Skopje, Kumanovo; (2) Mijak-Brsjak, in the Pelagonija Plain: Bitola-Ohrid, Prilep; (3) EnidÔe-Vardar: Voden; (4) Nevrokop,” where
“the vowel shift and the topographic basins” were taken as the criteria for
classification. It was of special significance that the future Macedonian literary
standard was to be taken from the west-Macedonian “Mijak-Brsjak” dialect with
its centres at Bitola, Ohrid and Prilep, which is virtually identical with the
determination of Misirkov’s “central dialect” and with the basis of our modern
literary standard, except that Veles is not mentioned as one of the starting points
of Misirkov’s concept. (We must point out that by that time Krste P. Misirkov was
a grammar school teacher in Bitola, but maintained contacts with the members of
the Society, regularly sending a part of his salary for its activities).638 The
document continues: “The fact that Serbian propaganda is not restricted to Skopje
and that there are also Serbian schools in Bitola, Voden, Salonika, EnidÔe-Vardar
and Kukuš, and until recently there was a Serbian school even in Seres, and also
the fact that Bulgarian propaganda has also spread throughout Macedonia, is the
best proof of the unity of the Macedonian language, folk customs, character,
traditions and everything which may be encompassed under the notion of nationality.” The Society believes that “the attainment of this idea, ‘Macedonia to the
Macedonians’, could, with the establishment of a Macedonian standard”, even
prove desirable for all the actors interested in the ‘Macedonian question’, enumerating them: “(1) For the Bulgarians, because they could hope that with the return
of Macedonian émigrés brought up in the Bulgarian spirit the land would acquire
a Bulgarian character; (2) for the Serbs, because this would put an end to Bulgarian
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propaganda and thwart the danger of having a strong Bulgarian state to the south;
(3) for the Romanians, because they would not have to deal with a powerful
Bulgaria to the south; (4) for Russia, because the establishment of the autocephalous Macedonian church could weaken the significance of the pan-Hellenic
Patriarchate and impel it to consent to the elective principle for the oecumenical
patriarchal throne, which would be an opportunity for the election of a Russian
candidate to the Oecumenical Cathedra; (5) for Austria, because with the establishment of the Macedonian standard it could win the sympathies of the population
and prepare the ground for occupation; (6) for the Pan-Slavs, because this would
put a stop to the antagonism between the Bulgarians and Serbs (Pan-Bulgarian
and Pan-Serbian ideas) and the unification of Serbia and Montenegro would
become possible, providing the Serbs with an outlet to the Adriatic Sea, and
because the small states in the Pan-Slavic alliance would need the support of
Russia; (7) for the Turks, because this would bring about the cessation of all types
of current political and religious propaganda; (8) for Greece, because the hopes
for the restoration of the former rights of the patriarch in church and school matters
would be reinvigorated.” Finally (as Balkanski Glasnik had emphasized earlier, as
stated in the Memorandum of November 12, 1902, and as Misirkov wrote in 1903
and 1905), this document, too, explicates: “During the formation of the Serbian
and Bulgarian literary standards, the regions of eastern Serbia, western Bulgaria
and the whole of Macedonia were ignored, and the present elevation of this
language to a level of higher literacy, could represent a unifying link for the Slavs
of the entire Balkan Peninsula.”
– The fifth official act of the Society we know of is the Request to the Council
of the St Petersburg Slavonic Charitable Society of December 20, 1903,639 in
which a brief account of the work during the past year is given and the Constitution
of the Society is submitted for approval.
– The sixth document is the aforementioned “Constitution of the SlavonicMacedonian Scholarly and Literary Society in St Petersburg under the patronage
of the St Petersburg Slavonic Charitable Society” of December 16, 1903,640 where
the objectives of the Society are defined: “(a) to develop national awareness among
the Macedonian colony in St Petersburg; (b) to study the language, songs, customs
and history of Macedonia from their ethnographic and geographical aspects; (c)
to reconcile and unite all Macedonians, regardless of their education and conviction, in the name of their common descent and the unity of their fatherland; and
(d) to spread all the aforesaid among Macedonians in Macedonia and outside its
borders (abroad).”
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The Society planned to attain these objectives by: “(a) organizing assemblies
and lectures; (b) reading papers, short stories, poems, etc.; (c) collecting folk
literature (folklore) and works of historical interest on Macedonia; (d) spiritual
support for our compatriots, especially upon their first arrival in Russia, and (e)
helping and developing mutual relations with the other Slavonic societies and
circles, and also with individual Slavic activists.”
Of particular significance for Macedonian history and culture is Article 12 of
this Constitution, which says: “Conversation in the Society will be carried out in
the Macedonian (Slavonic-Macedonian) language; all papers and protocols will
also be written in this language.” This, as far as we know, is the first introduction
of the Macedonian language into official use, and was repeated in Article 31 of
the Constitution of the Ss Cyril and Methodius Slavonic-Macedonian NationalEducational Society of June 27, 1912.
– The seventh document is Krste Misirkov’s book Za makedonckite raboti (On
Macedonian Matters), which was written under the auspices of the Society (on its
recommendation) and printed towards the end of 1903 in Sofia, the centre of
Macedonian émigrés in the post-Ilinden turmoil. This was in fact a practical
application of the Constitution’s codification and the first standardization of the
modern Macedonian literary language using a modern Macedonian alphabet.
Misirkov, as a Slavic scholar and on the basis of the Macedonian national
programme already defined during the previous year by the Society, analysed all
‘Macedonian matters’ at that historical moment, assessed all current events and
worked out certain programme points in accordance with the new historical
circumstances in Macedonia — with the experience gained after the Ilinden
Uprising. This was the first book in a modern Macedonian literary language and
orthography, which provided both a theoretical basis and a historical survey of
Macedonian national development. Basic textbooks for the envisaged Macedonian
schools were also prepared,641 but the opening of such schools in Macedonia was
not allowed, and the printing of the textbooks proved an impossible task. The
aspirants acted in accordance with Misirkov’s predictions in his book.
– The eighth document in order of significance was the letter by the Society’s
president, Dimitrija Ëupovski, sent from St Petersburg on February 17, 1904, to
Nikola NiÌota, a Society member in Moscow,642 which contains important information on the activities of the Society and its links and relations with the Balkan
states, the great European powers and Turkey itself.
Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 295-29; D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski ,
Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940) …, á, 253 and 284-285.

641D-r
642D-r

Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, á, 273-277.
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– In addition to the large number of Misirkov’s programmatic letters addressed
to various persons and institutions,643 we should mention, as the ninth document
in terms of significance, the Programme for the publication of the “Vardar monthly
scholarly and literary journal”, formulated by Misirkov in Berdyansk on October
11, 1904,644 and approved by the responsible Russian authorities on March 1,
1905.645 This was a programme meticulously worked out in the spirit of the
programme principles of the Society and in accordance with Articles 1, 2 and 12
of its 1903 Constitution.
– And finally, the tenth official programme document of significance was the
first (and the only) printed issue of the pioneering scholarly, literary and socio-political journal in the modern Macedonian literary language and orthography,
Vardar, which appeared in Odessa on September 1, 1905.646 It represented the full
practical application of the provisions contained in the Society’s constitution
concerning the publication of a periodical in the native tongue.

4.
Of the Society’s documentation of programmatic character available to us concerning the first three years of its extensive activity, however, a special place and
significance must be given to the aforementioned Memorandum of November 12,
1902, as an act with the most complete definition of the Macedonian national
programme until Macedonia’s partition.
The essential demand in the document is the autonomy of Macedonia within
the borders of the Ottoman Empire, as a provisional status, and federation with
its neighbours (with Macedonia as the ‘Piedmont’) as the next step. The Society
put forward the following programme demands for such an autonomy:
1. Recognition by Turkey of the Macedonian Slavs as a separate people.
2. Recognition of the distinct Macedonian language as literary and its status as
official language, together with Turkish, in the three vilayets: Kosovo, Bitola and
Salonika.
643D-r

Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, áá, 197-416; D-r Bl aÔ e
Ri st ovski , ,,Š kol uvawet o na Kr st e Mi si r kov vo Rusi ja (Novi podat oci i soznani ja za
f or mi r awet o na Mi si r kovat a mi sl a)“, Gl asni k, HHáH, 1-2, S kopje, 1985, 105-144.
644D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, áá, 271-273.
645D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , ,,Var dar “. N auÌno-l i t er at ur no i opš t est veno-pol i t i Ìko
spi sani e na K.P . Mi si r kov, I MJ S kopje, 1966, 73-74; S .B. Ber nš t eàn, ,,I z i st or i i makedonskogo l i t er at ur not o òzì ka. ,Var dar ‘ K.P . Mi si r kova“, S l avònskaò f i l ol ogi ò, S bor ni k
st at eà, vì p. t r et i à, Moskva, 1960, 71-72.
646Photographically reproduced edition in the book: D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , ,,Var dar “…, 85-116.
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3. Recognition of the Archbishopric of Ohrid as an independent Macedonian
church.
4. Appointment of a governor-general in the three vilayets from the majority
nationality and a deputy from among the less numerous nationalities.
5. A regional elective popular assembly of Macedonia.
6. Granting of an Organic Statute to Macedonia by His Imperial Majesty the
Sultan.
7. Guarantees by the great European powers for the implementation of the rights
granted by the Sultan. Etc.647

This minimum programme, as a provisional status, was accompanied by
detailed and substantiated explanations. What first strikes the reader is the fact that
this whole large text mentions neither the Adrianople region nor ‘Old Serbia’
(Kosovo), but deals only with Macedonia within its contemporary ethnic borders.
Another fact which must be pointed out is that the text gives special emphasis to
and offers a scholarly interpretation of the language question in Macedonia. The
philological analysis contained in the Memorandum was obviously not made
without the direct participation of the best qualified Macedonian Slavic scholar at
the time, a postgraduate student at St Petersburg University, Krste P. Misirkov. We
can read virtually the same formulations a year later in his book Za makedonckite
raboti.
The essential question in the Memorandum is the emphasis on the Macedonians as a separate people, leading to the plea “for a Macedonia free, nationally,
politically and ecclesiastically”. The authors say that this “may seem like a utopia;
it may seem that we are trying to create in an artificial way something which does
not exist, that we want to create an ethnic concept from the geographical concept
of Macedonia, or, in other words, that we are trying to create a Macedonian
nationality artificially. But matters are indeed otherwise.”
Statistical data are given on the population in Macedonia within the borders
defined by the Constantinople Conference, indicating that of the total of 2.5
million inhabitants, there was a Slav population of between 1.2 and 1.5 million,
followed by the Turkish “with an imposing number of 600 to 800 thousand”
inhabitants (which undoubtedly referred to all Mohammedans in Macedonia,
including Albanians and Macedonians), whereas the rest of the inhabitants were
Greeks, Vlachs, Jews, etc. Hence the conclusion that “in the future Macedonia,
free politically, nationally and spiritually, the most important role in the socio-political life of the land will belong to the Slavic element, which is now, regrettably,
being divided firstly into three ethnic groups and then, in religious terms, into the
following groups: Patriarchists, Exarchists, Catholics, Protestants and MoBl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, á. All subsequent quotations are from
the same document.

647D-r
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hammedans”. In this division of the Macedonian population “the Church serves
as a tool to diverse propagandas” to recruit followers.
Schools in Macedonia are used in a similar way, as “instead of spreading
knowledge and enlightening the people, they sway them in favour of this or that
Balkan nationality, instil sympathies for one propaganda and nationality and
hatred for others”, and have thus become “the enemy of their own fatherland”.
Therefore the authors of the Memorandum believe that the unification of the
Macedonians with their own forces is hindered and blocked by the propaganda
machines, and also that unification cannot be carried out by any of the neighbouring states, as they are directly opposed to each other.
The Memorandum also takes a position with regard to the Revolutionary
Organization in Macedonia, which is almost identical to that of Misirkov a year
later. The authors write: “It is true, the Macedonian intelligentsia, brought up in
the Bulgarian national spirit, is fighting to obtain autonomous rights for Macedonia, but this activity of theirs is constantly paralysed by the activity of other Balkan
states, so that all attempts at effecting a general uprising in Macedonia have not
achieved the desired results, attempts which have, however, cost the population
dearly. Besides, the Serbs, the Greeks, and even the Romanians, by force of certain
higher state interests, will never allow the achievement of Macedonian autonomy
without a prior accord with the Bulgarians.” This view was certainly the result of
the real situation in Macedonia and the Balkans, but it also paid attention to
Russian state policy which was sensitive to any revolutionary action and disturbance of the status quo maintained by Russia and Austria-Hungary together.
If it is impossible to provide political freedom for Macedonia at this moment
owing to all these powerful factors, the authors of the Memorandum believe that
it is possible to provide “national freedom for the Macedonians”, and this means:
“removal of national propagandas from Macedonia and the introduction, instead,
of one of the Macedonian dialects at the level of a general Macedonian literary
standard”. Here, too, the question of the language in Macedonia and its relations
with the languages of the Bulgarians and Serbs are analysed in detail (from the
philological and political aspects). The authors conclude that “there is ethnic and
linguistic unity in Macedonia and that it is disputed only by the adherents of
greater-Serbian and greater-Bulgarian ideas”. Therefore, they believe that “the
interests of the Slavic population of Macedonia can be safeguarded in the future
destiny of this land only through the development of a common Slavic national
awareness among all Macedonian Slavs”, and hence, “it is in the interest of the
latter to eliminate Serbian and Bulgarian propaganda in the spirit of their native
tongue, their common past and common future”. And because “there is national
unity in Macedonia in the sense that all Macedonian dialects constitute a single
whole”, it is necessary “to raise one of the Maced. dialects to the level of a literary
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standard”, and hence “the necessity of eliminating Serbia’s and Bulgaria’s aspirations in Macedonia, of eliminating national propaganda which demoralizes the
Macedonian population, and of unifying the Slavic element in Macedonia with the
purpose of preserving its predominant significance for the future of Macedonia”.
The same emphasis on the linguistic question in Macedonia can be found in
Misirkov’s book Za makedonckite raboti, as one of the most powerful means for
Macedonian national unity and freedom from propaganda activities.
Yet the authors of the Memorandum ascribe no lesser significance to the
question of “the position of the church in Macedonia”, and hence, among other
things, they conclude and envisage: “In order to frustrate the religious partition of
Macedonia and eliminate the various types of interference by the enemies of
Slavdom and Orthodoxy, we deem the spiritual unification of the Slavs in Macedonia into a single whole as necessary so that they can be ready in any given
instance to offer resistance to external incursions. In saying this, we have no
intention of creating a new church in addition to the existing ones, but we would
like to act in a legal and diplomatic manner wherever this proves necessary for
surmounting the schism and transferring the Bulgarian Exarch from Constantinople. In addition, we would like Greek, Serbian and Bulgarian clerics in Macedonia to be replaced by clerics from among the local inhabitants who would be
subordinated to the Patriarchate through their own archbishop, whose canonical
relations with the Patriarchate would be approximately the same as are, for
instance, the relations within the existing autocephalous Orthodox churches. In
this way the Oecumenical Patriarchate will lose its pan-Hellenic significance and
will only acquire its true oecumenical significance when all autocephalous
churches are able to take part in the election of the patriarch. And this can be
achieved only if the Macedonian church, too, is made autocephalous.”
In conclusion, the Memorandum states that “no revolutions are needed” for the
national and spiritual unification of the Macedonians, and puts forward the naïve
belief that “it would be enough if Russian public opinion, together with Russian
diplomacy, urges the Balkan states in this respect so that the latter can renounce
their policies of conquest and halt their propaganda in Macedonia; and if they
wanted, from a humanitarian point of view, to help their brothers (as they have
now become accustomed to call them), a thousand other ways could be found to
express their brotherly feelings. By halting propaganda,” the authors hope, “the
antagonism among the population will cease, the Slavic population will become
united into a single compact mass and will always be able to withstand all
anti-national currents.”
This programme, however, is planned to last only “until the Albanian question
matures politically and nationally” and until “a decision is made on who will rule
the Dardanelles”. In the meantime, “Macedonia nolens volens, by necessity, should
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remain a constituent part of the Ottoman Empire, because the result of any uprising
will only be the extermination of the Slavic population, and this can be desired
only by the enemies of Slavdom and Orthodoxy.”
At this point the Society offers its minimum programme of seven items as the
“minimum rights and reforms which can be demanded and which can be achieved
in the existing political circumstances, to preserve the integrity of Turkey, guaranteed by the great powers, which is necessary for the preservation of European
peace”. Only in this manner, gradually, can Macedonia emerge as the “Piedmont”
and attract the neighbouring states in a federation for “the unification of Balkan
Slavdom and Orthodoxy”.
The fundamentals of this Macedonian national programme remained unchanged until the overthrow of Ottoman rule in Macedonia and Macedonia’s
partition. This is confirmed in the programme concept of “the separatist circle in
Bitola” in its letter dated August 15, 1912, shortly before the proclamation of the
First Balkan War, presented succinctly in the following demands:
1. Energetic intercession by brotherly Russia in favour of the Macedonians.
2. Destruction of Bulgarian, Serbian and Greek propaganda in Macedonia.
3. Opening schools in the Slavonic-Macedonian language.
4. Restoration of church independence (autocephalous Slavonic-Macedonian
Church in the t[own] of Ohrid).
5. Free development of national awareness, i.e. of the awareness that Slavonic
Macedonians are a single and inseparable people.
In the interest of the preservation of the integrity of the Ottoman Empire, the
Turkish government should aid with all cultural measures the spread of this
propaganda which already has thousands of followers both in Macedonia and outside
it.
6. In the name of humanity, human dignity and love for their fatherland, the
Macedonian intelligentsia should once and for all put an end to the shameful sale
of their conscience and honour in the Bulgarian, Serbian and Greek markets.
7. Broad internal self-government for Macedonia.648

5.
The same concepts are expressed in the programme acts of the Ss Cyril and
Methodius Slavonic-Macedonian National and Educational Society in St Petersburg (1912-1913),649 in the memoranda of the Macedonian Colony in the Russian
capital of March 1 and June 7, 1913,650 in the journal Makedonskij Golos (Make648Gr aÔ

dani nï , º 37, S .-P et er bur gï , 16.áH.1912, 5.
Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, áá, 5-25.
650Makedonskíà gol osï (Makedonski gl as), á, 1, 9.œ á.1913, 17-23.
649D-r
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donski Glas), which was actually the mouthpiece of that Society,651 in the numerous articles in the Russian press652 and memoranda to the Russian government,653
to the governments and public opinion of the Balkan states,654 in the appeals to the
Macedonians within the land and in emigration,655 etc. The national programme
was constantly adapted in accordance with the new historical realities, and
following the 1913 Treaty of Bucharest, in accordance with the international
sanctioning of Macedonia’s partition and the new paths of struggle for liberation
and unification of the land and the people.
As Russian politics was directly involved in the events in the Balkans, it did
not allow the legal activity of the renamed Ss Cyril and Methodius SlavonicMacedonian National and Educational Society, not even after the amendments
which were subsequently made to its Constitution.656 Hence, immediately following the Peace Treaty of Bucharest, the members of this Macedonian association
in St Petersburg tried to obtain a permit for the foundation of a Ss Cyril and
Methodius Russian-Macedonian Charitable Society.657 Despite the signatures
of two distinguished Russian activists and only that of Dimitrija Ëupovski on the
part of the Macedonians, this society, too, was not accepted by those responsible
in the City Administration. Macedonian national subjectivity was not allowed to
appear before the Russian public with the approval of the Russian authorities, even
though its aims and tasks were nearly the same as those we find in the 1903
Constitution of the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society.
Following the start of the First World War, the Macedonian Scholarly and
Literary Society once again presented its programme through the official acts of
the Macedonian Colony, published in its printed mouthpiece and also in the special
Memorandum to the Russian government.658 Yet under pressure from Serbia and
651Makedonskíà

gol osï (Makedonski gl as). Or gan na pr i vr zani ci t e na nezavi sna Makedoni ja
1913-1914. F ot ot i pno i zdani e, I NI , S kopje, 1968.
652D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, áá, 62-119.
653Ibid., 221-226.
654Makedonskíà gol osï (Makedonski gl as), áá, 11, 20.Há.1914, 199-201.
655Makedonskíà gol osï (Makedonski gl as), áá, 10, 13.œ ááá.1914, 6-10 and 20-21; áá, 11, 20.Há.1914,
201-203.
656D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, áá, 20-22.
657Ibid., 143-156.
658In the extensive and well-substantiated Memorandum to the Russian Minister of Foreign Affairs, of
August 1914, the signatories Dimitrija Ëupovski and Krste Misirkov (in the capacity of representatives
of the St Petersburg Macedonian colony and the Odessa and South-Russian Macedonian colony),
among other things, wrote that “the most equitable solution to the Macedonian question would
undoubtedly be the establishment of an independent kingdom headed by a monarch of Slavic origin
and of the Orthodox faith”. Assessing the historical moment after the start of the First World War in
which Russia, too, was taking part, the signatories to the Memorandum declared the following: “We
would like a Macedonian king from Great Russia. We must rectify our mistakes from the past and
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Greece, and owing to the bartering negotiations with Bulgaria, Russian policy
suppressed Makedonskij Golos (Makedonski Glas) as well.

6.
Unable to appear openly before the world with an official association, the Macedonians made attempts to use the existing Russian and Slavic societies in order to
make their views known and influence the final settlement of the question of
Macedonia following the War. As a result, Dimitrija Ëupovski became vice-president of the Society for Assistance to Beginner Writers, Actors, Artists and
Scientists in Petrograd,659 and it was not surprising that its mouthpiece Slavjane
(Slavs, 1915) re-printed Krste Misirkov’s article ‘The Struggle for Autonomy’.660
When this society, too, was banned by the authorities, the representatives of
Macedonia became members of the Society for Slavonic Mutuality (1915), and
a special commission was formed within the Council of the Society for Slavonic
Mutuality, composed of Russians, Serbs, Bulgarians and Macedonians. On June
8, 1915, it elaborated a very important Resolution on the Macedonian Question,
which was separately published by the Editorial Board of Makedonskij Golos. The
first item of this document said: “The most equitable solution to the question would
be the establishment of an integral independent Macedonia by taking those parts
of Macedonia from Serbia, Greece and Bulgaria which were captured by them in
1913. In this way, a single integral state will finally be established from this
long-suffering partitioned land, which will be able to develop freely and exist
independently.” 661
instead of looking for support among Balkan states, we should look for it and would certainly find it
in the person of the great liberator, Slavic Russia. We believe that the best and most equitable solution
to the Macedonian question would be if all Macedonian territories which constituted the three former
Macedonian vilayets were seized from the Serbs, Greeks and Bulgarians, and a new Slavic, fully
independent Balkan Kingdom of Macedonia were established, headed by one of the great princes of
the Russian imperial house, at the royal choice of His Imperial Majesty, the Great Emperor. In exchange
for the Macedonian territories seized from Serbia, Greece and Bulgaria, the first can be rewarded at the
expense of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the second at the expense of Epirus, and the third at the expense
of Dobruja or Thrace.” The Memorandum also suggested enticing prospects for Russian Balkan
policies: “The establishment in the heart of the Balkan Peninsula and on the borders of Bulgaria, Serbia,
Montenegro, Albania and Greece of an independent Macedonian kingdom headed by a king of the
Russian imperial house will complete the liberation by Russia of all Balkan peoples and thus the
unification could commence of all Balkan Orthodox lands into a single whole under the sceptre of the
Balkan branch of the Romanov imperial dynasty.” (D-r Rast i sl av Ter zi oski , ,,Ruski dokument i
za posebnost a na makedonski ot nar od“, N ova Makedoni ja, ª , 16972, 22.áœ .1994, 12).
659D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, áá, 227-239.
660K.

P el Åskíà, ,,Bor Åba za avt onomíô “, Makedonskíà gol osï (Makedonski gl as), áá, 11,
20.Há.1914, 205-207; K. P el Åskíà, S l avòne, º 5, P et r ogr adï , 1915, 60-62.
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7.
The First World War, however, affected the whole of the Balkans and the destiny
of Macedonia became even more uncertain. As a result, in August 1915, Dimitrija
Ëupovski sent a cable, on behalf of the Macedonians, to the president of the
Serbian National Assembly which was then in session:
At this moment when Serbia is deciding the question which determines the future
destiny of long-suffering Macedonia, we, the Macedonians, express our ardent
conviction that the brotherly Serbian people will resolve the Macedonian question
in full conformity with the rightful national aspirations of the Slavonic Macedonians, a huge part of whom are now fighting together with the Serbs in the name of
Slavic freedom and Slavic happiness. An equitable decision by the Serbian Assembly
will not mean a new partition of Macedonia but the restoration of its unity,
recognized by item two of the Serbo-Bulgarian Accord of February 29, 1912, which
envisages the establishment of an autonomous Macedonia.662

8.
When Dimitrija Ëupovski’s attempt (1916) to come to Macedonia and coordinate
the actions deciding the postwar fate of Macedonia failed, a Macedonian Revolutionary Committee was founded in Petrograd, headed by Ëupovski himself. As
part of its activity, on June 18, 1917, immediately after the February Revolution
and long before the October Revolution in Russia, this committee published,
among other things, a Programme for a Balkan Federal Democratic Republic 663
printed in the central Russian newspapers under the slogan “The Balkans to the
Balkan peoples. Full self-determination for each nation”. This was a programme
in full agreement with that proclaimed 15 years earlier. The published document
had three signatories: The Macedonian Revolutionary Committee, The Cyril and
Methodius Macedonian Society and The Editorial Board of Makedonskij Golos.664
This was at the same time the last known official document signed by the
Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society in Petrograd (St Petersburg) that
presented the programmatic base of the liberation concept of the Macedonians.
Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, áá, 242.
I, 42-43.
663Ibid., II, 266-269.
664The three signatories appear below the text in the newspaper Vol ò nar oda, º 43, 18.œ á.1917, 2,, and
we also find them in transcription (copy) by Ëupovski himself, among the personal property he left
(D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , op. cit., áá, 263). This surviving original mentions only Makedonskíà
Revol ô ci onnì à Komi t et ï , and the published version in the newspaper N ovaò Ô i znÅ, º 52,
18.œ á/1.œ áá.1917, 2, indicates only S l eduô t podpi si (“Signatures follow”).
661D-r

662Ibid.,
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Emphasizing that the raging war “is bringing freedom and self-determination
to many peoples”, the Programme pointed out:
Macedonia has fought for centuries and shed streams of blood for this freedom
and independence, but it was treacherously, unfairly dismembered by the nefarious
chauvinism and by the greed of the bloodthirsty dynasties of surrounding states. The
results of this unprecedented plunder in history have been the cause not only of
mutual extermination of the Balkan peoples, but also of a hitherto unseen world
war. Now, when a huge part of the Balkan Peninsula is in ruins and the rest of its
peoples remain under heavy Austro-German slavery, we, the Macedonians, who have
suffered more than anyone else, are calling upon all of you, Balkan peoples, to forget
the disputes of the past and unite and join our pan-Balkan revolutionary programme
in a joint and persistent struggle for the establishment of a Balkan Federal Democratic Republic.

The Programme was presented in 11 explicit items:
1. All the Balkan peoples are bound to overthrow the existing dynasties and
introduce a republican form of government.
2. Every Balkan republic should be fully independent in its internal life.
3. All the Balkan republics will constitute a general Balkan Federal Democratic
Republic.
4. The Balkan Federal Democratic Republic will consist of the following republics: Macedonia, Albania, Montenegro, Greece, Serbia, Bulgaria, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Slovenia and Thrace.
5. Not only ethnically homogeneous states are recognized as independent republics in the Balkans, but also those regions with mixed populations, whose vital
interests are closely connected with the geographical, historical, political, cultural
and economic conditions.
6. Autonomous districts and municipalities can be established in the republics
with mixed populations, where every nationality will enjoy full freedom of its native
tongue, faith and customs.
7. The official language of each republic will be the language of the majority.
8. Each individual republic will send its own authorized representatives to the
general Federal Parliament of the Balkan Federal Democratic Republic.
9. A Federal Government and a Council which stands in the stead of the President
of the Federal Republic will be formed from among the authorized representatives.
10. The Federal Government and the Council will be composed of an equal
number of persons from each federate republic.
11. The Federal Government and the Council will control all general federal
internal and foreign international affairs of the Balkan Republic.

This Programme was a genuine expression of the legitimate aspirations of the
Macedonian people and of their traditional concept of the liberation struggle, best
represented, at that period, by the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society in
Petrograd. The progressive movement among the Macedonians between the two
world wars grew as a natural continuation of this concept that was to reach its peak
in the Second Ilinden, in 1944.
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The Affirmation of the National Identity of Macedonia
and the Securing of its Territorial Integrity
(1912-1913)

The Macedonian liberation movement started as cultural and national (from the
1840s onwards), continued as national and revolutionary (1876-1892), evolved
into political and revolutionary (1893-1903) and affirmed itself as a national and
political movement in the period between the two Ilinden landmarks (1903-1944).
During these extremely important years, however, the continuity of development
and affirmation of the Macedonian national idea and action was never interrupted,
even though this was a crucial and dramatic period for the Balkans and a time full
of arduous and convulsive processes. Indeed, mutually opposing ideas and actions
by foreign actors in Macedonian developments frequently came to the surface, in
particular after the violent clashes between the organized neighbouring propaganda machines with clearly defined platforms of aggressive aspirations towards
the European territories of feudal Turkey, but this was also the result of the unique
evolution of the Macedonian people in the mediaeval period and the geopolitical
position of Macedonia in the years when most of the Balkan nations and nationstates were established. The study of the historical truth about Macedonia and the
Macedonians as a distinct entity has begun only in recent times, in circumstances
of still vigorous throwbacks to the former greater-state mythologies, adapted to
the new historical conditions and modern methods in the Balkan environment.

1.
Despite its being understood in different ways in different periods of the Macedonian liberation movement, autonomy was not accepted as mere tactic,665 but as a
permanent programmatic principle to preserve the independence and integrity of
Macedonia, and later also to unite the already divided Macedonian people. Hence
it was not surprising that the Macedonians so tenaciously insisted (starting from
665The attempts at presenting it in this way reflect a recognizable tendency: Di

mi t ï r G. Gocev, I deòt a
za avt onomi ò kat o t akt i ka v pr ogr ami t e na naci onal no-osvobodi t el not o dvi Ô eni e v
Makedoni ò i Odr i nsko (1893-1941), S of i ò, 1983.
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the 1880s) on obtaining autonomy within a wider community of peoples,666 as a
federation667 or confederation,668 within the boundaries of Turkey or of an Eastern
community, or within a Balkan,669 South-Slav670 or Yugoslav671 framework. This
was the imperative for the Macedonians dictated by the history, geography,
ethnography and politics of this part of the Balkans. Until the Balkan Wars it was
a means of neutralizing the danger of partition by its neighbours, and later was the
only possibility for the liberation and unification of the dismembered people. It
was these same circumstances and external factors that contributed to the Macedonians joining the Yugoslav federation following their struggle for liberation in
the Second World War.672
In seeking a solution, especially in the period between the two world wars,
there were even concepts for the autonomy and independence of Macedonia as a
buffer state with the purpose of neutralizing revanchism and maintaining peace in
the Balkans,673 but it soon became clear that the Macedonians were not the Swiss
and that the internal federation of its “nationalities”674 guaranteed no good pros666S pi

r o Gul abÌev, Edi n ogl õd po et nogr af íòt a na Makedoníò, Gabr ovo, 1887, 32-111.
DanÌo Zogr af ski , Odbr ani del a, 6. Makedonskot o pr aš awe i i st or i ski t e r aspaÎa,
S kopje, 1986, 105-127; D-r Or de I vanoski , Bal kanski t e soci jal i st i i makedonskot o
pr aš awe od 90-t i t e godi ni na HáH vek do sozdavawet o na Tr et at a i nt er naci onal a,
S kopje, 1970, 126-147; D-r Manol P andevski , P ol i t i Ìki t e par t i i i or gani zaci i vo
Makedoni ja (1908-1912), S kopje, 1965, 135-152; Al eksandar Hr i st ov, S ozdavawe na makedonskat a dr Ô ava 1878-1978. N aci onal noosl obodi t el not o dvi Ô ewe i bar awe obl i ci za konst i t ui r awe na Makedoni ja kako naci onal na dr Ô ava, á, S kopje, 1985, 252-270 and 340-354;
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vr ski i r azvi t okot na makedonskat a naci onal na mi sl a, áá, S kopje, 1978, 252-270.
668Hr i st o Andonov-P ol janski , Odbr ani del a, 3. Makedonskot o pr aš awe, S kopje, 1981, 190207; S voboda, á, 83, S of i ò, 12.áH.1887, 1-2; áá, 116, 13.á.1888, 3; áá, 118, 20.á.1888, 3-4; D-r Bl aÔ e
Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, áá, S kopje, 1983, 73-144.
669D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, áá, 101-138; D-r Bl aÔ e
Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940) …, áá, 252-270 and 319-330; D-r Mi hajl o Mi noski , F eder at i vnat a i deja vo makedonskat a pol i t i Ìka mi sl a (1887-1919), S kopje, 1985,
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naci ja, áá, 537-541; Al eksandar Hr i st ov, op. cit., áá, 93-104.
672Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , ,,Di skusi ja“, in: A S N OM vo sozdavawet o na dr Ô avat a na makedonski ot
nar od, MANU, S kopje, 1987, 442-454.
673This concept was advocated by the revolutionary organizations not only prior to the First World War,
but also between the two world wars and was supported even by Krste Misirkov in some of his articles
[D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926). P r i l og kon pr ouÌuvawet o na
r azvi t okot na makedonskat a naci onal na mi sl a, S kopje, 1966, 610].
674Even Sandanski’s federalist concept following the Young Turk Revolution and that of the “federalists”
of the 1920s did not envisage a distinct Macedonian people, a distinct Macedonian nation, but
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pects for either Macedonia or the Balkans. As a result, following Macedonia’s
partition, the Macedonian liberation movement swiftly oriented itself towards the
progressive forces in the world and looked for the solution to the historical reality
in concepts proposing a federation of Balkan states and peoples — with Macedonia
as an equal member.675
The Macedonian revolution in the Ilinden period was characterized by two
essential components, inseparable and compatible in their parallelism, but sometimes confronted from outside. There is no doubt that the unmistakable mass
character of the armed revolutionary component with politically clear aspirations towards securing a state-constitutional affirmation for Macedonia bore the
legitimacy of a struggle for freedom.676 Yet the absence of a publicly defined
national, and not only political, platform,677 the incorporation of the Adrianople
region within the Organization’s territory,678 and the acceptance of occasional and
conditional support mainly from one of the interested parties,679 resulted in the
Macedonian Revolutionary Organization making certain compromises and creating an impression before the largely uninformed world as if it wanted to build its
own state — with an alien people! The genuine endeavours of the organization to
present its independence and ‘internal nature’ were more or less successfully
exploited and used by the interested external actors. Precisely because of the vague
national programme of the revolutionary movement, the Ilinden Uprising was used
by those actors, even though the uprising was a historic popular achievement, as
manipulated with representatives of the neighbouring nations in Macedonia and sought a solution by
means of a kind of cantonal constitutional system after the example of Switzerland.
675This option was embraced even by the Internal Macedonian Revolutionary Organization (IMRO,
VMRO) of Aleksandrov, Protogerov and Ëaulev, resulting in the May Manifesto [I van Kat ar xi ev,
op. cit., 229-257; I van Kat ar xi ev, Bor ba do pobeda, 2. Vr eme na zr eewe. Makedonskot o
naci onal no pr aš awe meÒu dvet e svet ski vojni (1919-1930), áá, S kopje, 1983, 240-307].
676Hr i st o Andonov-P ol janski , I l i ndenskot o vost ani e i meÒunar odnat a javnost , S kopje,
1985, 46-49; Dop. Ìl en d-r Manol D. P andevski , I l i ndenskot o vost ani e 1903, S kopje, 1978;
D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot f ol kl or i naci onal nat a svest , á, S kopje, 1987,
171-348.
677K.P . Mi si r kovï , Za makedoncki t e r abot i , S of i ò, 1903, 1-44 etc.
678S i meon Radev, Ranni spomeni , S of i ò, 1967, 266-267. The Adrianople region was included because
the jurisdiction of the Bulgarian Exarchate encompassed the territories of Macedonia and the Adrianople region, and the Exarchate’s entire activity was concentrated in these two regions of Turkey.
Most of the more prominent activists of the Secret Macedonian-Adrianople Revolutionary Organization
(TMORO) were officials of the Exarchate and worked in these two regions. This already had a tradition
of three decades. Present-day Kosovo was not under the jurisdiction of the Exarchate.
679In this respect, it was not without significance that the ‘Exarchists’ formed the core of the Revolution,
that the seat of the Organization’s representative office was in Sofia and that all the information going
out to the world passed through the Bulgarian capital, transmitted chiefly via the Bulgarian news agency
and the Bulgarian press, while in Macedonia very often it was the Bulgarian church authorities and
‘trade agencies’ that carried the Organization’s mail and communications. The ‘support’ of some
Bulgarian governments and parties was also no secret.
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Misirkov lucidly assessed it only shortly afterwards.680 Hence, the Young Turk
Revolution, carried out basically as an anti-Macedonian act,681 was fully used by
the propaganda of the surrounding countries for legalizing their activities and for
the final partition of Macedonia, first into spheres of influence, and then of its
territory and people, which greatly encouraged the aggressive policy of the Balkan
monarchies in the ensuing wars.682
The other component of the Macedonian revolution was the authentic Macedonian national movement which had deep roots683 in the ethno-cultural traditions
and endeavours of the past. Adapting itself to the contemporary circumstances and
possibilities, it defined the programme principles which were finally to bring
national freedom. The foundation of the Macedonian Scholarly and Literary
Society in St Petersburg,684 as the principal core guiding this movement,685 was not
the work of a single man or of a group of Macedonian intellectuals, but the
expression of an ideology which already had its own historical heritage, deeply
rooted in Macedonia itself, and also supporters and followers within the Revolutionary Organization itself. According to its goals and tasks, and also its composition and activity, the Society was neither a simple student organization nor an
isolated circle, but a general Macedonian popular, national, political, scholarly and
cultural association. It developed along a road starting from Macedonia and going
via Sofia and Belgrade to St Petersburg, and maintained regular contacts and
coordinated its activities with the organized centres within Macedonia and abroad.
At that time it indeed played the role of a central Macedonian association (Matica
Makedonska) and it was no chance that it produced the first complete and detailed
Macedonian national liberation programme (1902), the first book in the modern
Macedonian literary language and orthography (Za makedonckite raboti, 1903), the
first public introduction of this language and orthography into official use (Article
12 of the 1903 Constitution), the first textbooks for the envisaged Macedonian
680K.P

. Mi si r kovï , op. cit., 76.

681Regardless of whether the expectations from the agreement between the sovereigns of Russia and Great

Britain in Reval on the autonomy of Macedonia were realistic (and if so, to what degree), the Young
Turk Revolution started earlier than envisaged, and in Macedonia at that, because the integrity of the
whole Empire was endangered by the possible action of the great powers which might have involved,
even temporarily, some kind of autonomy for this Turkish province.
682D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 467-489.
683D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, á, 119-602.
684D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, á, 130-179.
685A Macedonian Scholarly and Literary Society was also founded in Sofia, in December 1903 [D-r
Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 298]. The following year Nikola NiÌota
made a similar attempt in Moscow [D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940) …,
á, 272-277], and in 1905, Krste Misirkov prepared the ground for the foundation of a similar society in
Odessa as well (D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Makedonski ot nar od i makedonskat a naci ja, á, 383).
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schools (1903-1905), the first journal in the modern Macedonian literary language
and orthography (Vardar, 1905), the first map of Macedonia (within its ethnic
borders) using the Macedonian language (1913), the first journal (in Russian) with
a clearly defined Macedonian national programme [Makedonskij Golos (Makedonski Glas), 1913-1914], the first special publications defending the Macedonian
cause in the most critical historical moment, at the time of the Balkan Wars
(1912-1913), and the first complete federal programme with modern concepts
concerning the prospects of the Balkans (1917). All these achievements have
secured this Society a special place in the history of the liberation cause of the
Macedonian people, as an integral part of the Macedonian revolution.

2.
Bearing in mind all the manifestations of Macedonian national consciousness and
the concepts of the Macedonian liberation idea in the period up to the Balkan Wars,
we can conclude that the Slavic population of Macedonia was neither “ethnically
heterogeneous” nor an “amorphous mass” which could be moulded according to
the wishes of the conquerors, but a people with an already defined individuality,
aware of its history and culture, and also determined to fight for its future.
Accordingly, it was not and could not be a mere object, but aimed to act as a subject
in the historical moments of Balkan history.
Thus, when rumours started spreading in the European public of new accords
signed between the Balkan monarchies for war against Turkey, when the Kingdom
of Serbia once again took the initiative in acquiring and dividing the Sultan’s
‘legacy’, and Bulgaria concluded that it had no chances of wresting the whole of
Macedonia, the Macedonians saw the danger of partition and took steps to thwart
these serious threats. It was not by chance that the “Russian Party”686 appeared in
the Bitola region as early as 1910, and at the same period demands could be heard
for the return of Metropolitan Teodosija Gologanov to Skopje, where he planned,
together with Krste Misirkov and Petar Poparsov, to found the first Higher
Teachers’ Training College in Macedonia.687 At the same time, the experienced
activist Marko A. MuševiÌ arrived in St Petersburg with a memorandum to the
Russian government and the Holy Synod of the Russian Church demanding the
686D-r
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establishment of a vocational school in the Macedonian language with a boarding
house in the Óitoše Monastery, to produce trained staff for the future schools of
Macedonia.688 It was quite natural that the memorandum was accompanied by
Nace Dimov’s signature and a conceptual programme which was in total contrast
to the actions “of the political hacks in Sofia and Belgrade”.689 We still do not know
the details of Dimitrija Ëupovski’s mission to Macedonia in 1911,690 when he had
important contacts with people sharing the same ideas and fighting for the same
cause in connection with the dangers posed by the haggling policies of the
neighbouring monarchies.
When it became obvious that war in the Balkans was imminent, an important
letter arrived in St Petersburg (written in Bitola on August 15, 1912, long before
the declaration of the First Balkan War), in which this national centre, continuously
active from the 1890s onwards, defined, in seven points, the ways and means for
the preservation of the integrity and the affirmation of the legitimate aims of the
Macedonian people.691
This letter, published in GraÔdanin of November 16, 1912, fully corresponded
with the endeavours of the founders of the Ss Cyril and Methodius Slavonic-Macedonian National and Educational Society in St Petersburg, whose Constitution of
June 27, 1912, codified the national programme of the Society in the new
circumstances.692 The founders aimed to secure the necessary legitimacy for
themselves before the Russian authorities so that they could competently and
responsibly represent Macedonian interests in the expected turmoil in the Balkans.
The Society aimed “to help the spiritual rebirth and unification of the Macedonian
Slavs and their free national-popular self-determination,” acting “in the territories
of the Russian Empire and Macedonia”. The following activities were planned for
the attainment of these goals:
(a) to organize meetings, speeches, readings, addresses, public lectures, performances, concerts and literary evenings;
(b) to collect and study the historical monuments and indigenous characteristics
of the Macedonian Slavs;
(c) to organize publishing houses and open libraries and reading rooms, in
accordance with Article 175 of the Stat. on Cens. and Print., item XIV of the Code
of Laws, to publish a periodical printed mouthpiece of its own, to organize
688C ent r al

Ånì à Gosudar st vennì à I st or i Ìeski à Ar hi v, S .-P et er bur g (henceforth C GI A), f .
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competitions for the best scholarly and specialist works on the Macedonian question
and to give awards and prizes to their authors;
(d) to assist the training and education of its compatriots in a genuine national
spirit, offering them material and moral support;
(e) to open schools and reconstruct the destroyed Orthodox churches and
monasteries in Macedonia;
(f) to support and develop mutual relations with all Slavonic societies and also
with individual Slavonic scholars and social activists;
(g) to institute scholarships for children and orphans in various schooling
institutions.693

Stressing that “regular members can be exclusively Slavonic-Macedonian men,
Slavonic-Macedonian women and also the wives of Macedonians who agree with
the specified basic provisions of this Constitution and who are prepared to help
their implementation”, it expressly forbids: “Macedonian men and Macedonian
women of Slavonic descent who do not profess the distinct national unity of the
Macedonian Slavs, but call themselves Serbs, Bulgarians or Greeks, cannot be
regular members of the Society.”694 In addition, Article 31 is specific: “The
Slavonic-Macedonian language is considered the spoken and written language
among the members of the Society. For the purposes of spreading the idea of
solidarity and spiritual unification of all Slavs, regardless of faith and nationality
(Russians, Poles, Czechs, Serbs, Bulgarians, Croats, Slovenes, etc.), the SlavonicMacedonian Society will use, in its relations with other organizations and individual persons from Slavic countries, the pan-Slavonic Russian language; the documentation of the Society’s Administration will be kept in the Russian language
and in Slavonic-Macedonian.” 695
At the moment when Russia was the catalyst of the Balkan Alliance against
Turkey, the responsible authorities refused to register this society, because its aims
and tasks ran contrary to the aims and tasks of the Alliance. The legitimate goals
of the Macedonians were not permitted to reach the Russian and international
public.

3.
Prominent representatives of the Society, even as members of the Macedonian
Colony in the Russian capital, used the various ‘Slavic lunches’ on Mondays and
Thursdays as opportunities to promulgate their views, inform the public on the
693Ibid.,

8-10.
10.
695Ibid., 15.
694Ibid.,
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situation in Macedonia and the Balkans, and to prevent the partition of their
homeland.696 Thus, in early September 1912, the Macedonians declared:
Yes, the situation is critical: there is a smell of death in Macedonia… The victory
of the Slavic alliance, if achieved, is absolutely undesirable from a Slavic point of view, as
this will be a requiem for the descendants of Cyril and Methodius: Macedonia will be
divided into three parts, there will be a temporary triumph over its body, but no one
will be satisfied: a fight will unavoidably break out among those who dismembered
it and there will be no bright day for the Slavs. If Russia gives support to the Slavic
alliance, which is hardly likely, then the outcome will inevitably be a European war and
the partition of Macedonia.697

This prediction was not taken seriously as a warning by the rapturous Slavophile circles in Russia, not even by the responsible Russian political circles.
Dimitrija Ëupovski, Nace Dimov, Dr Gavril KonstantinoviÌ and other Macedonian
activists were extremely worried and visited various Russian editorial offices and
societies; they spoke and wrote about it, but the war in the Balkans broke out and
the partition of Macedonia seemed inevitable. What was important at that moment
was to act in the field, inside Macedonia, to organize internal resistance against
the aggressors and provide popular representation prior to the anticipated peace
conference. Therefore, Dr KonstantinoviÌ enlisted as a volunteer in the Balkans,
but he was sent to Montenegro as a physician.698 Krste Misirkov left for southern
Macedonia in the capacity of a Russian military correspondent from Odessa.699
Nace Dimov went to Sofia to animate the Macedonian émigré circles,700 and his
brother, Dimitrija Ëupovski, travelled through Sofia and Skopje to Veles, where
he arrived on November 21 (December 4), 1912. On the same day, in Angele
Korobar’s home, a general Macedonian conference was held with the participation
of prominent Macedonian activists from all over the land to reach agreement on
the necessary actions to be taken after the occupation by the various armies, and
also on the sending of a Macedonian delegation to the London Peace Conference.
In spite of the insistence of Petar Poparsov, Rizo Rizov, Alekso Martulkov, Angele
Korobar and others, they were unable to adopt a joint resolution. It was decided,
however, that Rizov should go to Salonika and then to Bitola, to meet their
696Ibid.,

26-142.
dani nï , º 37, 16.áH.1912, 3-4.
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699D-r Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Kr st e P . Mi si r kov (1874-1926) …, 495-497.
700According to the testimony of Marija Konstantinova, daughter of Nikola D. Ëuparov, from Sofia.
697Gr aÔ
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adherents and act in favour of Macedonia’s autonomy at the Peace Conference in
London. Yet in Salonika he was strongly threatened by the Bulgarian emissaries
that tongues would be cut and heads would roll for uttering the word autonomy.701
Jane Sandanski heard the same language at the banquet of General Todorov in
Salonika, when he drank a toast to the future autonomous Macedonia.702 The old
teacher and revolutionary Anton Keckarov from Ohrid had the same experience
when he wrote in a letter to Sofia that autonomy should be granted to Macedonia,
“and they answered him saying that he should never mention such a thing again,
because he would be expelled and incarcerated in Kurt-Bunar. And therefore
everyone kept a low profile, as it was war and everything was being done by
force.” 703
At about the same time, the distinguished Russian politician, statesman and
professor, Pavel N. Milyukov, who was already familiar with Macedonian matters,
arrived in Salonika. In a comparatively long article in his newspaper RÆÌ, he writes
that in December 1912 prominent Macedonian activists in Salonika handed “the
first written protests” to the Bulgarian tsar and the heir to the throne, in which they
demanded “a single autonomous Macedonia”. Milyukov points out that they still
did not know the agreement on Macedonia’s partition — “or they officially ignore
it”. “For the people who have fought all their life for the Macedonian idea, it was
obviously psychologically impossible in an instant to bow down before the
accomplished fact and admit that their ideas were finally made null and void and
consigned to the archives.”704
All these reactions by the Macedonians confirm that there was resistance inside
Macedonia as well against the aggressive appetites of its neighbours, but that the
real power was on the side of the occupiers.

4.
All that Dimitrija Ëupovski could bring from the conference in Veles was an
authorization to represent Macedonia’s interests before Europe through the
activity of the Macedonian Colony in St Petersburg. As early as January 27, 1913,
Ëupovski published an article in the newspaper GraÔdanin in the form of a letter
from Macedonia, where, after describing the history of Macedonia, its struggle
Bl aÔ e Ri st ovski , Di mi t r i ja Ëupovski (1878-1940)…, áá, 40-67.
ec, á, 11, S of i ò, 15.œ áá.1945.
703Makedonsko sï znani e, á, 8, Vi ena, 16.áœ .1924.
704RõÌÅ, º 26, S .-P et er bur gï . 27.á/9.áá.1913, 2.
701D-r
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for freedom and the situation following the incursion of the Balkan armies, he
wrote:
Now, when the action for Macedonia’s liberation has been completed, i.e. the
Turkish authorities have been driven away, and the allies have instituted their own
occupation authorities instead, now the prospects for Macedonia’s future seem even
gloomier and sadder than before. From the attitude of the occupation authorities
towards the Macedonian population it is clear that Macedonia’s former slavery has
been replaced by an even worse one, not only political, but also spiritual, and
furthermore, a triple one. In the territories of Macedonia seized by the allies the
situation has become unbearably difficult. Even before peace with Turkey is concluded, the occupation authorities are using draconian measures to deny the
population their nationality, their name and their vows, in the name of which this
people has fought for freedom.
To prevent information reaching the independent European press about the
violence currently aimed against the Macedonian people, which may give rise to
public protests against the purported liberators, the occupation authorities, have
resorted to measures hitherto unknown in history: the entire population is condemned to internment and has no rights to travel not only outside the borders of
Macedonia but also from town to town. Macedonian detachment heads — the
commanders — and the fighters themselves, who until yesterday fought shoulder to
shoulder with the allies against the common enemy, have now become the object of
persecution by these same occupation authorities. For a single word uttered to anyone
in favour of Macedonia’s indivisibility and its political freedom, they are subjected
to horrible persecution, torture and murder. All this is supported by hundreds of
facts, many of which have been reported by correspondents of Russian and especially
foreign newspapers.705

The eyewitness Ëupovski also wrote about the relations between the conquerors themselves and forecast the likeliness of a mutual war:
Matters between the allied occupation armies do not stand any better either.
There have already been open clashes between the Bulgarians and Greeks concerning
the cities of Salonika, Drama, Kavalla and other populated centres in Macedonia.
The same has been happening between the Bulgarians and Serbs concerning Bitola,
Ohrid, Prilep, Veles and other towns. All that makes the allies hold back from mutual
war is the conclusion of peace with Turkey. Therefore, in order to avoid these sad
consequences which may discredit the best motives of the participants in the war,
the Balkan allies should give Macedonia the right to self-determination; frustrating,
in this way, any further mutual rivalry, they should be able to create solid and sound
foundations for the continuous existence of the alliance. Internal Slavic discord is
more dangerous for the Balkan states than the schemes of their numerous external
enemies. Slavery under a kindred brother will for Macedonia be as difficult as slavery
under an alien or people of another faith.706
705Gr aÔ
706Ibid.
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dani nï , º 4, 27.á.1913, 14.

5.
The Macedonian activist Georgij A. Georgov (Stremjage) also used the pages of
the Slavophile mouthpiece Slavjanskija IzvÆstija and in two articles (of February
3 and March 3, 1913) expounded the Macedonian position on Macedonia and the
Macedonians, their aspirations and aims, and the situation following the Balkan
War. In his article ‘A Dangerous Experiment’, its author warns that European and
Balkan diplomacy have been preoccupied solely with the question of providing
independence for Albania, but have forgotten the burning and “incomparably more
important ethnographic, geographical, historical and political factor on the Balkan
Peninsula — Macedonia and the Macedonians”. Even “the allies, intoxicated by
success beyond their expectations, as can be seen from their entire activity, have
rejected any thought of Macedonia’s autonomy and intend not only to amputate it
as a living organism, but also to fully divide it among themselves, completely
forgetting that, by carrying out such operations on geographical Macedonia, on
its territory, this would in no way imply the killing and dividing of its soul —
ethnographic Macedonia…”707
As the Bulgarophile editors and associates of Slavjanskija IzvÆstija reacted
sharply against these views,708 Georgov published another article, ‘On Macedonia
and the Macedonians’, in which he declared that “the Macedonians do not want
and cannot be reconciled with any division”. He examined the history of the
various propagandas in Macedonia and underlined that “t h e a u t o n o m y o f
M a c e d o n i a — this is the best and most equitable way of settling the Macedonian question, t h i s i s t h e c o m m o n g r o u n d w o r k u n d e r t h e s t a t e
buildings of Serbia and Bulgaria, the undermining of which
will be equally dangerous for the independent political life of
both Serbia and Bulgaria, and for all the Balkan peoples in
g e n e r a l . We can sincerely welcome the ‘n i n t h g r e a t s t a t e ’ only in the form
of a ‘Balkan federation of the states of Bulgaria, Serbia, Macedonia, Montenegro,
Greece and Albania’, or at least of the first four, with joint, federal representative
bodies, customs and railway tariffs and perhaps a monetary system and armed
forces.” 709
On March 4, 1913, in the St Petersburg Slavonic Charitable Society, Nace D.
Dimov held his lecture entitled ‘Macedonia in the Past, the Present and the Future’,
later printed as a special publication, where the author demanded: “(1) The allies
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should put a stop to their intense ambitions towards the Macedonian people; (2)
Macedonia should remain a whole and indivisible Slavic unit; (3) Macedonia
should participate in the Balkan Alliance as an independent Balkan state.”710

6.
On March 1, 1913, the authorized representatives of the Macedonian Colony in
St Petersburg, Dr Gavril KonstantinoviÌ, Dimitrija Ëupovski, Nace Dimov and
Aleksandar Vezenkov, signed (in French and Russian) the Memorandum on the
Independence of Macedonia, submitted by the Macedonian Colony in St Petersburg to the British Foreign Secretary, Sir Edward Grey, and to the ambassadors of
the great powers to the Court in London, which was separately printed in Russian
and French and published in whole or in part in a large number of Russian and
other European newspapers. This was the first official action of the “authorized
Macedonians” before the international public. After describing the struggle of the
Macedonians for freedom and a state of their own, putting emphasis on the
participation of the Macedonians in the First Balkan War as an equal side in the
military actions, the document said:
The partition of Macedonia by its brothers is the most unjust act in the history
of peoples, a violation of the rights of Man, a disgrace for the entire Slavdom. Turkish
slavery is replaced by a Christian one, but that crucial hour is not far (it is
approaching — Macedonian fighters have already confronted the enemies of their
fatherland) when the Macedonians will openly say to the whole world: “We shall
rather die for our freedom than live under slavery again.”

Therefore the following is demanded strongly:
(1) Macedonia within its geographical, ethnographic, economic and cultural
borders to remain a single, indivisible, independent Balkan state; (2) In the shortest
possible time, on the basis of a general vote, to convene a Macedonian National
Assembly in Salonika for the purposes of detailed elaboration of the state’s internal
organization and definition of relations with neighbouring countries.711

At the same time Dimitrija Ëupovski prepared and published (in colour) a ‘Map
of Macedonia according to the Programme of the Macedonian Populists’712 which
was printed in the Macedonian language towards the end of March, and was
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immediately sent, together with the Memorandum, to London — to the representatives of the great powers and Balkan states, as well as to the Russian press.
They also announced in the press that the mouthpiece of the Macedonian Colony,
Makedonskij Glas, would soon start publication.713 In April 1913, the journal Ves
Mir, under a photograph displaying Dr KonstantinoviÌ, Dimov and Ëupovski,
announced that Ëupovski would “personally go to Paris and London to propagate
the independence of Macedonia”.714 Yet this important task approved at the Veles
conference was not accomplished, as Petar Poparsov was expelled by the Serbian
military authorities and could not reach St Petersburg, whence both of them were
to set off for the European centres as agreed.715

7.
As the permit for the printing of their mouthpiece had still not been issued, the
Macedonian Colony made efforts to use the pages of the Russian press to present
Macedonian views. For instance, Dimitrija Ëupovski, among others, published his
article, ‘The Macedonian State’, in which he pointed out that the thinking in the
Memorandum of the Macedonians “is the thinking of the entire Macedonian
people”, that “Macedonia, however, from both historical and ethnographic points
of view, represents a single entity and cannot willingly end its existence of many
centuries, agreeing to dismemberment”, and that “the Balkan Peninsula is too
small for several greater-state ideas to coexist peacefully. O n l y a f e d e r a l
state, consisting of all the Balkan peoples, which must include
a M a c e d o n i a i n d iv i s i b l e a n d i n d e p e n d e n t a s t o i t s i n t e r n a l a f f a i r s , e n j o y i n g e q u a l r i g h t s — only such a federation can secure peaceful
coexistence and progress for the Balkan peoples. We believe,” concluded Ëupovski, “that this will take place, but… it will be painful if they come to this
conviction only by shedding new blood!…”716
In his article ‘Mother and Stepmother…’, Ëupovski used the anecdote of the
judgement of Solomon and stressed that in Macedonia “the living body of a
w h o l e p e o p l e is being cut into three or perhaps four parts”, and strongly
condemned the Bulgarian government “which, obscuring and destroying for 35
years the national autochthonous spirit of the Macedonian people, and imposing
an alien culture upon it, has now betrayed it and subjected it to dismemberment”.
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Responding to the Belgrade Professor Aleksandar BeliÚ (who was in the Russian
capital on a special mission for the Serbian government), in his article ‘Macedonia
and Serbia’, Ëupovski pointed out that “an independent Macedonia should be
established, which would not be an artificially created state, because there are no
Serbs, Bulgarians or Greeks in Macedonia, but a fully distinct people”, and
because “[n]o agreements among the allies on the partition of Macedonia in this
or that part can be binding upon the Macedonians, as Macedonia represents a single
living body which cannot be amputated without resistance by the body itself…”
The solution Ëupovski proposed once again was the following: “If the allies do
not wish a new and stronger conflagration to break out in the Balkans, if they do
not wish a mutual fratricidal and bloody war, which is — unfortunately — very
close indeed, if they do not wish to become, one by one, Austria’s booty — there
is only one solution: an indivisible, independent Macedonia should join, with
rights equal to those of the other states, the powerful Balkan federation.”717
There were numerous appeals like this in the press and at the various public
meetings in St Petersburg. The Macedonians and Russians also announced a joint
“illustrated collection of articles” entitled In Protection of Macedonia in order “to
demonstrate the necessity of establishing an indivisible and independent Macedonia, from both Macedonian and Russian points of view”.718 In the meantime the
permit for the publication of the journal Makedonskij Golos (Makedonski Glas)
was issued. Over a period of a year and a half, it became the most prominent and
at that moment the only voice of the Macedonian people before Europe. Today it
is regarded as a highly important collection of documents testifying to the true
aspirations of the Macedonians at the crucial historical moment of the partition of
their homeland.
The members of the Colony (Society) were not only the loudest and most
prominent defenders of the integrity and advocates of the legitimate demands of
the Macedonian people, but they also delivered their own lectures at meetings of
distinguished societies in the Russian capital which aroused great interest. In May
1913, for instance, Dimitrija Ëupovski delivered a notable lecture in the Lawyers’
Society with the unambiguous title ‘The indivisible and independent Macedonia’.719
What makes a particular impression is the fact that the Macedonians at that
moment had Russian public opinion on their side, resulting in the adoption of
numerous resolutions in favour of Macedonian rights and freedoms and on the
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future of Macedonia. Russian Social-Democrats were particularly active in this
respect at the time, putting a strong emphasis on the aggressive character of the
Balkan War and demanding a plebiscite in Macedonia.720

8.
On June 7, 1913, the “authorized persons” of the Macedonian Colony in St Petersburg, Dimitrija D. Ëupovski, Georgij A. Georgov, Nace D. Dimov, Dr Gavril K.
KonstantinoviÌ and Chem[ical] Eng[ineer] I. Georgov, signed the Memorandum
of the Macedonians to the Governments and Public Opinion of the Allied
Balkan States, explaining once again the Macedonian national programme at that
historical moment, shortly before the outbreak of the Second Balkan War between
the “allies” (for the partition of Macedonia), with an appeal “for the immediate
establishment of an independent Macedonian state”, as “the partition of Macedonia will create a new dependence for us, and the slavery of our blood brothers is
no substitute for freedom”. The Memorandum strongly demanded:
In the name of natural law, in the name of history and in the name of practical
appropriateness, we beg you, brothers, to bear the following in mind:
(1) Macedonia is populated by a homogeneous Slavic tribe which has its own
history, its own tradition, its own former statehood, its own ideals, and hence has
the right to self-determination.
(2) Macedonia within its ethnic, geographical, cultural and historical borders
must be an independent state with a government responsible to a National Assembly.
(3) The Macedonian state should be a separate and equal unit within the Balkan
Alliance with common customs boundaries.
(4) With regard to its church, in Macedonia it is necessary to restore the ancient
autocephalous Ohrid Church, which would be in canonical relations with the other
Orthodox churches: the Greek, Russian, Bulgarian, Serbian, Romanian and SyrianArabic.
(5) For the purposes of detailed elaboration of the internal organization of the
Macedonian state, it is necessary, as soon as possible, under the sponsorship of the
great powers, to convene in the city of Salonika a national representative body
(National Founding Assembly) elected by a general vote.721

Two days later the first issue of the most significant Macedonian national
liberation periodical, Makedonskij Golos (Makedonski Glas), appeared. It continued to be published (with interruptions) until the start of the First World War. Its
11 numbers, on 220 pages, have left a fundamental archive of the Macedonian
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national consciousness and action in the struggle for the integrity and freedom of
Macedonia. In its programmatic editorial, in a visionary way, the editorial board
pointed to the following:
At this moment the Macedonian question is being decided and many facts
indicate that its solution will be final. Whatever destiny befalls this long-suffering
land: will it fall, after a slavery of five centuries, only under the authority of a kindred
state, will it be torn to pieces and divided among the Balkan allies, or will it at last
gain its long-awaited autonomy or independence — the aim of its perennial aspirations — in both the first and the second as well as the third case, the question will
be settled and will be forgotten, if not forever, then for a long period to come, in
the course of which many things will be completely changed.722

Owing to all these and other circumstances, the editors believed, “the Macedonians themselves [should] invest all their efforts in the attainment of all their
expectations and hopes during the long years of slavery and oppression, which
helped them preserve their national features, their Slavic individuality and integrity”, and hence they tried to acquaint the Russian public “with our land, its need,
interests and aspirations”.723

9.
This was the programme of Macedonia at the crucial moment and therefore its
representatives used every opportunity to present their aspirations and rights. What
is particularly significant is that they were always attentively listened to and most
often unreservedly supported by the Russian scholarly and social circles, but not
by official Russian policies involved in the Balkan events. Let us quote as an
example the marathon-long discussion in the Lawyers’ Society in St Petersburg,
where on June 24 and 27 and July 2, 1913, the representatives of the Macedonians
took part in a violent debate, supported by the majority of distinguished Russian
figures, and even by some Russian parties. As a reaction and in response to the
Bulgarian representatives at the assembly (Ljubomir MiletiÌ, I. Georgov, etc.) and
also to the Serbian ones (ÛorŸe A. GenÌiÚ, Dušan I. Semiz, Jeronim P. Taburno,
etc.), the Russian press quoted the words of the Macedonians: “The next speaker,”
writes the newspaper Den, “was the Macedonian D. Ëupovski, proponent of the
theory: Macedonia to the Macedonians. He spoke with bitterness about the
agreement which had been a secret from the Macedonians. The Macedonians
considered the war a liberating one and had never suspected that Serbia and
722Makedonskíà
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Bulgaria would aspire to divide their fatherland between themselves. The speaker
was convinced that every Macedonian would defend its indivisibility and persuaded the assembly that peace in the Balkans was possible only through the
autonomy of Macedonia, peace which is so necessary now for all the south-Slavic
states.” 724 Ëupovski underlined that “Macedonia should be, above all, autonomous
and that in the given case the strengthening of the Serbs in this territory is out of
the question”.725 Furthermore, “D.D. Ëupovski strongly reproached the present
Bulgarian emissaries at the assembly, Professors MiletiÌ and Georgov, because on
their tours across Europe and during their addresses they convinced the public that
the Macedonians wanted to join Bulgaria, while there was nothing such there.”726
The participation of Nace D. Dimov at this assembly followed the same line.
The Bulgarophile mouthpiece RÆÌ admitted: “The fervent speech of Mr Dimov
met with strong approval; he tried to prove that the only means for putting an end
to the present war and for establishing a healthy peace in the Balkans — was the
recognition of the autonomy of the whole, single and indivisible Macedonia.
Protesting against the attempts at Macedonia’s partition, devised treacherously by
the former allies, without the knowledge of the Macedonian people, Mr Dimov,
Ëupovski and other Macedonians strongly insisted on hearing, through a plebiscite, the Macedonian population concerning its expectations and hopes.”727 At the
same time, “N. Dimov refuted Semiz and Bryanchaninov, who maintained that
Macedonia needed no autonomy, and on the basis of scholarly facts proved its
right to independent existence; he then said that if Europe wanted peace in the
Balkans it was obliged to grant Macedonia autonomy; otherwise this land would
be the apple of discord between the Balkan states. The speaker said that, as a
convinced pacifist, he was against the war, and as a Macedonian, against the
partition of Macedonia.”728
The discussions were so passionate that the Serbian representative Jeronim
Taburno died at the assembly. He was taken out of the room, and the assembly
continued its work and voted on the three proposed resolutions: one by the Council
of the Lawyers’ Assembly, another by the Russian Social-Democratic Party, and
the third by the Party of the Populists. After the vote, they adopted the third
resolution with added elements from the first two. The six items of this resolution,
among other things, pointed out that the representatives of Russian social and
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political thought in the St Petersburg Lawyers’ Assembly found “the reason for
the raging war between yesterday’s allies… in the cruel acquisitive aspirations of
the dynasties and ruling circles of the corresponding Balkan states and in their
mutual blind struggle for hegemony”; “that both the economic and political
development of the Balkan peoples can be achieved only within the framework of
a democratic federation of free Balkan states, not excluding Turkey”; that they
considered “as the most equitable solution to the present conflict as regards
Macedonia by the granting of autonomy to the latter, with the mandatory provision
of the right to cultural and national self-determination of all the nationalities
populating it”, where “the plebiscite on this issue, in order to be authoritative,
demands, in any case, guarantees for its being freely carried out by the entire
Macedonian people”, and that “the armed involvement of the neighbouring
states… represents international outlawry”. And finally, “the policy of Russian
diplomacy is condemned; for certain reasons, it failed to take appropriate measures
for frustrating the fratricidal war in the Balkans”. 729

10.
The Macedonian national programme was also presented in the Russian Parliament. On June 6 (19), 1913, in his speech, the Cadet Party leader, Pavel N.
Milyukov, among other things, said:
Whatever nationality lives in Macedonia, it is a single and one nationality in the
territory of the whole land, and to allow the possibility of dividing this living
organism into parts, spans and ells, would mean to go back to the diplomacy
identified with the measures of the Congress of Vienna 100 years ago. The most
natural solution would be to give Macedonia full-scale autonomy. Unfortunately
such a solution is now virtually impossible. An act of violence has been carried out
in accordance with the agreement of February 29, an act carried out secretly from
public knowledge on both sides. We should consider this violent partition as a fact,
but at least do not go any further in this direction; cutting off Macedonia’s
north-western corner, do not cut it into two or three parts. It is not appropriate here
to dispute what the Macedonians are and who controlled Macedonia earlier or longer.
Let us leave this dispute to the ethnographers, historians and philologists. For the
politician this is a question which can be decided by simple consultation: what, at
this moment, do the Macedonians consider themselves to be?730
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The representative of the Social-Democratic Party of Russia, the Georgian
Arkady I. Chkhenkeli, replied to this speech in the Duma, extensively quoting the
Memorandum of the Macedonians of March 1. At the time when the Second
Balkan War was raging in the Balkans, Chkhenkeli pointed to the agreements by
which Macedonia “was already torn to pieces and divided part by part among the
individual states on the Balkan Peninsula”, which “carried out aggression, and are
now fighting over the booty”. He sees “only one reasonable means, which is a
plebiscite of the Macedonian people, leaving to it the right to decide its destiny
alone”. Speaking in favour of the demands of the Macedonians for the independence of their fatherland, as the events indicated that it was no longer “a
liberation of Macedonia, but a new subjugation of these Macedonians”,
Chkhenkeli stated the position of his party on this question:
Gentlemen, we have always welcomed and are now welcoming the aspirations of
Macedonia towards national freedom, but we decisively reject that this freedom
should be imposed upon it through the partition of its territory among the acquisitive
Balkan states. We have condemned and are condemning the Balkan war which has
swallowed hundreds of thousands of young lives, which has brought ruin to the
broad masses of the warring states, which has given over those masses to political
and economic slavery of triumphant militarism and plutocracy. We support the
autonomy of Albania and Macedonia and the establishment of a single democratic
federal republic, created from the association of all nations and territories on the
Balkan Peninsula. This view is shared not only by the Russian socialists, but also by
the socialists of the Balkan states, including those of Macedonia and Turkey. This
view, as you know, has become imperative for all socialists after the magnificent
assembly of the International in Basel…731

But the Russian Balkan policy refused to listen to the wishes and aspirations
of Macedonia. The Balkan aggressors were also intoxicated by their victories and
elated by their defeat of the enemy. The Peace Treaty of Bucharest, August 10,
1913, put an end to the integrity and unity of Macedonia and of the Macedonian
people, but not to the struggle of the Macedonians for unification and freedom.
Macedonia was to become the fate of the Balkans and of Europe as well.
Even this brief journey through the testimony of history shows us that at the
time of the Balkan War the Macedonian people was already a single entity with a
formed historical and national consciousness. During the Ilinden period the
Macedonians were able to define the main points of programme action, but they
did not have the power necessary to protect their territorial integrity in the face of
the allied aspirants and their military actions. The Balkan War was even at the time
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assessed as aggressive in character and destructive for Macedonia and the Macedonians. This was the fateful initial step in breaking the unity of this land and its
people. Not only did it bring national disaster for Macedonia, but it also turned
into a dangerous detonator threatening the peace and prosperity of the Balkans
and the whole of Europe.
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